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Summary

This dissertation addresses two topics of modern econometric theory that are naturally
interdependent and play a key role when one encounters high-dimensional applied problems:
the problem of covariance matrix estimation and its connection to the factor models.

A covariance matrix is the simplest measure that summarizes the dependence among
several variables. It is thus fundamental for multivariate data analysis. However, the estima-
tion of covariance matrices is intrinsically challenging, especially in the high-dimensional
setup (Fan, Liao, and Liu (2016)).

In the current work, the term "high-dimensional" refers to a setupwhere the dimensionality
of covariates is comparable to or greater than the number of available observations in the
dataset. Nowadays, researchers and practitioners process this type of data in various
application areas, such as machine learning, signal processing and financial data analysis, to
name a few.

Analyzing such datasets with traditional estimation methods is computationally burden-
some or sometimes even infeasible. Furthermore, inference based on traditional multivariate
statistical techniques is no longer valid and yields misleading results (see, e.g. Yao, Zheng,
and Bai (2015)). At the same time, the inferential theory for high-dimensional problems is a
subject of active and ongoing research, and it is still under development.

One natural way to reduce the dimensionality of a problem at hand is to opt for a factor
analysis. The key idea of a factor model is appealing for many applications. It is assumed
that a few unobserved factors generate the data, and most of the variation in the observed
data is hence explained by a small number of latent variables. Factor modeling thus allows
the high-dimensional problem to be mapped into a low-dimensional space.

However, the estimation of factor models and the corresponding inferential theory rely on
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the estimation of the covariance matrix for the observed data. Traditionally, the covariance
matrix is estimated using the sample counterpart. Furthermore, regardless of the chosen
estimation technique, maximum likelihood (ML) or principal component analysis (PCA),
the estimates for latent factors and their corresponding parameters depend on the sample
eigenvalues and their respective eigenvectors resulting from the eigendecomposition of the
sample covariance matrix.

Therefore, on the one hand, we study the properties of the sample covariance matrix
in the high-dimensional setting, since this is essential for the factor analysis and further
methods that build upon it, for example factor-augmented vector autoregressive (FAVAR)
models, which are often used in macroeconomic policy decision making, and PCA-based
kernel methods, which are popular in machine learning applications. The covariance matrix
estimation is hence a crucial input for the factor analysis and for the dimension reduction in
general.

On the other hand, this research looks at the link between the covariance matrix estimation
and factor models from a different perspective: how the latter can be used to improve the
former.

It is well-known that the sample covariance matrix performs poorly in the high-
dimensional setup. To overcome this undesirable property, one can impose certain restrictions
on the design of a covariance matrix, such as sparsity or banding. As an alternative, it is also
possible to estimate the covariance matrices with an implied autoregressive or factor model
structure.

In this thesis, we focus on the covariance matrix estimation with an imposed factor
model structure following Fan, Fan, and Lv (2008). First, in many economic and financial
applications, an assumption of a few underlying variables that drive the dynamics of the
observed data is natural (see, e.g. Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983)). Second, the factor
model structure by construction ensures the positive-definiteness of the estimated covariance
matrix, which is a desirable characteristic. Factor models can thus be used to design and
estimate the covariance matrix. That is, the two topics, namely covariance matrix estimation
and factor models, are mutually co-dependent and require rigorous treatment.

The three chapters of this thesis, each of which is a separate essay, are concerned with the
topics mentioned above. The essays are independent research papers that were written during
my doctoral studies at the University of Konstanz. I wrote the first article completely myself.
The second article was written together with Maurizio Daniele and Prof.Dr. Winfried
Pohlmeier. Finally, the third article was written together with Dr. Roxana Halbleib and
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Prof.Dr. Giorgio Calzolari. As is usual in the related literature, the author or authors are
always referred to as "we".

The first chapter, Estimation of Covariance Matrices in High Dimensions: A Survey,
reviews the properties of the sample covariance matrix, its eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
in the high-dimensional setting, and the chapter compares them to those estimators in the
traditional setup, where the dimension is fixed while the sample size increases.

We discuss the inconsistency of traditional sample estimators under the high-dimensional
asymptotics and explain this undesirable property using the recent theoretical findings that
are based on the random matrix theory (RMT) (see, e.g. Akemann, Baik, and Di Francesco
(2011)). Furthermore, we highlight the potential implications for factor analysis, for example
the incorrect choice of the factors as well as the inconsistency of estimated factors and their
corresponding loadings (parameters).

As an illustrative example that is referred to throughout the paper, we choose the two
tests that are constructed using the sample eigenvalues, namely the sphericity test and the
partial sphericity test (Jiang and Yang (2013) and Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017)).
These tests are commonly used to detect the factor structure in the population covariance
matrix, or in other words, the presence of a few large eigenvalues that are distinguished,
compared to the rest. Given that the sample estimators for the eigenvalues are inconsistent
in the high-dimensional setting, the results of these tests are not reliable, and the number of
factors in the observed data is hence chosen erroneously (Ledoit and Wolf (2015)). This has
serious implications for all the statistical techniques that are based on dimension reduction.
As a result, a word of caution is in order here.

In summary, this paper addresses the inconsistency of the sample covariance matrix, its
eigenvalues and the respective eigenvectors in the high-dimensional setup, and it investigates
the origins of this problem. Furthermore, it points out the consequences of this inconsistency
property in the multivariate statistical analysis.

Given the results and discussion provided in the first chapter, we proceed in the second
chapter with the covariance matrix estimation based on the factor model structure in order to
eliminate the inconsistency property and attain better performance in the high-dimensional
setting.

The second chapter, Sparse Approximate Factor Estimation for High-Dimensional
Covariance Matrices, proposes a novel covariance matrix estimation approach based on the
approximate factor model with an embedded sparsity in the factor loadings.

The covariance matrix estimator that we construct based on the sparse approximate factor
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(SAF) structure thus allows for the existence of weak factors. This assumption relaxes the
pervasiveness condition generally imposed in the standard factor model literature, which
can, however, be restrictive and lead to misspecification errors.

In this paper, we prove that, unlike the sample estimator, our covariance matrix estimator
with an implied underlying factor model is consistent in the high-dimensional setup under
the average Frobenius norm. This latter property was difficult to achieve before (see, e.g.
Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013)), and to our knowledge, this result is new for the related
literature. Furthermore, we demonstrate the consistency property for the factor loadings and
the factors as well.

By means of Monte Carlo simulations, we further demonstrate the superior performance
of the SAF covariance estimator in finite samples for high dimensions and different designs
of the covariance matrix. Moreover, in an out-of-sample portfolio forecasting application,
our estimator uniformly outperforms alternative portfolio strategies based on the different
covariance matrix estimation approaches.

The third chapter, A Latent Factor Model for Forecasting Realized Variances, also
exploits the factor structure for the estimation and forecasting of covariance matrices.
However, in this paper, we focus particularly on the problem of modeling the covariance
matrices for realized measures. This setup is methodologically challenging. The realized
measures are computed using high-frequency data, and they exhibit certain empirical
features that should be accounted for in the corresponding model. One of the fundamental
characteristics of the realized volatilities is their long memory property—in other words,
a slowly decaying pattern in the autocorrelation function (ACF). The existing approaches
capturing this phenomenon, such as the autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average
(ARFIMA) model (Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Labys (2000)), the heterogeneous
autoregressive (HAR) model (Corsi (2009)) or the mixed-data sampling (MIDAS) model
(Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2006)), are univariate and prone to the dimensionality
problem when applied to the vector of realized variances. When using the full specifications
of those models in a vector case, the number of parameters becomes larger than the sample
size even for a few time series under consideration. Therefore, when modeling a covariance
matrix of realized measures, one should alleviate the high-dimensionality problem and
incorporate the long memory property.

In this chapter, we propose a parsimonious model to forecast large vectors of realized
volatilities (the diagonal elements of the realized covariance matrix) by exploiting their
common dynamics within a factor model framework. Furthermore, we capture the long
persistence of the series by means of aggregating latent factors with AR(1) dynamics. We
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prove that if the autoregressive parameters of the latent factors follow the Beta distribution,
then the aggregation of a few factors generates hyperbolic decay in the ACF, thus implying
the long memory property in the observed series.

This model has obvious advantages over the above-mentioned standard models in terms
of parametrization. By applying our model to forecast a vector of daily realized variances of
29 Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index constituents, we demonstrate that it often
outperforms the benchmark models, which are only implementable under heavy parametric
restrictions.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation befasst sichmit zwei Themen dermodernen, ökonometrischen Theorie, die
auf natürlicheArt undWeise voneinander abhängen und eine zentrale Rolle spielen, wennman
auf hochdimensionale, angewandte Probleme stößt: Das Problem der Kovarianzschätzung
und deren Verbindung zu Faktormodellen.

Eine Kovarianzmatrix ist das einfachste Maß, welches die Abhängigkeit zwischen
verschiedenen Variablen beschreibt. Deshalb bildet sie die Grundlage für die statistische
Analyse multivariater Daten. Dennoch birgt die Schätzung von Kovarianzmatrizen eine
intrinsische Herausforderung, besonders wenn es um die Schätzung hochdimensionaler
Probleme geht.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit bezieht sich der Ausdruck “Hochdimensionalität” auf eine
Situation, in der dieAnzahl derVariablen ungefähr den verfügbarenBeobachtungen entspricht
oder diese sogar übersteigt. Heutzutage verarbeiten Forscher und Anwender diese Daten in
verschiedenen Anwendungsbereichen wie dem Maschinellen Lernen, der Signalverarbeitung
sowie in der Analyse von Finanzdaten.

Die Analyse solcher Datensätze mit traditionellen Schätzmethoden ist berechnungs-
technisch sehr aufwändig und manchmal sogar unmöglich. Des Weiteren ist die Inferenz
der traditionellen, multivariaten Methoden nicht länger valide und führt zu irreführenden
Ergebnissen. Gleichzeitig ist das Thema der Inferenztheorie für hochdimensionale Probleme
ein Feld aktiver Forschung und befindet sich noch in der Entwicklung.

Die Faktoranalyse stellt einen natürlichen Weg dar, die Dimensionalität eines Problems
zu reduzieren. Das Prinzip von Faktormodellen ist für viele Anwendungen attraktiv. Es
wird angenommen, dass wenige, unbeobachtete Faktoren die Daten generieren und daher
ein Großteil der Varianz in den beobachteten Daten durch wenige latente Variablen erklärt
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werden kann. Die Modellierung mit Hilfe von Faktormodellen erlaubt, hochdimensionale
Probleme auf niedrigdimensionale Räume abzubilden.

Dennoch beruht die Schätzung von Faktormodellen und die damit verbundene Inferenz-
theorie auf der Schätzung der Kovarianzmatrix der beobachteten Daten. Traditionell wird
die Kovarianzmatrix mithilfe einer Stichprobe geschätzt. Des Weiteren hängen die Schätzer
der latenten Faktoren und der entsprechenden Parameter - unabhängig von der Schätzme-
thode, wie zum Beispiel Maximum Likelihood oder Hauptkomponentenanalyse - von den
Eigenwerten und Eigenvektoren der Stichprobenkovarianz und der daraus resultierenden
Eigenwertzerlegung ab.

Wir untersuchen zum einen die Eigenschaften derKovarianzmatrix im hochdimensionalen
Rahmen, da jene essentiell für die Faktoranalyse und die darauf aufbauenden Methoden sind.
Diese umfassen unter anderem faktorerweiterte vektorautoregressive Modelle, die häufig
benutzt werden, um makroökonomische Entscheidungen zu treffen, oder Kernel-Methoden
basierend auf Hauptkomponenten (engl.: principal components), welche im Maschinellen
Lernen beliebt sind. Die akurate Kovarianzschätzung ist deshalb generell ein zentrales
Element der Faktoranalyse und der Dimensionsreduktion.

Zum anderen wird diese Forschungsarbeit ein Augenmerk auf die Verbindung von der
Kovarianzschätzung und Faktormodelle aus verschiedenen Blickwinkeln setzen: Wie kann
zweiteres benutzt werden, um ersteres zu verbessern.

Es ist allgemein bekannt, dass die Stichprobenkovarianz als Schätzer für die Kovarianz
der Population im hochdimensionalen Räumen problematisch ist. Um diese ungewollte
Eigenschaft zu umgehen, kannman gewisse Bedingungen an die Struktur der Kovarianzmatrix
stellen, wie zum Beispiel die Dünnbesetztheit oder die Bänderung (engl.: sparsity and
banding). Alternativ ist es auch möglich die Kovarianz mit einer impliziten autoregressiven
oder einer Faktormodell-Struktur zu schätzen.

In dieser Doktorarbeit liegt der Fokus auf der Kovarianzschätzung auf Basis des
Faktormodells von Fan, Fan, and Lv (2008). Zunächst scheint die Annahme, dass ein
paar zugrundeliegende Variablen die Dynamik der beobachteten Daten treiben, in vielen
ökonomischen und finanziellen Anwendungen plausibel (siehe, z.B. Chamberlain and
Rothschild (1983)). Weiter garantiert das Faktormodell durch sein Design die positive
Definitheit der geschätzen Kovarianz, eine äußert wünschenswerte Eigenschaft. Dadurch
hängen die zwei Themen - Kovarianzschätzung und Faktormodelle - voneinander ab, so dass
es einer rigorosen Behandlung beider Konzepte bedarf.

Die vorliegende kumulativeDissertationsschrift besteht aus drei eigenständigenAufsätzen.
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Die Aufsätze sind unabhängige Forschungsarbeiten und können getrennt voneinander gelesen
werden. Der erste Aufsatz wurde von mir in alleiniger Autorenschaft geschrieben. Der zweite
Aufsatz ist in Zusammenarbeit mit Maurizio Daniele und meinem Doktorvater Prof.Dr.
Winfried Pohlmeier entstanden. Der dritte Artikel wurde zusammen mit Dr. Roxana Halbleib
und Prof.Dr. Giorgio Calzolari geschrieben. Wie in der Literatur üblich, ist mit "wir" immer
der einzelne Autor oder mehrere Autoren gemeint.

Das erste Kapitel, Estimation of Covariance Matrices in High Dimensions: A Survey,
überprüft die Eigenschaften der Stichprobenkovarianz, deren Eigenwerte und Eigenvek-
toren im hochdimensionalen Zusammenhang und vergleicht diese zu den Schätzern im
traditionellen Fall, in welchem die Dimension fixiert und die Stichprobengröße erhöht wird.

Wir diskutieren die Inkonsistenz der traditionellen Stichprobenschätzer in hochdimensio-
nalen Anwendungen und erklären diese unerwünschte Eigenschaft mithilfe der Ergebnisse
aus der Theorie von Zufallsmatrizen (siehe, z.B. Akemann, Baik, and Di Francesco (2011)).
Des Weiteren arbeiten wir die möglichen Implikationen für Faktormodelle heraus, wie zum
Beispiel die fehlenhafte Wahl der Faktoren sowie die Inkonsistenz der geschätzten Faktoren
und deren Gewichte.

Als anschauliches Beispiel, auf welches im gesamtem Verlauf dieser Forschungsarbeit
verwiesen wird, wählen wir zwei statistische Testverfahren welche mithilfe der Stichprobe-
neigenwerte konstruiert werden, genauer auf Basis des Sphärizitäts-Tests und des partielle
Sphärizitäts-Tests (engl.: sphericity und parital sphericity test, Jiang and Yang (2013) and
Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017)). Diese Tests werden normalerweise genutzt, um
die Faktorstruktur in der Kovarianz der Gesamtpopulation zu erkennen, d.h., die Präsenz
einiger, großer Eigenwerte, welche sich von den anderen abheben, zu ermitteln. Unter
Berücksichtigung der Tatsache, dass die Schätzungen der Eigenwerte der Stichprobe im
hochdimensionalen Raum inkonsistent sind, sind die Ergebnisse dieser Tests nicht verlässlich
und die Anzahl der Faktoren in den beobachteten Daten kann falsch gewählt werden (Ledoit
and Wolf (2015)). Das hat erhebliche Implikationen für die statistischen Techniken, welche
auf der Reduktion der Dimensionen basieren. Folglich ist hier besondere Vorsicht geboten.

Zusammenfassend adressiert diese Forschungsarbeit die Inkonsistenz der Stichpro-
benkovarianz, deren Eigenwerte und entsprechende Eigenvektoren im hochdimensionalen
Zusammenhang und untersucht die Ursprünge dieses Problems. Desweiteren zeigt sie die
Konsequenzen dieser Inkonsistenz für die multivariate statistische Analyse auf.

Nach den Ergebnissen und Auseinandersetzungen des ersten Kapitels, fahren wir im
zweiten Kapitel mit der Kovarianzschätzung unter Zuhilfenahme von Faktormodellen fort,
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um die Inkonsistenz zu beseitigen und eine bessere Leistung im hochdimensionalen Rahmen
zu erhalten.

Das zweite Kapitel, Sparse Approximate Factor Estimation for High-Dimensional Cova-
riance Matrices, beschreibt eine neue Vorgehensweise zum Schätzen von Kovarianzmatrizen
mit dem Ansatz eines Faktormodells mit eingebauter Spärlichkeit der Faktorgewichte.

Der Kovarianzschätzer, den wir auf Basis der spärlichen approximativen Faktorstruktur
(SAF) konstruieren, erlaubt die Existenz von schwachen Faktoren. Diese Annahme weicht die
Bedingung der Durchgängigkeit (engl.: pervasiveness), welche üblicherweise in der Literatur
zu Faktormodellen auferlegt wird. Durchgängigkeit ist eine sehr restriktive Annahme und
kann zu Fehlern durch Fehlspezifikation führen.

In dieser Forschungsarbeit beweisen wir, dass, im Gegensatz zum Stichprobenschätzer,
unser Kovarianzschätzer mit einem impliziten Faktormodell in hohen Dimensionen unter
der Frobenius-Norm konsistent ist. Diese Eigenschaft war bisher schwer zu erreichen (siehe,
z.B. Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013)), und ist nach unserem Wissen neu. Des Weiteren
beweisen wir die Konsistenzeigenschaft für die Faktorgewichte wie auch für die Faktoren.

Mit Hilfe von Monte Carlo Simulationen demonstrieren wir des Weiteren die Überle-
genheit des SAF-Kovarianzschätzers in endlichen Stichproben für hohe Dimensionen und
verschiedene Strukturen der Kovarianzmatrix. Außerdem schneidet unser Schätzer in einer
Out-of-Sample Portfolioprognoseanalyse über die Stichprobe hinaus durchwegs besser als
andere Portfoliostrategien ab, die auf anderen populären Ansätzen zur Kovarianzschätzung
beruhen.

Das dritte Kapitel, A Latent Factor Model for Forecasting Realized Variances, nutzt
ebenfalls die Faktorstruktur zur Schätzung undVorhersage vonKovarianzmatrizen.Allerdings
fokusieren wir uns hier speziell auf das Problem der Modellierung der Kovarianzmatrizen
für realisierte Volatilitäten. Dieser Versuchsrahmen ist methodisch anspruchsvoll. Realisierte
Varianzen werden mithilfe von hochfrequenten Daten berechnet, welche gewisse empirische
Charakteristika aufweisen, die wiederum in den Modellen berücksichtigt werden sollten.
Eine sehr fundamentale Eigenschaft der realisierten Volatilität ist ihr langes Gedächtnis
(engl.: long memory) - in anderen Worten, ein nur langsam abklingendes Muster der
Autokorrelationsfunktion (ACF). Die bisher existierenden Herangehensweisen, welche
dieses Phänomen aufgreifen, wie z.B. autoregressive, fraktional integrierte, gleitende
Durchschnitte (engl.: autoregressive fractionally integrated moving averages, ARFIMA)
Modelle Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Labys (2000), heterogene autoregressive
(HAR) Modelle Corsi (2009) oder gemischte Stichproben (engl.: mixed-data sampling,
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MIDAS) Modelle Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2006), sind univariat und anfällig
bei hochdimensionalen Problemen. Bei herkömmlicher Anwendung dieser Modelle auf
Vektoren realisierter Varianzen, wird die Anzahl der Parameter schon bei wenigen Zeitreihen
schnell größer als die Anzahl der Beobachtungen in der Stichprobe. Deshalb sollte man bei
der Modellierung von Kovarianzmatrizen mit realisierten Maßen das Problem der hohen
Dimensionalität mindern und das lange Erinnerungsvermögen ausnutzen.

In dieser Arbeit schlagen wir ein einfaches Modell zur Vorhersage von großen Vektoren
realisierter Varianzen (die Diagonalelemente der realisierten Kovarianzmatrizen) vor, indem
wir deren gemeinsame Dynamik als Teil eines Faktormodells ausnutzen. Ferner können
wir die lange Persistenz der Zeitreihe durch die Aggregation von latenten Faktoren mit
autoregressiver Dynamik der Ordnung eins erfassen. Wir beweisen, dass die Aggregation
weniger Faktoren ein hyperbolisches Abklingen der ACF erzeugt und damit ein langes
Gedächtnis in der beobachteten Zeitreihe impliziert, wenn die autoregressiven Parameter in
den latenten Faktoren einer Beta-Verteilung folgen.

Dieses Modell hat verschiedene Vorteile gegenüber den zuvor genannten Standardmodel-
len im Bezug auf die Parametrisierung. Am Beispiel der Vorhersage eines Vektors von bis
zu 29 Zeitreihen täglicher realisierter Volatilitäten zeigen wir, dass es vergleichbare Modelle
übertrifft, welche zudem nur unter starken parametrischen Einschränkung zu implementieren
sind.
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Chapter 1
Estimation of Covariance Matrices in High
Dimensions: A Survey



Notation and Definitions

Let Xn be an n× p matrix whose entries Xij are i.i.d. with E(Xij) = 0 and Var(Xij) = 1,
where n is the number of observations and p is the number of variables.

The data matrix Yn = XnΣ
1/2
n is observed, while Xn and Σn are not observed, where

Σn is a p× p population covariance matrix. The subscript n in Σn emphasizes the fact that
the population covariance matrix Σn depends on n through the dimensionality p = p(n).

Let {(τn,1, . . . , τn,p); (vn,1, . . . , vn,p)} denote a system of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the population covariance matrix Σn.

Let {(λn,1, . . . , λn,p); (un,1, . . . , un,p)} denote a system of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn of Yn, where the sample covariance matrix is defined as:

Ŝn =
1

n
Y ′nYn =

1

n
Σ1/2
n X ′nXnΣ1/2

n .

In what follows, the set of eigenvalues τn,1, . . . , τn,p or λn,1, . . . , λn,p is referred to as the
spectrum of Σn or Ŝn, respectively.

An empirical distribution function of the population eigenvalues is defined as following:

Hn(x) =
1

p

p∑
i=1

1l {τn,i ≤ x}, x ∈ R+.

An empirical distribution function of the sample eigenvalues is, respectively:

Fn(x) =
1

p

p∑
i=1

1l {λn,i ≤ x}, x ∈ R+.

The empirical distribution functions,Hn(x) and Fn(x), defined in terms of the spectrum
of Σn or Ŝn, respectively, are called empirical spectral distributions.

Thus,H(x) is the limiting population spectral distribution corresponding to the sequence
{Hn(x)}, and F (x) is the limiting sample spectral distribution corresponding to {Fn(x)}.

‖A‖, ‖A‖F and ‖A‖1 denote the spectral, Frobenius and the l1-norm of a matrix
A, respectively. They are defined as ‖A‖ =

√
λmax(A′A), ‖A‖F =

√
tr (A′A) and

‖A‖1 = maxj
∑

i |aij|.
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1.1. Introduction

At present, fields such as economics, finance, genomics, atmospheric sciences, wireless
communications, and biomedical imaging must account for an increasing number of variables
in the available data. This data can be characterized as high-dimensional, which means that
the number of observed covariates (features) is comparable to – or exceeds – the available
observations.

Such a setting poses a challenge to the traditional multivariate statistical theory that
evolved under different assumptions to analyze datasets that consist of a small number of
variables.

Historically, the multivariate statistical tools were developed based upon an assumption
that the observations are independent and have multivariate normal distributions. These
conditions allowed the closed-form expressions to be derived for the finite sample distributions
of certain statistics that are often used in the inference. By weakening the above requirements,
one could also derive the distributions of interest; however, this could only be done
asymptotically (with an increasing number of observations) and for the particular moment
restrictions. Thus, the traditional statistical inference was mainly devised in a setup where
the dimension p is fixed, and the number of samples n grows to infinity. This is a so-called
“fixed p, large n” setting.

This assumption of a fixed dimension that the traditional statistical inference builds upon
is difficult to justify in the context of “Big Data”, which implies a significant number of
variables.

Furthermore, for certain common problems, the dimension p can easily become larger
than the sample size n. For example, in many applications, it is often of primary interest
to measure the dependence among several variables, and hence to estimate a covariance
matrix. In this case, the number of parameters to estimate is of order O(p2), and thus the
traditional asymptotic approximations may no longer be valid in finite samples, even for
reasonably large sample sizes. Hence, the limitations of the “fixed p, large n” assumption
are already apparent for the moderately high-dimensional data and in such popular problems
as covariance matrix estimation.

Thus, the traditional limiting approximations that are derived for the covariance matrix
estimator may yield misleading results in finite samples.

Furthermore, many multivariate statistical tools, such as likelihood ratio tests (LRT),
or dimension-reduction techniques, such as factor analysis (FA) and principal component
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analysis (PCA), are based upon the sample covariance matrix estimator. As a consequence,
their finite sample properties and performance can also be negatively affected. The earliest
example of an application that was closely related to social sciences and used the covariance
matrix as an input for FA is Spearman’s psychometrics studies on general intelligence
(Spearman (1904)). This work is well-known for introducing the statistical notion of FA
based on the covariance matrix. Hence, the problem of covariance matrix estimation has
always played a key role when inferring the underlying latent structures from the observed
data.

Moreover, the sample covariance matrix has a direct effect on many other multivariate
statistical techniques that include the non-linear versions of PCA (such as PCA-based
kernel methods in machine learning applications), canonical correlation analysis (CCA),
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), factor-augmented vector autoregressive
(FAVAR) models, large-scale hypothesis testing (i.e., testing the covariance structure),
inferring a graphical structure in the network analysis (where the inverse, or precision matrix,
is used), and the ordinary least squares (OLS), among others.

Thus, researchers and practitioners encounter the problem of covariancematrix estimation
in various contexts and real-world applications. A simple, easy to compute and widely-used
estimator of the covariance matrix is its sample counterpart. Although the sample covariance
matrix has a conceptually simple definition, it is essentially the matrix-valued random
variable, or in other words, the random matrix, and as such, it has a more complex nature.
This is why the finite sample and limiting properties of this estimator should be studied
within the theory developed for the random matrices.

The classical statistical random matrix theory (RMT) was pioneered by J. Wishart.
In Wishart (1928), he derived the finite sample distribution for the unnormalized sample
covariance matrix, nŜn, which is, however, only valid under the normality assumption
imposed on the matrix entries and in the case when the dimension is smaller than the sample
size. This finite sample distribution for the random matrix nŜn is known as a Wishart
distribution. In contrast, in the case of the non-Gaussian or distribution-free assumption
imposed on the matrix entries, the distributional result is derived only at the limit. Under
the mild moment conditions imposed on the data, it was demonstrated that the standardized
covariance matrix estimator (demeaned and rescaled) has an asymptotic multivariate normal
distribution.

The above classical RMT results were established for the sample covariance matrix;
however, in general, RMT is not only concerned with the behavior of matrices, but also with
the properties of corresponding eigenvalue statistics.
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This naturally follows from the fact that (random) matrices are intrinsically linked to
their eigenvalues, or the spectrum. This is why the spectrum behavior mostly governs the
properties of random matrices, both in finite samples and under the asymptotic regime.
Therefore, studying the properties of spectral statistics is of utmost importance when
analyzing random matrices.

In the traditional “fixed p, large n” setting, the sample eigenvalue estimators are
consistent and unbiased, which is why the sample covariance matrix possesses these
desirable properties too, although only at the limit. In small samples, on the contrary, the
performance of traditional eigenvalue estimators degrades.

It has long been known that the largest sample eigenvalues are upward-biased, while the
smallest ones are downward-biased (see, e.g., Friedman (1989)), and moreover, this bias
becomes more pronounced with a decreasing number of observations. As a result, the sample
covariance matrix also performs poorly. The theoretical explanation for this well-known fact
in the case of normally-distributed data was established in Lawley (1956). Lawley derived
the asymptotic expansions for the mean and variance of the traditional eigenvalue estimators,
which as a byproduct, demonstrated an explicit form of finite sample bias.

Thus, the traditional asymptotics results do not approximate with sufficient accuracy
the finite sample behavior of the eigenvalue estimators (respective eigenvectors). As a
consequence, they are not informative with regard to the properties of the sample covariance
matrix in the setting when the dimension is comparable to sample size. More importantly, the
traditional asymptotics do not allow the dimension to grow in proportion to the sample size,
and therefore, it is not appropriate when approximating in finite samples the high-dimensional
setting where both p and n are large, or p is larger than n.

The characteristics of sample eigenvalues, or a sample spectrum, and of the respective
sample covariance matrix observed in the finite samples are, however, very well explained
and approximated for finite p and n by the high-dimensional asymptotics, i.e., when both
p, n → ∞, such that their dimension-to-sample ratio cn = p/n → c > 0. This is the
so-called “large p, large n” setup, and is why the research in a field of random matrices
turned to this form of asymptotics as an alternative to the traditional.

The modern RMT that is currently used to study the properties of the spectrum, and
hence the random matrices under high-dimensional asymptotics, was initiated by E. Wigner
in the late 1960s as a branch of nuclear physics theory. However, at present, it is important
in many other research fields, including modern econometric analysis. This is a very
advanced and technical branch of the statistical literature, but it is also very inspiring, as
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many state-of-the-art asymptotic results that are derived in the context of RMT approximate
the behavior of estimators (and test statistics) precisely for a dimension and sample size as
small as five (see, e.g., Johnstone (2001)).

Furthermore, the bound and distributional results for the spectral statistics that are
derived under high-dimensional asymptotics can potentially be exploited by researchers
and practitioners in many other fields of study and areas of application. Moreover, the
high-dimensional approximations are of great importance for modern data analysis in the
era of “Big Data,” which is why the aims of this survey are as follows: (1) to introduce in
a broadly understandable and non-technical way the basic concepts and major results that
are related to spectral statistics and random matrices (with a particular focus on the sample
covariance matrix) under the high-dimensional asymptotics; (2) to provide an overview
of the analogous results that are valid under traditional asymptotics; and (3) to connect
two statistical frameworks. This paper is intended for a broad readership that may include
applied econometricians and machine learning practitioners, and thus has two objectives:
firstly, to draw attention to the deficiencies of standard statistical tools when used in the
high-dimensional setting; and secondly, to provide an insight into recent RMT developments,
and hence to inspire future researchers to integrate them into their work when analyzing
high-dimensional data.

The focus of this survey is primarily to study the properties of the sample covariance
matrix, and its respective eigenvalues and eigenvectors, under two asymptotic regimes. The
limiting characteristics of these estimators, however, are heavily dependent on the population
quantities. Therefore, we concentrate throughout the paper on the theoretical results for the
two types of possible population designs for the covariance matrix: the full-rank and the
reduced-rank structures.

The full-rank structure of the population covariance matrix is a prime example of
traditional and high-dimensional asymptotics, although in the high-dimensional setup, when
there are no “isolated,” extreme eigenvalues, this structure is called “the null case.”

The alternative reduced-rank covariance structure is also of great importance under both
asymptotic regimes. It is naturally linked to the factor models and the dimension-reduction
techniques, as it is assumed that the original data, in that case, is generated by a few latent
factors. This assumption is very appealing in many fields of study, and in particular, in
economics and finance (see, e.g., Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983)). In the traditional
“fixed p, large n” setting, this design is referred to as the covariance matrix with the underlying
factor structure.
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In contrast, in the “large p, large n” setting, when a few population eigenvalues are much
larger than the majority (or in other words, are spiked), the reduced-rank structure of the
covariance matrix is called “the non-null case”, or “spiked covariance model” (the latter
term was introduced in Johnstone (2001)).

This latter factor structure design of the covariance matrix, or the presence of a few spiked
population eigenvalues, is a compelling model of reality in many applications. Furthermore,
it implies the intrinsically low-dimensional representation of the original data, and is thus
of the utmost importance to detect the reduced-rank structure of the population covariance
matrix in the context of dimension-reduction techniques. Therefore, in this paper, we also
concentrate on the sphericity and partial sphericity tests that are commonly used in the
traditional multivariate statistical theory to discover the reduced-rank – or the factor structure
– in the population covariance matrix.

This survey is structured as follows. Section 1.2 briefly reviews the basic terms, concepts,
and major results for traditional estimators (the sample covariance matrix, its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors) in the standard “fixed p, large n” framework and introduces the sphericity
and partial sphericity tests.

Section 1.3 presents the finite sample properties of these estimators and test statistics
in the setting when p is of the same order as n and demonstrates the deficiencies of the
traditional limiting results when applied in finite samples.

Section 1.4 highlights RMT developments for the sample estimators, and mainly
concentrates on the limiting results, while the finite sample results are omitted for the sake
of concision. The finite sample results for the random matrices and the matrix concentration
inequalities, for example, can be found in the lecture notes of Vershynin (2018).

Furthermore, as mentioned above, the RMT-based limiting results very closely approx-
imate the finite sample behavior of the estimators. Thus, we present here the properties
of the Wishart matrices (i.e., the unnormalized sample covariance matrices, Ŝn), and their
respective eigenvalues and eigenvectors under high-dimensional asymptotics. However, our
discussion in this part is biased toward the results established for the sample eigenvalues.
This follows from the fact that many fundamental results in modern RMT have been derived
for the spectrum of random matrices. Thus, we concentrate here on the bound and fluctuation
results of the spectrum statistics. As mentioned above, in the high-dimensional setup, we
differentiate between two cases when discussing the properties of estimators: the null and
non-null scenarios.

Moreover, we consider the behavior of a majority of the eigenvalues – which is referred
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to in the literature as “bulk” – separately from the behavior of “extremes” (the largest and
smallest eigenvalues). To summarize, in this chapter, we explain the behavior of the bulk
and extremes in both the null and non-null cases. These limiting results are mostly based on
the distribution-free assumptions that are imposed on the data.

In the null case, we concentrate on the foundational result of Marčenko and Pastur (1967),
which describes the behavior of bulk and has been used as a basis for many of the statistical
tools developed in the last decade under high-dimensional asymptotics. Furthermore, we
discuss the limiting fluctuation results for the extreme sample eigenvalues: the Tracy-Widom
laws for the largest and smallest eigenvalues.

In the non-null case, we consider the recent theoretical findings for the sample eigenvalues
generated from the spiked population model (Paul (2007) and Bai and Yao (2008)) and
demonstrate that in this particular case, the high-dimensional asymptotics results can be
understood as generalizations of well-known traditional ones. Finally, we discuss the recent
corrections of the sphericity and partial sphericity tests under high-dimensional asymptotics,
and introduce the alternative testing procedures that are based on developments in RMT and
have the desired size and power characteristics under high-dimensional asymptotics.

Section 1.5 summarizes the discussion and provides an overview of the literature.
Furthermore, all of the theoretical results that are considered in this paper are presented in
a compact and condensed way in Table 1.C.6; thus, this table can serve as a further guide
through this survey.

1.2. Traditional Estimators and Standard Asymptotics

In this section, we briefly recall some basic terms and review major results for the sample
estimators of the covariance matrix and its respective eigenvalues and eigenvectors under the
traditional asymptotics. We define the concept of a random matrix, relate it to the sample
covariance estimator and discuss the distribution of this matrix-valued random variable in
finite samples and under an asymptotic regime. Using a motivating example, we go on to
demonstrate that the inferential properties of random matrices are tied to their respective
eigenvalues, and thus, the study of random matrices is naturally linked to and builds on the
theory developed for eigenvalue estimators. Given this connection, we elaborate on the
theory behind the eigenvalue and respective eigenvector estimation. Further, we discuss
a particular type of random matrix that naturally arises in many fields of study, such as
economics, finance, signal processing and genomics. These matrices are generated by
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intrinsically low-dimensional data that has a so-called factor structure. Such structure in the
data directly affects the eigenvalues of a random matrix and, hence, its rank, in this case
reducing that rank. To detect the reduced rank of a matrix and an implied low-dimensional
representation of the data, two tests well-known in multivariate statistics are performed: the
sphericity and partial sphericity tests. For this reason, we also focus on the distributional
results for the statistics of these tests. In this section we mainly present the traditional,
well-known results derived in the “fixed p, large n” setup. However, when it is worthwhile,
we also refer to the analogous results that are valid in the high-dimensional “large p, large n”
setting. We notice that in the traditional setting, the population covariance matrix Σ does not
depend on n, as the dimension p is fixed and does not increase with n. Thus, the notation
introduced earlier applies mostly to the high-dimensional framework. To sum up, the results
in this section are essential to understanding the changes that statistical properties of sample
estimators are subject to under high-dimensional asymptotics. The latter we discuss further
in Section 1.4.

1.2.1. Sample covariance matrix

Before discussing sample covariance matrix properties, we briefly define a random matrix. It
is simply a matrix that has as its entries independent scalar-valued random variables, and thus,
it represents a generalization of the scalar random-variable concept to the higher-dimensional
space.

In fact, the sample covariance matrix estimator, Ŝn, is the most important, well-known
and widely used random matrix in statistics and other related fields. This matrix estimator is
based on the observed sample Yn (n× p matrix of data) and defined as follows:

Ŝn =
1

n
Y ′nYn =

1

n
Σ1/2X ′nXnΣ1/2,

where n× p matrix Xn and the true p× p covariance matrix, Σ, are not known.

From the above definition one can see that the sample covariance matrix is essentially
the sum of n random matrices:

Ŝn =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Y ′i Yi,

where each term Y ′i Yi is a p× p matrix-valued random variable.

In the traditional setup, where the dimensionality p is fixed and smaller than the number
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of observations n (p ≤ n) the sample covariance estimator has an exact distribution that
is valid in finite samples. This distributional result for the sample covariance matrix Ŝn is
given in the following proposition (Srivastava and Khatri (1979), Section 3.2):

Proposition 1.2.1. Let Yn be an n× p (p ≤ n) matrix whose rows are i.i.d. Np(0,Σ) with
Σ positive definite p × p matrix. Then, nŜn = Y ′nYn ∼ Wp(Σ, n), where Wp(Σ, n) is a
Wishart distribution with mean nΣ and n degrees of freedom.

Here we should emphasize that the above statement holds only under the normality
assumption and for p ≤ n.

The Wishart distribution, or the family of Wishart distributions Wp(Σ, n), defined
for symmetric, non-negative definite matrix-valued random variables, was first derived in
Wishart (1928) and is the generalization of a chi-square distribution. This distribution and
the non-central versions of it are commonly used in the inference to derive the distributions
of likelihood-ratio test (LRT) statistics that are often represented as the ratio of sample
covariance matrix determinants (see, e.g. Kollo and von Rosen (1995)).

In the high-dimensional setup when p � n, this distributional result no longer holds.
However, the unnormalized version of the sample covariance matrix nŜn = Y ′nYn is often
referred to as a Wishart matrix in the literature. The name alludes to the above-stated
conventional result, although neither the normality assumption nor the condition p ≤ n is
required in that setup. One of the fundamental results in the random matrix theory (RMT)
that we elaborate on in Section 1.4 is derived for theWishart matrices under high-dimensional
asymptotics when both p and n tend to infinity. Hence, the term Wishart matrix is often used
in the corresponding high-dimensional covariance literature, although it does not necessarily
mean that the matrix of interest nŜn is Wishart-distributed.

Although the finite sample distribution of the covariance matrix estimator is known and
has closed-form representation, the asymptotic result for the standardized random variable
Bn =

√
n(Ŝn − Σ) is also of great importance in multivariate statistics as it forms the basis

for large sample inference. The following result is according to Anderson (1963) (Theorem
3.4.4).

Proposition 1.2.2. Let Yn be an n×p matrix with rows are i.i.d. Np(0,Σ) and nŜn = Y ′nYn.
Then, the limiting distribution of Bn =

√
n(Ŝn−Σ) is normal with mean 0 and covariances

E(bijbkl) = σikσjl + σilσjk,

where bij = [Bn]ij , and σik is the ik-th element of the population covariance matrix Σ.
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This proposition constitutes the multivariate central limit theorem and shows that the
sample covariance matrix Ŝn is asymptotically normally distributed with mean Σ as sample
size increases. The same result can be extended to the case when the rows of the Yn matrix
are i.i.d. random variables with finite fourth-order moments, however, the covariance matrix
of Bn will depend on the fourth-order moments of Yn.

Thus, for an arbitrary population covariance matrix Σ with non-unit eigenvalues, we get
an asymptotic normal distribution of the sample counterpart as the sample size increases.
However, for the particular case of an identity population covariance matrix I (p × p), it
is proved that the limiting distribution of

√
n(Ŝn − I) is not Gaussian (see, e.g. Anderson

(1963), Corollary 13.3.2).

Proposition 1.2.3. Let nŜn ∼ Wp(I, n). Then, the limiting distribution is

√
n(Ŝn − I)

d→ G(W ),

where G(W ) is the distribution function of the Wigner matrixW (p× p). The probability
density function of G(W ) is given by

g(W ) = 2−p/2π−p(p+1)/4exp

(
−1

2
trW 2

)
,

where the Wigner matrixW is defined as follows:

Wij ∼ N (0, 1), σij =
1

2
and σii = 1.

Hence, the sample covariance matrix recentered around the population covariance
matrix I (p× p) and rescaled by

√
n has the asymptotic distribution that coincides with the

distribution of the Wigner matrix.

It should be stressed here that the Wigner matrices appear not only under traditional
asymptotics in the context of limiting distribution of a sample covariance matrix. They also
play a key role in recent developments related to the eigenvalues of square symmetric matrices
under high-dimensional asymptotics (RMT) and, thus, often appear in the corresponding
literature together with the Wishart matrices (for a detailed and more technical discussion of
the topic we refer to an excellent review by Paul and Aue (2014)).

The random matrices and sample covariance estimators, in particular, are intrinsically
linked to the corresponding eigenvalues (and eigenvectors), and thus, the theoretical properties
of these estimators are naturally interdependent. For example, in the subsequent discussion of
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the results for sample eigenvalues, we often encounter an assumption of a Wishart-distributed
sample covariance matrix in the derivations. This link can be explained both intuitively and
formally.

From an intuitive point of view, unlike a vector, which is often a subject of interest in
the inference, a matrix is the more complex mathematical concept as it has a much richer
structure allowing for specific dependencies between columns or rows. That is why, while
the complexity measure of a (random) vector is sparsity or the number of non-zero elements,
for a (random) matrix an analogous complexity measure is its rank. By definition, a rank
is a number of linearly independent columns of a matrix, and it is given as the number
of non-zero eigenvalues. Hence, if the matrix has linearly dependent columns, and as a
consequence low rank, i.e., r � p, where r = rank(Xn), this is equivalent to the sparsity
in the corresponding eigenvalue structure, τ = (τ1, . . . , τr, 0, . . . , 0)p×1. Furthermore, the
same sparsity degree or a particular structure of the column vectors implies their linear
dependence, and thus, translates into the sparsity in the eigenvalue basis, or into a reduced
rank of a matrix (see, e.g., Rigolett (2015)).

This explains why the intricate structures of a (random) matrix and, thus, its properties
can be described so well predominantly by the corresponding eigenvalues. This link is
especially pronounced in the high-dimensional “large p, large n” setup, where the properties
of the Wishart matrices, for example, are solely tied to the spectrum or, in other words, to
the set of eigenvalues.

To get a more formal explanation, one can turn to the following illustrative example that
is based on the well-known matrix decomposition method.

Example 1.2.1. An arbitrary matrix X of dimension n × p, where n is the number of
observations and p is the dimensionality, can be written according to the singular value
decomposition (SVD) as

X = ATV ′, where

(i) A and V are (n × r) and (p × r) matrices, respectively, each of which has
orthonormal columns so that A′A = Ir and V ′V = Ir;

(ii) T is an (r × r) diagonal matrix with elements (τ1, . . . , τr);

(iii) r is the rank of X .

Suppose the rank of the matrixX is equal to 1, i.e., r = 1. Then, matrixX is represented
in terms of SVD as X = τ1av

′. From this expression, it is obvious that all the columns of
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this matrix are proportional to each other and, thus, are highly correlated. In this particular
case, then, the general structure of the matrix, its rank, the linear dependence of the columns,
and the resultant implied high correlation among the variables, are predetermined by the
one non-zero eigenvalue, τ1.

All the above directly translates to the similar properties of the empirical covariance
matrix, which is given by the following expression:

1

n
X ′X =

1

n
τ 2

1 vv
′. Moreover, one can

observe that the low-dimensional representation of the original data X is transferred into
the respective low-dimensional covariance matrix representation through the sparsity in the
eigenvalue basis.

Following up the above example and our discussion of the importance of eigenvalue
estimators in the study of random matrices, we continue below with an overview of sample
eigenvalues’ properties.

1.2.2. Sample eigenvalues

In this section, we present the results for the eigenvalues of a sample covariance matrix.
We assume the sample covariance matrix to be Wishart-distributed, i.e., nŜn ∼ Wp(Σ, n),
thus, the findings are valid only under the normality condition imposed on the sample
data. The structure of this discussion is similar to that of the sample covariance matrix
discussion—namely, we begin with the finite sample results and then turn to the asymptotic
ones.

Exact distribution

The exact joint distribution of sample eigenvalues λn,1, . . . , λn,p is of a complex form. Its
mathematical representation does not explain the behavior of the density function in finite
samples and provides little intuition regarding the interaction of sample and population
eigenvalues.

Moreover, the exact marginal distributions of sample eigenvalues (for example, the largest
and smallest ones that are used in the Roy’s test (see, e.g., Roy (1953)), are cumbersome to
derive. Consequently, the exact moments of the sample eigenvalues are also hard to obtain.

The following result for the exact joint distribution of the sample eigenvalues is according
to Muirhead (1982) (Theorem 9.4.1).
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Proposition 1.2.4. Let nŜn ∼ Wp(Σ, n), n > p− 1. Then, the joint density function of the
sample eigenvalues λn,1, . . . , λn,p can be expressed in the following form:

g(λn,1, . . . , λn,p) =

(
n

2

)pn/2
πm

2/2 (det Σ)−n/2

Γp
(
p/2
)

Γp
(
n/2
) p∏
i=1

λ
(n−p−1)/2
n,i

p∏
i<j

(λn,i − λn,j)

· 0F
(p)
0

(
−n

2
Λn,Σ

−1

)
(λn,1 > λn,2 > · · · > λn,p > 0),

where Λn = diag(λn,1, . . . , λn,p) is the diagonal matrix of sample eigenvalues and

0F
(p)
0

(
−n

2
Λn,Σ

−1

)
=
∞∑
k=0

∑
κ

Cκ
(
−n

2
Λn

)
Cκ
(
Σ−1

)
k! Cκ (I)

is a two-matrix 0F
(p)
0 (·, ·) hypergeometric function that has an expansion in terms of zonal

polynomials Cκ(·) (symmetric polynomials in eigenvalues), where κ is defined as a partition
of positive integers.

The hypergeometric function of matrix argument in the above statement involves series of
zonal polynomials and is traditionally used in the “fixed p, large n” framework to express the
exact non-central distributions of random matrices and to derive the asymptotic distributions
of LRT statistics under the alternative hypotheses. These functions facilitate the mathematical
representation of integrals, which are defined in terms of matrix argument and cannot be
evaluated in closed form.

In the above proposition, the hypergeometric functions arise when we describe the exact
density function of sample eigenvalues. This follows naturally from the fact that the density
function of a positive definite matrix can be transformed into the density function of its
eigenvalues. For further details on the hypergeometric functions and zonal polynomials, we
refer to Chapter 7 in Muirhead (1982).

As we can see from the definition of 0F
(p)
0 , the exact distribution of the sample eigenvalues

depends on the power series, which converge extremely slowly in the case of large n or
for large population eigenvalues (Muirhead (1978)). Thus, any inference based on sample
eigenvalues is infeasible when dealing with the exact distributions.

Finite sample bias

As stated above, tractable expressions for the exact moments of the eigenvalues of sample
covariance matrix Ŝn are not known, but Lawley (1956) has derived asymptotic expansions
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for the first and second moments.

Proposition 1.2.5. Let nŜn ∼ Wp(Σ, n). If τ1 > τ2 > · · · > τp > 0 and λn,1 ≥ λn,2 . . . ≥
λn,p, then for a fixed p, as n→∞, the mean and the variance can be expanded as follows:

E(λn,i) = τi +
τi
n

p∑
l=1,l 6=i

τl
τi − τl

+O
(

1

n2

)
,

V (λn,i) =
2τ 2
i

n

1− 1

n

p∑
l=1,l 6=i

(
τl

τi − τl

)2

+O
(

1

n3

)
.

Hence, in finite samples the bias term for the mean of the sample eigenvalue E(λn,i) is of

order
1

n
, while for the variance V (λn,i) it is of order

1

n2
. However, as the sample size grows,

the bias term in the mean and the variance itself tend to zero, meaning that asymptotically
the sample eigenvalue is a consistent estimator of the population counterpart.

An illustration of the finite-sample bias for the sample eigenvalues is given in Figure 1.1.
In our example, we focus on the largest sample eigenvalue λn,1 of the arbitrary covariance
matrix Ŝn that has dimension p = 30.

The graphs show that with an increasing number of observations n, the mean of the
sample eigenvalue λn,1 approaches the true value τ1, while the deviation from the estimated
mean gets smaller. Hence, the distribution of the sample eigenvalue λn,1 is more localized
about the true value for large n. In fact, Figure 1.1 suggests that in order to achieve the
asymptotic result for the sample eigenvalue λn,1, we need n = 100000 observations, which
is not a realistic number in the applied research. Furthermore, from the graph we can
infer that the largest sample eigenvalue λn,1 is an upward-biased estimator for the true
eigenvalue τ1 in finite samples. This undesirable property has been pointed out several
times in the corresponding literature (see, e.g., Friedman (1989)). The upward bias of the
largest sample eigenvalues implies that the variance of the original data explained through
the low-dimensional representation is overestimated, and thus the respective dimension-
reduction technique can yield a misleading result, for example, a lower dimensional space is
chosen for a projection as compared to the one implied by the true data-generating process.
Furthermore, returning to our discussion of the link between eigenvalues and matrices,
eigenvalues estimated with a finite sample bias do not reflect the true structure and complexity
of the population covariance matrix nor, hence, of the underlying data. This should serve as
a cautionary reminder for those engaged in applied research based on sample eigenvalue
estimators in finite samples.
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n = 100 n = 100000

Figure 1.1: Sample eigenvalues. Finite sample bias. Monte Carlo simulation. The ith population eigenvalue
is equal to τi = H−1((i − 0.5)/p), i = 1, ..., p, where the limiting spectral distribution H is given by the
distribution of 1 + 10Z, and Z ∼ Beta(1, 10) 1. The distribution of the random variables comprising the
n× p data matrix Xn is real Gaussian. The dimension is fixed to p = 30.

In addition to the above, the finite-sample bias derived by Lawley (1956) provides
intuition about how sample eigenvalues would behave in the high-dimensional setup, where
the dimension p is no longer fixed and is assumed to grow together with the sample size n
such that their ratio cn = p/n tends to the finite non-zero constant c as p and n both tend to
infinity.

Under the special conditions imposed on the limiting distribution of the sample eigen-
values, and employing the tools from RMT, Mestre (2008b) shows that sample eigenvalues
are inconsistent under the high-dimensional asymptotics, p → ∞, n = n(p) → ∞, cn =

p/n → c > 0. Furthermore, the limiting values of the sample eigenvalues resemble the
result of Lawley (1956), which is derived under standard asymptotics with fixed p and
n→∞, albeit with a correction factor c/p:

λn,i → τi + τi ·
c

p

p∑
l=1,l 6=i

τl
τi − τl

a.s.

Thus, the finite-sample bias, which does not affect consistency in the traditional setting,
translates into inconsistency of sample eigenvalue estimators under high-dimensional
asymptotics.

1This distribution is right-skewed and resembles in shape an exponential distribution. The support of
the distribution is defined on the interval [1,10]. The design is according to Ledoit and Wolf (2015) and
approximates very well the pattern of the eigenvalues observed in financial datasets.
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Asymptotic distribution

As we have seen earlier, the exact distributional results for sample eigenvalues, as well as
their asymptotic approximations (for further details see a review by Muirhead (1978)), are of
limited use due to the challenging representations.

The more convenient way in this context is to derive the asymptotic distribution of
standardized variables. The following result goes back to Anderson (1963) (Theorem 13.5.1).

Proposition 1.2.6. Let nŜn ∼ Wp(Σ, n). If τ1 > τ2 > · · · > τp > 0 and λn,1 ≥ λn,2 . . . ≥
λn,p, then the limiting distribution is:

√
n(λn,i − τi)

d→ N (0, 2τ 2
i ), i = 1, . . . , p.

Thus, asymptotically the sample eigenvalues are normally distributed. Moreover, the
joint distribution of sample eigenvalues is multivariate normal, with the covariances given as

Cov(λn,i, λn,i′) =

2τ 2
i , if i = i′,

0, if i 6= i′.

Consequently, unlike in the finite samples, asymptotically the sample eigenvalues are
independent for normally distributed data. In general, however, this asymptotic independence
result does not hold in the high-dimensional setup. This is further discussed in Section 1.4.

To consider the distributional result for sample eigenvalues in the special case of the
identity population covariance matrix I (p × p), we first introduce the eigenvalues of the
Wigner matrix, which was defined in Proposition 1.2.3.

Let us denote as lw1 ≥ lw2 ≥ . . . ≥ lwp the ordered eigenvalues of the Wigner matrixW .

Proposition 1.2.7. Let nŜn ∼ Wp(I, n) and λn,1 ≥ λn,2 . . . ≥ λn,p. Then, the limiting
distribution is

√
n(Λn − I)

d→ G(lw1 , l
w
2 , . . . , l

w
p ),

where Λn is the diagonal matrix with λn,1 ≥ λn,2 . . . ≥ λn,p and G(lw1 , l
w
2 , . . . , l

w
p ) is the

distribution function of the eigenvalues corresponding to the p× pWigner matrixW . The
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probability distribution function of the eigenvalues is given by

g(lw1 , l
w
2 , . . . , l

w
p ) = Cp exp

−1

2

p∑
i=1

(lwi )2

∏
i<j

(
lwi − lwj

)
,

where constant Cp is defined as

Cp = 2−p/2πp(p−1)/4Γ−1
p

(
1

2p

)
.

Hence, the sample eigenvalues centered around the unit population values and scaled by
√
n behave asymptotically as the eigenvalues of the Wigner matrix ( Akemann, Baik, and Di

Francesco (2011) (Theorem 28.2.4) and Anderson (1963) (Corollary 13.3.2)).

1.2.3. Sample eigenvectors

The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to the non-unit population eigen-
values are those vectors pointing in the directions of greatest data variation, or in other
words, where the distribution is most extended. The corresponding amount of variation in
data is measured by the eigenvalues. This is the common geometric interpretation given to
eigenvectors. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The blue dots represent data points generated from the two-dimensional normal distribution with
zero mean and covariance matrix Σ. The red and yellow lines represent the eigenvectors pointing in the
directions of greatest variation in the data and second greatest variation, respectively.
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Eigenvectors are essential in PCA and methods that build upon it, as the principal
components (PCs) are constructed based on the eigenvectors. The eigenvectors define a
linear transformation of the original data, such that the generated PCs are orthogonal to each
other given that the first PC has the greatest variance or explanatory power with regard to the
original data, the second PC has the second greatest variance and so on.

Thus, in order to get consistent PC estimates, we need to estimate the eigenvectors
consistently. The next proposition shows that under traditional asymptotics the sample
eigenvectors are consistent estimators of the population counterparts and, hence, are the
respective sample PCs.

Proposition 1.2.8. Let nŜn ∼ Wp(Σ, n). If τ1 > τ2 > · · · > τp > 0 and λn,1 ≥ λn,2 . . . ≥
λn,p, un,1i ≥ 0, v1i ≥ 0, then the limiting distribution is

√
n
(
un,i − vi

) d→ N (0,Σ(τi)),

Σ(τi) = τi
∑

1≤k 6=i≤p

τk
(τk − τi)2

vkv
′
k.

The conditions un,1i ≥ 0 and v1i ≥ 0 are imposed to rule out sign indeterminacy and to
uniquely define the matrices of sample and population eigenvectors, respectively.

According to the above result (Anderson (1963), Theorem13.5.1), the sample eigenvectors
are asymptotically normally distributed. Furthermore, the joint distribution of the sample
eigenvectors is multivariate normal with the covariance structure given as follows:

Cov(un,i, un,i′) =


τi

∑
1≤k 6=i≤p

τk
(τk − τi)2

vkv
′
k, if i = i′,

− τiτi′

(τi − τi′)2
viv
′
i′ , if i 6= i′.

For a given asymptotic covariance structure of sample eigenvectors, we can see that the
eigenvector estimators are not asymptotically independent. Furthermore, the variance of
each individual estimator un,i depends on all remaining population values. And the variation
of sample eigenvectors decreases if the population eigenvalues τ1 > τ2 > · · · > τp > 0 are
farther apart from each other. The latter conclusion is implied by the fact that only distinct
population eigenvalues have uniquely defined eigenvectors. And given a large number of
observations n, these unique eigenvectors can be estimated precisely.

On the contrary, in case of an identity population covariance matrix, the sample
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eigenvectors are not the consistent estimators any longer. Similarly to the case of eigenvalues
(see, e.g., Proposition 1.2.7), the distributional result for the eigenvectors changes when
one considers the particular case of an identity matrix for the covariance. In this setting,
when all population eigenvalues are unit-valued, the amount of variation in the data is the
same in all possible directions. Thus, no direction should be preferred over the others, since
all are equally informative or uninformative. This implies that the sample eigenvectors
corresponding to the population ones can be considered as pointing in random directions.
Moreover, since all have unit length, this is equivalent to the statement that all sample
eigenvectors are uniformly distributed on the unit sphere. The proof of the latter proposition
is based on the joint distribution of the eigenvectors.

Thus, in what follows, we first consider the joint distribution of the eigenvectors and,
afterwards, their marginal distributions in the case in which all population eigenvalues
are equal to 1. The following proposition is from Anderson (1963) (Theorem 13.3.5 and
Corollary 13.3.2):

Proposition 1.2.9. Suppose nŜn ∼ Wp(I, n), and λn,1 ≥ λn,2 . . . ≥ λn,p. Then, the matrix
of sample eigenvectors Un = (un,1, . . . , un,p) has a conditional Haar invariant distribution
and is distributed independently of the sample eigenvalues.

The conditional Haar invariant distribution for the matrix of sample eigenvectors stems
from the fact that the entries of this matrix, un,ijs, are independent, and the joint distribution
of these entries is invariant under rotation by orthogonal matrices.

The following definition of the conditionally Haar distributed orthogonal matrix is
according to the Lemma 13.3.2 in Anderson (1963).

Proposition 1.2.10. If the orthogonal matrix Un has a distribution such that un,1i ≥ 0, and
if U∗∗n = J(UnQ

′)UnQ
′ has the same distribution for every orthogonal Q, then Un has a

conditional Haar invariant distribution. The matrix J is a diagonal sign matrix such that
Jii = 1 if u∗n,1i ≥ 0, and Jii = −1 if u∗n,1i < 0, where U∗n = UnQ

′.

Now given that the joint distribution of the eigenvectors is conditional Haar invariant,
we can infer the distribution of each eigenvector based on the following useful proposition.

Proposition 1.2.11. If p × p orthogonal matrix Un is Haar distributed, then for any unit
vectors x ∈ Rp, y = Unx is uniformly distributed over the unit sphere in Rp.

The above statement means that every sample eigenvector un,i (for i = 1, . . . , p)
corresponding to the unit population eigenvalue is uniformly distributed on the sphere
defined as Sp−1 = {x ∈ Rp : ‖x‖ = 1}.
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The graphical illustration is provided in Figure 1.3 for the three-dimensional case p = 3,
with the number of independent draws R = 1000.

Figure 1.3: Distribution of sample eigenvectors, Σ = I . Unit sphere. Monte Carlo simulation.

The above discussion in the PCA context implies that PCs constructed based on sample
eigenvectors when the true covariance matrix is identity are randomly directed and, thus, are
not informative and have little need for data compression and dimension reduction.

That is why, it is important to detect the identity population structure of the covariance
matrix from sample counterpart in order to avoid the misleading inference based on the
lower dimensional data representation. To reveal such a non-informative or noisy feature of
the true data process the so-called sphericity test based on the sample covariance matrix is
employed in the multivariate statistical analysis. A natural extension of this test to the case
when the original data has more pronounced variation in some of the dimensions compared
to the others is often referred to as the partial sphericity test.

Thus, continuing the above discussion on the importance of eigenvalues in determining
the intrinsically low-dimensional data and its connection to an implied factor structure in the
covariance matrix and PCA (or other dimension-reduction techniques), we proceed further
with sphericity and partial sphericity tests.

1.2.4. Sphericity and partial sphericity tests

The sphericity test is used in order to test the null hypothesis that the population covariance
matrix is equal to an identity matrix or is proportional to it, i.e., H0 : Σ = τ ∗I , and thus,
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to determine whether there is a possibility for a dimension reduction of the observed data.
Furthermore, its test statistic is constructed based on the sample eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix.

Thus, the null and the alternative hypotheses for the sphericity test are given as follows:

H0 : Σ = τ ∗I vs. H1 : Σ 6= τ ∗I,

where τ ∗ is unspecified (unknown). The LRT statistic is defined by

LRT0 =
|Ŝn|n/2(

tr(Ŝn)/p
)pn/2 .

This test statistic is proved to exist only when n ≥ p− 1. While when p ≥ n, LRT is no
longer valid because with probability one the determinant |Ŝn| = 0.

The following proposition describes the limiting distribution of the test statistics (Muir-
head (1982) (Theorem 8.3.7)).

Proposition 1.2.12. Under the H0, the limiting distribution of the test statistic is

−2ρ lnLRT0
d→ χ2

(df),

where ρ is a finite sample correction factor that is equal to ρ = 1− 2p2 + p+ 2

6pn
, and the

degrees of freedom are df =
1

2
p(p+ 1)− 1.

Thus, in the traditional setup with fixed p, under H0 for n → ∞ the test statistic
−2ρ lnLRT0 is asymptotically chi-square (χ2) distributed with df degrees of freedom.

If the null hypothesis is rejected, this means that the population covariance matrix Σ is
not equal to the identity, Σ = I , or its proportional, Σ = τ ∗I , at α% significance level, and
hence, the true covariance matrix might have a more sophisticated structure.

When addressing the possible population covariance structures, one should differentiate
among the following three cases. In the first case, the covariance matrix is equal to an
identity matrix Σ = I or Σ = τ ∗I , τ ∗ > 0, and thus, there is no possibility for a dimension
reduction. This can be detected by the sphericity test. In the second case, the covariance
matrix is such that after the diagonal transformation all eigenvalues are non-unit and distinct:
Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τp), and τ1 > . . . > τp > 1.
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The third case is a combination of the two former cases, where it is assumed that the
k smallest population eigenvalues are positive and equal to each other, while the largest
p− k + 1 eigenvalues are non-unit and distinct: Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τp−k+1, τ

∗, . . . , τ ∗). This
third case is of great interest in various fields of study, as it is often associated with the
existence of a few factors underlying the data structure, which, in turn, is a compelling
model of reality for many applications. The part of a covariance matrix corresponding to
distinct eigenvalues is often related to the factors or “signals,” while another part with equal
eigenvalues corresponds to the “noise.” Furthermore, this structure of the covariance matrix
implies a reduced rank of order p− k + 1.

An extension of the results for the sample eigenvalues and eigenvectors to the casewhen the
population covariance matrix is of the combined form Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τp−k+1, τ

∗, . . . , τ ∗)

is given in Anderson (1963) (Section 13.5.2). The sample eigenvalues and eigenvectors
corresponding to signal part, i.e., τ1 > τ2 > . . . > τp−k+1 > τ ∗, are asymptotically normally
distributed according to Propositions 1.2.6 – 1.2.8. However, the sample counterparts
associated with the noise part, τp−k = . . . = τp = τ ∗, are distributed as the eigenvalues
of the Wigner matrix (Proposition 1.2.7), and the corresponding sample eigenvectors are
conditional Haar distributed (Proposition 1.2.9).

In order to test the reduced rank of the population covariance matrix and, hence, for the
presence of factors, the partial sphericity test for the null hypothesisH0 : τp−k = . . . = τp =

τ ∗ is traditionally employed in multivariate statistics.

As mentioned earlier, if the sphericity test is rejected, there is still a possibility that the
p− k smallest population eigenvalues are equal, and in that case, most of the variation in
data is explained by the first k principal directions, or PCs.

The partial sphericity test is performed sequentially:

Hk : τk+1 = . . . = τp = τ ∗ vs. H1 : τk+2 = . . . = τp = τ ∗,

for all k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 2}. Hence, for k = 0, the sphericity test defined earlier is nested into
the partial sphericity test.

Furthermore, the null hypothesisHk is equivalent to the null hypothesis that the population
covariance matrix has a reduced rank, and hence, the so-called factor structure Σ = T + τ ∗I ,
where T = diag(τ1, . . . , τk, 0, . . . , 0), is positive-semidefinite matrix of rank k. The latter
representation implies as well that the population covariance matrix under Hk has k spiked
eigenvalues according to the definition introduced by Johnstone (2001). Here it should be
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stressed that we assume multiplicity2 1 for the population eigenvalues.

The test statistic analogous to LRT0 is given as (Anderson (1963), Section 11.7.3):

LRTk =

∏p
i=k+1 λn,i(∑p

i=k+1 λn,i/(p− k)
)(p−k)

.

This test statistic is defined only if n ≥ p− k − 1.

The following proposition is from Muirhead (1982) (Theorem 9.6.2). The original result
is from Lawley (1956), with the finite-sample corrections provided by James (1969).

Proposition 1.2.13. Under Hk, the limiting distribution of the test statistic is

−ρ lnLRTk
d→ χ2

(df),

where a finite sample correction factor ρ is given by

ρ = (n− k)− 2(p− k)2 + (p− k) + 2

6(p− k)
+

k∑
i=1

λ̄2
k

(λn,i − λ̄k)2
,

with λ̄k =
1

p− k
∑p

i=k+1 λn,i, and the degrees of freedom are df =
1

2
(p−k)(p−k+ 1)−1.

Thus, in the traditional setup with fixed p, under Hk for n → ∞ the test statistic
ρ lnLRTk is asymptotically chi-square (χ2) distributed with df degrees of freedom.

However, in the high-dimensional setup (p, n→∞ and cn = p/n→ c ∈ (0,∞)), these
tests are no longer asymptotically χ2 distributed. Moreover, for both tests, the probability of
wrongly rejecting the null hypothesis, the nominal size α, tends to 1 (see, e.g. Jiang and
Yang (2013)), while the power of the partial sphericity test deteriorates and tends to α as c
gets close to 1 (Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017)).

In the next section, we demonstrate the deficiencies of the standard estimators and
statistical tools in the high-dimensional setting.

2The algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue τ is the powerm of the term (x− τ)m in the characteristic
polynomial pA(x) = det(xI −A), where τ is the eigenvalue of a matrix A. The geometric interpretation of
multiplicity is the number of linearly independent eigenvectors associated with an eigenvalue.
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1.3. Finite Sample Performance of Traditional Estimators

In this section, we study the performance of the traditional estimators and multivariate
statistical techniques in the setup in which the dimension p is comparable in magnitude to
the sample size n. This setting approximates very well the high-dimensional asymptotics
framework, p, n→∞ and cn = p/n→ c ∈ (0,∞), in finite samples.

The primary example we work with in this section is an identity population covariance
matrix, as it facilitates discussion about the theoretical properties of traditional estimators
under high-dimensional asymptotics. The results in Appendices 1.A – 1.B provide additional
evidence for an arbitrary population covariance matrix.

This section demonstrates the inconsistency of the sample covariance matrix and its
eigenvalues and eigenvectors in finite samples by means of Monte Carlo simulations.
Furthermore, it shows the poor performance of sphericity and partial sphericity tests in the
given setup. This, in turn, implies that traditional estimators and tests may yield misleading
and unreliable results when working with small sample sizes.

Hence, this section complements the previous one and shows the deficiencies of traditional
asymptotic approximations when applied in finite samples.

1.3.1. Sample covariance matrix

In finite samples where the dimension p is of the same order as the number of observations
n, the traditional covariance matrix estimator performs poorly. This stems from the intrinsic
link between the matrices and their eigenvalues that we discussed earlier in example 1.2.1.

Similar to the SVD the sample covariance matrix has the following eigendecomposition3
in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors: Ŝn = UnΛnU

′
n, where Un = (un,1, . . . , un,p) is

the matrix of sample eigenvectors, and Λn = diag(λn,1, . . . , λn,p) is the diagonal matrix
of sample eigenvalues, where λn,1 ≥ λn,2 . . . ≥ λn,p. Thus, if the sample eigenvalues and
eigenvectors do not comply with the asymptotic results in the finite samples (see, e.g., Section
1.2.2 for finite sample bias), neither does the sample covariance matrix. Furthermore, if p
is larger than n, the sample covariance matrix Ŝn is rank-deficient, and thus, is no longer
invertible.

3In fact, eigendecomposition is a special case of SVD applied to symmetric positive-definite matrices.
SVD is, in turn, valid for any rectangular matrices Jolliffe (2002).
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The Tables 1.1 – 1.2 below demonstrate that the sample covariance matrix Ŝn is not
a consistent estimator of the population counterpart. In the high-dimensional setup, the
Frobenius norm, ‖·‖2

F , the operator norm, ‖·‖2, and the matrix l1-norm, ‖·‖2
1, of the

difference Ŝn − Σ do not converge to zero as the sample size n tends to infinity for a fixed
dimension-to-sample ratio cn.

Table 1.3 on the contrary, presents the results under traditional asymptotics, when p
is fixed and n increases. The consistency of the sample covariance matrix is apparent in
this setting. However, in order to achieve this property we need n = 10000 samples, if the
dimension is fixed to p = 30.

Table 1.1: Sample covariance matrix. Amplification of the estimation error. Monte Carlo simulations. n = 100

cn

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

F

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

1

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥
2

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 9.31 10.76 1.25
p = 60, n = 100 0.6 36.64 40.22 2.00
p = 90, n = 100 0.9 81.96 87.56 2.64

Note: The true population covariance matrix is identity, Σ = I . The entries in the table are the average values
over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations. The subscript n in cn emphasizes the fact that this is a finite sample
ratio and is not the limiting value c.

Table 1.2: Sample covariance matrix. Amplification of the estimation error. Monte Carlo simulations.
n = 1000

cn

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

F

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

1

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥
2

p = 300, n = 1000 0.3 90.29 76.04 1.37
p = 600, n = 1000 0.6 360.61 290.47 2.12
p = 900, n = 1000 0.9 810.94 641.11 2.77

Note: The true population covariance matrix is identity, Σ = I . The entries in the table are the average values
over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations.

The Tables 1.17 – 1.19 in Appendix 1.B provide further results in finite samples and under
the asymptotic regime for the general population covariance matrixΣn = diag(τn,1, . . . , τn,p).
The eigenvalues of this matrix, τn,1, . . . , τn,p, are constructed following the design of Ledoit
and Wolf (2015), as it resembles very well the eigenvalue structure observed for financial
data, i.e., it is right-skewed and with an exponential type of decay.

Moreover, the numbers in the tables above corresponding to the operator norm are in
line with the theoretical finite sample result derived in Vershynin (2018) (see, e.g., Section
4.7). The author derives a probability bound for the expected operator norm of the difference
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Table 1.3: Sample covariance matrix. Consistency property. Monte Carlo simulations

cn

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σ
∥∥∥2

F

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σ
∥∥∥2

1

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σ
∥∥∥

2

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 9.30 10.76 1.25
p = 30, n = 500 0.06 1.86 2.01 0.50
p = 30, n = 1000 0.03 0.93 1.00 0.35
p = 30, n = 10000 0.003 0.09 0.10 0.11

Note: The true population covariance matrix is identity, Σ = I . The entries in the table are the average values
over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations. The subscript n in cn emphasizes the fact that this is a finite sample
ratio and is not the limiting value c.

Ŝn−Σ and shows that the covariance matrix estimation is guaranteed to have a small relative
error ε, defined as E(‖Ŝn − Σ‖) ≤ ε‖Σ‖, if the dimensionality p is proportional to the
sample size n, such that the following relation p ∼ n · ε2 holds true. Indeed, for p = 30 and
n = 10000, the expected relative error is predicted to be around 0.05.

Another problem arising in finite samples is associated with the inverse of the covariance
matrix estimator. The inversion of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn amplifies the estimation
noise accumulated in the entries of the matrix when p is comparable to n. This is illustrated
in Table 1.4, where the Frobenius norm for the difference Ŝn − Σ and the condition number
λmax/λmin4 of Ŝn are presented. As the dimension-to-sample ratio cn grows, the inverse of
the sample covariance matrix gets more inaccurate (the Frobenius norm of |Ŝn

−1
− Σ−1

n |
increases) and instable (the condition number inflates).

Table 1.4: Inverse of sample covariance matrix. Amplification of the estimation error. Monte Carlo simulations.
n = 100

cn

∥∥∥∥Ŝn−1
− Σ−1

n

∥∥∥∥
F

λmax/λmin

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 5.87 9.80
p = 60, n = 100 0.6 27.80 50.64
p = 90, n = 100 0.9 352.75 1021.54

Note: The true population covariance matrix is identity Σ = I . The entries of Table are the average values
over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations.

In contrast to the high-dimensional setup, under traditional asymptotics, when cn →∞,
the estimation noise for the inverse of the sample covariance matrix tends to zero (see Table
1.5).

4The condition number λmax/λmin(A) of a matrix A measures how much the solution or output vector x
of an equation Ax = b changes for a small change in the input vector b. So in the context of covariance matrix
estimation, this is a measure of inaccuracy for the estimator.
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Table 1.5: Inverse of sample covariance matrix. Reduction of estimation noise. Monte Carlo simulations

cn

∥∥∥∥Ŝn−1
− Σ−1

∥∥∥∥
F

λmax/λmin

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 5.88 9.82
p = 30, n = 500 0.06 1.54 2.53
p = 30, n = 1000 0.03 1.03 1.92
p = 30, n = 10000 0.003 0.31 1.23

Note: The true population covariance matrix is identity Σ = I . The entries of Table are the average values
over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations.

The result for the general non-identity population covariance matrix in Table 1.20 in
Appendix 1.B shows that the amplification of the estimation error is even more severe in
that case. However, as the number of observations n increases for a fixed p the noise in the
inverse of sample covariance matrix, on contrary, becomes negligible (see Table 1.21).

Furthermore, as can be expected in finite samples, the empirical density function of
the estimators σ̂ijs does not match the limiting distribution suggested by the traditional
asymptotics result. This is also confirmed by the Jarque-Bera test of normality that is rejected
at 1% significance level (see, e.g., Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Limiting distribution (solid line) and empirical density (dashed line) of σ̂11 and σ̂pp. The number
of Monte Carlo replications is R = 10000; the number of observations is fixed at n = 100 and p = 60. The
density of the estimators σ̂11 and σ̂pp is estimated non-parametrically with “Normal” kernel density estimator.
The ith population eigenvalue is equal to τi = H−1((i − 0.5)/p), i = 1, ..., p, where the limiting spectral
distribution H is given by the distribution of 1 + 10Z, and Z ∼ Beta(1, 10). Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τp). Xij are
i.i.d. N (0, 1).
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1.3.2. Sample eigenvalues

It is well-known that the estimated largest sample eigenvalues are upward-biased, while the
smallest ones are downward-biased. This bias gets more pronounced in finite samples as
the number of observations reduces, or in other words, as the dimension-to-sample ratio cn
increases (see, e.g., Friedman (1989)). Furthermore, sample eigenvalues λn,i also tend to be
more spread out than the population eigenvalues τi. This effect is strongest for the case in
which all population eigenvalues τi are the same (for example, are unit-valued) (Johnstone
(2001)). These phenomena are illustrated in Figure 1.5 for the case of an identity population
covariance matrix, Σ = I . However, the same issues arise as well in the case of an arbitrary
population covariance structure.

Figure 1.5: The boxplots for the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn over R = 1000 Monte Carlo
simulations. The blue thick line indicates the unit population eigenvalues. The samples are drawn from a
multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean zero and identity covariance matrix Σ = I .

Such finite sample properties of the eigenvalue estimators have severe implications, for
instance, in financial applications. And in particular, the downward bias of the smallest
sample eigenvalue leads to the unreliable conclusions in the Markovitz portfolio optimization
problem. In this context, the population counterpart (the smallest population eigenvalue)
measures the risk of investing in a portfolio of stocks (see, e.g., Campbell, Lo, andMacKinlay
(1997), Chapter 5). As a consequence, a significant under-estimation of this risk, or in other
words too optimistic assessment of potential losses, can result in wrong decisions regarding
the investment strategy.

The problem of potential significant risk under-estimation stemming from a bias of the
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smallest sample eigenvalue is demonstrated in Table 1.6 using the Monte Carlo simulations.
For that, we consider an arbitrary population covariance matrix of the form Σ = V TV ′,
where V = (v1, . . . , vp) is the matrix of population eigenvectors, and T = diag(τ1, . . . , τp)

is the diagonal matrix containing population eigenvalues τ1 > . . . > τp > 1, constructed
such that τi = 1 + 1/i for i = 1, . . . , p. Thus, the resultant population covariance matrix Σ

is of full rank p. The corresponding sample covariance matrix Ŝn has positive and distinct
eigenvalues in each realization of the Monte Carlo simulations, if the dimension-to-sample
ratio is cn = 0.8 (p = 200 and n = 250). As a consequence, it can be considered as the
full-rank matrix. However, the mean of the smallest sample eigenvalue λn,p is equal to 0.01
which is very close to zero, and thus, implies the rank-deficiency of the sample covariance
matrix. Furthermore, it is 100 times smaller than the population counterpart τp = 1.01, and
hence, is heavily underestimated. In the portfolio optimization context this means that the
potential risk of the asset allocation is substantially understated.

The Tables 1.22 – 1.23 in Appendix 1.B present additional results for this example when
the dimension-to-sample ratio cn takes different values. One can observe the following
pattern: as the dimension-to-sample ratio cn decreases from 0.8 to 0.5 and then further
to 0.2, the bias of the sample eigenvalues also gradually decreases as we get closer to the
traditional asymptotics regime where cn → 0 as n→∞.

Table 1.6: Inconsistency of sample eigenvalues in the high-dimensional setup, cn = 0.8.

τ1 λn,1 τ2 λn,2 τp λn,p

2.00 3.71 1.501 3.54 1.01 0.01
(0.1019) (0.0717) (0.0019)

cosφ(un,1, v1) cosφ(un,2, v2) cosφ(un,p, vp)

0.34 0.11 0.06
(0.1680) (0.0829) (0.0417)

Note: The Monte Carlo simulation results (R = 1000 replications) for the concentration ratio cn = 0.8, where
p = 200, n = 250 and τi = i+1

i for i = 1, ..., p. The true covariance matrix is computed according to the
eigendecomposition Σ = V · T · V ′, where V denotes the (p× p) orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors, and T is
a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues τis on the diagonal. The numbers indicate the mean over the R
Monte Carlo simulations, and the numbers in parentheses indicate the corresponding standard errors. un,i
denotes the estimated i-th sample eigenvector.

Furthermore, in the case when p > n, the sample covariance matrix Ŝn has the “spurious”
zero eigenvalues λn,i for i = n+1, . . . , p that actually correspond to the positive population
counterparts τi and appear only due to the rank deficiency. Such spurious close to zero
realizations of sample eigenvalues can be observed already for the case of p = 100, n = 100,
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and cn = 1 (see, e.g., Figure 1.17 in Appendix 1.A).

1.3.3. Sample eigenvectors

The performance of respective eigenvector estimators as well degrades in finite samples
when the dimension p is comparable to the sample size n.

The simulation results given in Table 1.6 (and in Tables 1.22 – 1.23, Appendix 1.B)
demonstrate the finite sample properties of the eigenvector estimators in the case of a
general population covariance matrix, Σ = V TV ′, which is of full rank. The finite sample
constellations of p and n in the tables approximate the high-dimensional asymptotics
(p, n→∞, cn = p/n→ c > 0). From the tables one may observe that as the dimension-
to-sample ratio cn increases to 1, the mean of the angle φ estimated between the population
vi and sample un,i eigenvectors grows to 90◦ (the corresponding average cosine of the angle,
cosφ, gets closer to 0). This, in turn, implies that the sample eigenvectors move farther away
from the true ones in an orthogonal direction when the sample size n decreases for a given
dimension p.

In addition, Figure 1.6 presents the estimation results for the cosine of an angle between
the true and estimated eigenvectors, for the case in which the population covariance matrix
is identity, Σ = I .

Figure 1.6: The boxplots of the cosine of the angle between the sample eigenvector and the true one
cosφ(un,i, vi) for simulated data with p variables and n samples over R = 1000 Monte Carlo simulations.
The samples are drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean zero and identity covariance
matrix Σ = I .
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According to the boxplots, the mean of cosφ is about 0.12 for all p sample eigenvectors.
Thus, the angle φ between the sample and population eigenvectors on average is about
83.1◦, meaning that the vectors are almost orthogonal to each other in this case as well.
This empirical outcome, further, describes very well the theoretical finding that the sample
eigenvectors are randomly distributed on the unit sphere in the case of the identity population
covariance matrix (see Section 1.2.3, Propositions 1.2.9 – 1.2.11). The same result for the
case p = 100, n = 100 and cn = 1 is presented in Figure 1.18 (Appendix 1.A).

The above results are essentially the finite sample approximations to the inconsistency
of eigenvector estimators established under the high-dimensional asymptotics for the case
when the population covariance matrix is of full-rank. However, the same property is valid
when the true covariance matrix has the factor structure, and hence, the reduced rank. For
example, Johnstone and Lu (2004) prove that eigenvectors are estimated inconsistently as
well in the case of a rank one population covariance matrix (the special case of only one
factor underlying the true covariance structure). Further details of this proof are presented in
Section 1.4.4. Moreover, in a general case with more than one influential factor, the sample
eigenvectors are also inconsistent.

The fact that space spanned by the sample eigenvectors un,i does not coincide with
the true eigenvector space implies the inconsistency of sample PCs. Thus, the PCA in its
standard form cannot be applied in the high-dimensional setting as a dimension-reduction
technique or for the estimation of factor models, since the factors and respective factor
loadings would be estimated inconsistently (see, e.g., Harding (2007)).

Further evidence regarding unreliable PCA estimation results, though in the context of
scree plots and choice of the number of PCs, is provided in the next section.

1.3.4. PCA applications

The number of PCs in the PCA is often chosen by practitioners based on scree plots, in which
one seeks for the “elbow” or “kink” indicating a sudden drop in the ordered eigenvalues.
This kink separates the two clusters of sample eigenvalues belonging to the signal and noise
subsets.

The following graphs illustrate that in finite samples where the dimension p is comparable
to the sample size n, scree plots are misleading when used to choose the number of principal
directions. From ordered sample eigenvalues we cannot learn anything about the true
population structure of the eigenvalues.
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The first graph presents the scree plot based on the true population structure, where
all population eigenvalues are unit-valued, i.e., τi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , p. The second graph
presents the case when one half of the population eigenvalues are equal to 1, and the other
half are equal to 2, i.e., τi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , [p/2], and τi = 2 for i = [p/2] + 1, . . . , p.

In both situations, it is not possible to detect the true distribution of the population
eigenvalues just by looking at the scree plots.

Figure 1.7: The case of the true covariance Σ = I . The c.d.f. of the true eigenvalues is a point mass at 1, δ1.
The data matrix Yn is n× p. All entries are i.i.d. N(0, 1).

Figure 1.8: The case of the true covariance Σ = I(p/2) + 2 · I(p/2). The c.d.f. of the true eigenvalues are point
masses at 1 and at 2, i.e., 0.5δ1 + 0.5δ2.
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Figures 1.19 – 1.20 in Appendix 1.A present the same results for the case p = 100, n =

100, and cn = 1.

1.3.5. Sphericity test

The performance of the sphericity test in finite samples corresponding to the high-dimensional
setup is illustrated based on a Monte Carlo study with the true covariance matrix Σ = I

under the null hypothesis H0 and Σ = diag(1.65, ..., 1.65, 1, ..., 1) under the alternative
hypothesis H1.

The empirical size of the sphericity test, P̂{H0 is rejected|H0 is true} = α̂, and the
power, P̂{H0 is rejected|H1 is true}, in such a setting are presented in Table 1.7.

Table 1.7: Sphericity test results; empirical vs. nominal size.

cn Size α̂ Power

n = 100, p = 5 0.05 0.0521 0.6505

n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.0620 0.8384

n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.3276 0.9633

n = 100, p = 90 0.9 1.0000 1.0000

Note: The empirical size (α̂) is estimated based on R = 10000 simulations from N(0, I). The empirical
power is estimated under the alternative hypothesis that Σ = diag(1.65, ..., 1.65, 1, ..., 1), where the number
1.65 on the diagonal is equal to [p/2]. The design is adopted from Jiang and Yang (2013).

Based on the results given in Table 1.7, we can conclude that the empirical size of the
test α̂ tends to 1 with cn growing to 1, while the nominal size of the test α is supposed to be
0.05. Thus, the results of the sphericity test are not reliable in the high-dimensional setting
when p is comparable to n, as the test tends to reject the true hypothesis more often than in
5% of the cases.

1.3.6. Partial sphericity test

The partial sphericity test also tends to reject the true null hypothesis more often in finite
samples. The frequency of rejecting the H0 hypothesis, α̂, tends to 1 as the dimension-to-
sample ratio cn grows. The evidence for such a poor performance is provided by means of a
Monte Carlo study, where the population covariance matrix has four spikes or “signals,” i.e.,
Σ = diag(7, 6, 5, 4, 1, . . . , 1).
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We measure the empirical size α̂ as the frequency of choosing k = 4 for the sequential
hypothesis testing Hk : τk+1 = . . . = τp = τ ∗ vs. H1 : τk+2 = . . . = τp = τ ∗, where
k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 2}.

Table 1.8: Partial sphericity test results; empirical vs. nominal size.

cn Size α̂

n = 100, p = 20 0.2 0.0503

n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.0596

n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.2811

n = 100, p = 90 0.9 0.9999

Note: The empirical size (α̂) is estimated based on R = 10000 simulations from N(0,Σ), where Σ =
diag(7, 6, 5, 4, 1, . . . , 1) is a spiked population covariance model with the number of spikes k = 4. The design
follows Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017).

The power of the partial sphericity test also deteriorates in the high-dimensional setup.
The empirical power, P̂{H0 is rejected|H1 is true}, of the test presented in Table 1.9 is
measured as the frequency of choosing a certain number of spikes during R = 10000 Monte
Carlo replications. The true number of spikes is equal to 4.

Table 1.9: Partial sphericity test results; empirical power.

cn k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7

n = 100, p = 20 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.96 0.02 0.01 0.00

n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.91 0.04 0.01 0.00

n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.55 0.11 0.06 0.04

n = 100, p = 90 0.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5

Note: Values of k selected for the number of spikes. Number of simulations is R = 10000. Data is drawn
from N(0,Σ), where Σ = diag(7, 6, 5, 4, 1, . . . , 1) is a spiked population covariance model with number of
spikes k = 4. The design follows Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017).

As we can see from the results in Table 1.9, already with p = 60 and n = 100, the partial
sphericity test tends to either overestimate or underestimate the number of spikes, k, in 45%
of the cases.

5In the case n = 100, p = 90, the first non-zero frequency for the number of spikes appears for k = 14. It
is chosen in 1% of the cases.
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1.4. Traditional Estimators and High Dimensional Asymptotics

This section introduces reader to the theoretical properties of traditional estimators and
multivariate testing procedures under high-dimensional asymptotics, i.e., when p, n→∞,
such that their dimension-to-sample ratio cn = p/n→ c > 0.

We place particular emphasis in this part of the discussion on bound and fluctuation
results of the sample eigenvalues, or the spectrum of Wishart matrices. And thus, we
consider the foundational results by Marčenko and Pastur (1967) and Tracy and Widom
(1996) in the null case and the models of Johnstone (2001) and Bai and Yao (2012) in the
non-null case. Moreover, we discuss the properties of the respective sample eigenvectors in
both cases.

Furthermore, we consider the sphericity and partial sphericity tests that are used to
detect the spiked covariance structure (as in Johnstone’s model) and introduce the alternative
testing procedures based on the RMT findings.

1.4.1. Sample covariance matrix

The properties of high-dimensional sample covariance matrices in finite samples are well
approximated under high-dimensional asymptotics. However, if we impose the RMT type of
condition on the relative rate of growth for p and n, i.e., p, n → ∞, cn = p/n → c > 0,
consistent estimation of covariance matrices is impossible without any further restrictions
on their structure. This problem stems from the fact that the eigenvalues of the sample
covariance matrix are no longer consistent estimators for the population values. This is
described in more detail in the subsequent sections. Furthermore, even if it is possible
to construct the consistent estimators for the population eigenvalues, the simultaneous
estimation of the consistent eigenvectors is not yet possible under realistic assumptions6.
Thus, without any ad-hoc structures, such as sparsity or an underlying factor model imposed
on the population covariance matrix, the consistent estimation is difficulthard to achieve.
The comprehensive reviews on the topic of high-dimensional covariance matrix estimation
under these this type of ad-hoc assumptions are given by Fan, Lv, and Qi (2011), Bai and
Shi (2011) and Fan, Liao, and Liu (2016).

Since the joint consistent estimation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors is impossible,

6Mestre (2008a) considers the joint consistent estimation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors based on
the sample counterparts, however, under very specific assumptions. In particular, it is assumed that the
multiplicities of the population eigenvalues are known.
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Ledoit and Wolf (2012, 2015) consider the oracle estimator for the covariance matrix under
the RMT type of asymptotics. The oracle estimator is based on the eigendecomposition of
the sample covariance matrix. It is defined as S̃Oracle

n = UnΛ̃Oracle
n U ′n, where the inconsistent

sample eigenvectors Un are not modified, while the diagonal matrix Λn that contains
the sample eigenvalues is replaced by matrix Λ̃Oracle

n with the consistent estimators of the
population eigenvalues on the diagonal. This estimator is feasible and consistent under the
high-dimensional asymptotics, but not for the population covariance matrix.

1.4.2. Sample eigenvalues

Under high-dimensional asymptotics, two different cases are considered with regard to the
behavior of the sample eigenvalues: the bulk, which refers to the properties of the full set of
sample eigenvalues λn,1, . . . , λn,p, and the extremes, which address the largest and smallest
eigenvalues.

Moreover, there is a distinction between the null and non-null cases. The null case
refers to the situation when the extreme eigenvalues are packed together with the bulk or the
majority of the eigenvalues. The non-null case describes the situation when the extreme
eigenvalues are separated from the bulk and do not follow the limiting laws that are valid for
the null case.

Bounds on λn,1 and λn,min

The bound result for the largest sample eigenvalue in the null case was first provided by Yin,
Bai, and Krishnaiah (1988), while the same result for the smallest eigenvalue was obtained
by Bai and Yin (1993).

Proposition 1.4.1. Let the entries {Xij} of the n × p data matrix Xn be i.i.d. complex-
valued random variables with E(Xij) = 0, E(|Xij|2) = 1 and E(|Xij|4) <∞. Consider
the sample covariance matrix Ŝn and denote its eigenvalues in a decreasing order as
λn,1 ≥ λn,2 ≥ . . . ≥ λn,p. When p, n→∞ and cn = p/n→ c > 0,

λn,1 → bc = (1 +
√
c)2 a.s.,

λn,min → ac = (1−
√
c)2 a.s.,

λn,min =

{
λn,p, for p ≤ n,

λn,p−n+1, for p > n.
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A remarkable result is that for c = 1, the largest sample eigenvalue λn,1 converges almost
surely to the value of 4. We can also observe this in Figure 1.9. The average value for the
largest sample eigenvalue overR = 1000 Monte Carlo simulations is around 4. Furthermore,
the average value over R = 1000 simulations for the smallest sample eigenvalue is around 0,
which is also predicted by the bound result.

Figure 1.9: The boxplots for the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn over R = 1000 Monte Carlo
simulations. The thick blue line indicates the unit population eigenvalues. The samples are drawn from a
multivariate Gaussian distribution with a mean zero and identity covariance matrix, Σ = I .

Fluctuation results for λn,1 and λn,min

The above-stated bound results for the largest and smallest eigenvalues are remarkable
because they explain the relative spread of sample eigenvalues compared to the population
ones. However, they do not indicate the variability of the extreme eigenvalues, or in other
words, their distribution.

The exact distributional results for the extreme eigenvalues depend on the hypergeometric
functions of the matrix argument. These functions converge very slowly, even for small p,
thus making it difficult to determine the distribution (see Section 1.2.2).

Under traditional asymptotics, the extreme sample eigenvalues and the ones that corre-
spond to the bulk are asymptotically normally distributed.

In the high-dimensional setting p, n → ∞, cn = p/n → c > 0 the asymptotic
distributional results for the largest and smallest eigenvalues change.
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The fluctuation result for the largest sample eigenvalue was first introduced by Johnstone
(2001). This asymptotic result already provides very good approximations for n and p as
small as five.

Proposition 1.4.2. Let the entries {Xij} of the n × p data matrix Xn be i.i.d. N (0, 1).
Denote as λn,1 > . . . > λn,p the eigenvalues of sample covariance matrix Ŝn. The fluctuation
of the largest eigenvalue λn,1 is characterized as follows:

λn,1 − µnp
σnp

d−→ F1,

µnp =
(√

n− 1 +
√
p
)2

,

σnp =
(√

n− 1 +
√
p
)( 1√

n− 1
+

1
√
p

)1/3

,

where µnp and σnp are the center and scaling parameters, and F1 is a Tracy-Widom law of
order 1.

The Tracy-Widom law of order 1 is defined in terms of the function that solves the
Painléve II differential equations (see, e.g., Tracy and Widom (1996)). The distribution
function F1 has no closed-form solution and is evaluated numerically.

It should be noted here that µnp ' bc = (1 +
√
c)2 for both p and n large, which is in

accordance with the bound result in Proposition 1.4.1.

The original result in Johnstone (2001) is stated under the asymptotic regime when
p → ∞, n = n(p) → ∞, γn = n/p → γ ≥ 17, so that the center and scale parameters
grow with p. The largest sample eigenvalue grows with mean of order O(p), while the
standard deviation about that mean is of order O(p1/3).

This implies that the distribution of λn,1 is tighter about the mean value compared to
the standard central limit theorem (CLT) results, in which the standard deviation is of order
O(n1/2) .

The center µnp and scaling σnp parameters imply that the difference between the

distribution of
λn,1 − µnp

σnp
and F1 is of "second order" O((n ∧ p)−1/3)8.

7The same theoretical result can be applied as well in the situation when n < p, just the roles of n and p
should be reversed.

8(n ∧ p) = min(n, p).
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Recently, Ma (2012) proposed corrections for the centering µnp =
(√

n− +
√
p−
)2 and

scaling σnp =
(√

n− +
√
p−
) (

1√
n−

+ 1√
p−

)1/3

, with n− = n− 1
2
, p− = p− 1

2
so that the

"second order" difference is improved to O((n ∧ p)−2/3).

The result for the smallest sample eigenvalue was shown inMa (2012) under the condition
of the relative rate of convergence for p andn defined as: p+1 ≤ n, p→∞, n = n(p)→∞
and γn = n/p→ γ ∈ (1,∞).

Proposition 1.4.3. Let the entries {Xij} of the n × p data matrix Xn be i.i.d. N (0, 1).
Denote as λn,1 > . . . > λn,p the eigenvalues of sample covariance matrix Ŝn, n − 1 ≥ p.
The fluctuation of the smallest eigenvalue λn,p is characterized as follows:

log λn,p − ν−np
δ−np

d−→ G1,

ν−np = log(µ−np) +
1

8
(δ−np)

2,

δ−np =
σ−np
µ−np

,

where ν−np and δ−np are the centering and scaling parameters for log λn,p and G1(x) =

1−F1(−x) is the reflected Tracy-Widom law.

µ−np =
(√

n− −
√
p−
)2, σ−np =

(√
n− −

√
p−
) (

1√
p−
− 1√

n−

)1/3

, where n− = n − 1
2

and p− = p− 1
2
, are the corrected centering and scaling constants for λn,p.

According to Ma (2012), the log-transform in the above Proposition 1.4.3 is justified
by the superior numerical performance in the simulation study. Furthermore, the rationale
behind this transformation is that for λn,p the density function would be truncated at zero,
and hence the asymptotic approximation by G1 would not be possible since the density of G1

is defined on the whole real line. In contrast, the distribution of the log λn,p is defined on the
whole real line.

Marčenko and Pastur (1967) result

The Marčenko-Pastur law describes the joint behavior of the p eigenvalues of a sample
covariance matrix Ŝn. To be more precise, it characterizes the limiting distribution of the
bulk spectrum and provides an accurate model for the sample eigenvalues in finite samples.
This result establishes that the "joint limit" of the p sample eigenvalues converges to the
Marčenko-Pastur distribution for a large class of population spectrum models.
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A motivating example is presented in Figure 1.10. This is a normalized histogram of the
sample eigenvalues, where the data is drawn from the standard normal, and the number of
observations is n = 600, while the dimensionality is p = 150.

According to traditional asymptotics, sample eigenvalues should converge to the unique
population value, which is equal to one. However, as graph illustrates, this convergence
result does not hold in the setup where p is comparable in magnitude to n. Furthermore,
the red line that fits the shape of the histogram very well is the Marčenko-Pastur density
function, which is defined later.

Figure 1.10: The normalized histogram of sample eigenvalues, p = 150, n = 600. The data is i.i.d Gaussian
with a mean zero and true population covariance matrix, Σ = I . The green line is the limiting distribution
function of population eigenvalues, which is a point mass at 1, i.e. δ1. The red line is the limiting pdf fc,σ2(x)
of sample eigenvalues (Marčenko-Pastur density). The "overspreading" of sample eigenvalues is striking.

The limiting behavior of the p-dimensional vector of sample eigenvalues ismathematically
challenging to estimate, as the size of the vector grows to infinity when n → ∞ under
high-dimensional asymptotics. A more convenient way to solve this problem is to consider
the limit of the probability measure that is associated with the p-dimensional vector instead
of addressing the vector itself. Thus, the following measure is considered as a convenient
tool for the analysis of the "joint" behavior of the sample eigenvalues:

Fn(x) =
1

p

p∑
i=1

1l {λn,i ≤ x}, x ∈ R+,

which is the empirical distribution function of the sample eigenvalues.
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Proposition 1.4.4. Consider that the sample covariance matrix Ŝn =
1

n
X ′nXn. Xn is an

n× p matrix whose entries are i.i.d. with E(Xij) = 0, V (Xij) = σ2 and p, n → ∞ with
cn = p/n→ c, c ∈ [0,∞). Then almost surely the sequence Fn(x) weakly converges to the
Marčenko-Pastur law Fc,σ2 .9

The Marčenko-Pastur distribution Fc,σ2 in the special case Σ = σ2I as given above in
Proposition 1.4.4 has the following density function:

fc,σ2(x) =
1

2πcσ2

√
bc − x

√
x− ac

x
1l {ac ≤ x ≤ bc},

where bc = σ2(1 +
√
c)2 and ac = σ2(1−

√
c)2.

fc,σ2(x) has an additional point mass of value 1− 1/c at the origin x = 0, if c > 1.

Returning to the motivating example in Figure 1.10, we can observe that the sample
eigenvalues are spread on the interval [ac, bc] = [0.25, 2.25] for cn = 0.25 which is the
support of the Marčenko-Pastur density function.

The above result can be generalized to the arbitrary population covariance matrix Σn.
However, in that case there is no closed-form solution for the density fc,σ2(x) of the limiting
spectral distribution of sample eigenvalues. The density form is only available in the special
case of Σ = σ2I .

To consider a general result, we must first to introduce the empirical distribution function
of the population eigenvalues:

Hn(x) =
1

p

p∑
i=1

1l {τn,i ≤ x}, x ∈ R+.

Proposition 1.4.5. Consider the sample covariance matrix Ŝn =
1

n
Σ

1/2
n X ′nXnΣ

1/2
n .

Xn is an n× p matrix whose entries are i.i.d. with E(Xij) = 0, V (Xij) = 1 and p, n→∞
with cn = p/n→ c, c ∈ (0,∞).
Let Σn be a sequence of nonnegative definite Hermitian matrices of size p× p. The sequence
of Σn is either deterministic or independent of Ŝn. Furthermore, the sequence of the
empirical spectral distributions {Hn} of Σn weakly converges to a non-random limiting
spectral distribution H .
Then, almost surely, the sequence of the empirical spectral distributions {Fn} weakly

9Weak convergence in a sense Fn(g)→ F (g), for any continuous and bounded function g, where F is the
distribution function.
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converges to a non-random limiting distribution Fc,H .
Moreover, the Stieltjes transformm of Fc,H is implicitly defined by the following fixed-point
equation:

m(z) =

∫
1

τ(1− c− c z m(z))− z
dH(τ), z ∈ C+,

where C+ denotes the set of complex numbers with strictly positive imaginary parts.

The fixed-point equation above is proven to have a unique solution as a function fromC+

toC+. Furthermore, Fc,H is a generalized Marčenko-Pastur distribution, where the subscript
(c,H) indicates the dependence on the limiting ratio c and on the limiting population spectral
distribution H .

It is important to note that the almost sure weak convergence of the sequence Fn is
implied by the almost sure convergence of the corresponding sequence of Stieltjes transforms
mn(z)→ m(z) (see, e.g., Theorem 2.7, Yao, Zheng, and Bai (2015)). mn(z) is defined for
the sample covariance matrix Ŝn asmn(z) = trace[(Ŝn − zI)−1]/p, z ∈ C+.

Thus, the spectral distribution of Ŝn is asymptotically non-random Fc,H and has the
Stieltjes transformm, which is a solution to the fixed-point equation.

Moreover, the limiting distribution of the sample eigenvalues Fc,H can be recovered
indirectly through its Stieltjes transformm as following:

m(z) =

∫ +∞

−∞

1

λ− z
dFc,H(λ), z ∈ C+.

Considering the two definitions for the Stieltjes transformm of Fc,H , we can observe that
the Marčenko-Pastur equation in Proposition 1.4.5 links the limiting spectral distribution of
the sample eigenvalues Fc,H to the limiting spectral distribution of the population eigenvalues
H through a given limiting ratio c.

Furthermore, the distribution of sample eigenvalues is considered to be a highly non-
linear deformation of the population eigenvalues’ distribution, and the Marčenko-Pastur
equation formulates this deformation mathematically (Akemann, Baik, and Di Francesco
(2011)). The latter statement is illustrated in Figure 1.11.

The Marčenko-Pastur law holds under weak assumptions and in very wide generality,
including the framework with spiked (generalized spiked) population covariance models,
which were introduced in Section 1.2.4.
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Figure 1.11: The behavior of the e.d.f of the population and sample eigenvalues as dimension p increases.
The population covariance matrix is Σn = diag(τn,1, . . . , τn,p). Xij are i.i.d. N (0, 1). The ith population
eigenvalue is equal to τn,i = H−1n ((i − 0.5)/p), i = 1, ..., p, where the limiting spectral distribution H is
given by the distribution of 1 + 10Z, and Z ∼ Beta(1, 10).

As the number of spikes k is assumed to be fixed in Johnstone’s model under high-
dimensional asymptotics, when p, n→∞ with cn = p/n→ c > 0, the empirical spectral
distribution Fn of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn still converges to theMarčenko-Pastur law.
However, the asymptotic behavior of the extreme (spiked) eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenvectors is modified. The latter is discussed in the subsequent sections.

Spiked population model by Johnstone (2001)

Motivated by the fact that many datasets in finance and statistical learning applications
exhibit a few large eigenvalues that are separated from the bulk, Johnstone (2001) introduced
the spiked covariance model, which can be considered as a finite-rank perturbation of the
identity matrix. In other words, the base population covariance model is identity, but there
are a few large "spiked" eigenvalues.

The general model considered under this framework is as follows: Xn is an n × p

matrix whose entries are i.i.d. complex or real valued, with E(Xij) = 0, E(|Xij|2) = 1,
E(|Xij|4) <∞, p, n→∞ with cn = p/n→ c, c ∈ (0,∞).

The sample covariance matrix is defined as Ŝn =
1

n
Σ1/2X ′nXnΣ1/2, where the spiked

population covariance model is given in the form Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τk, 1, . . . , 1), with
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τ1 > τ2 > . . . > τk > 1. The population eigenvalues are not restricted to be unique and can
have the respective multiplicitiesm1, . . . ,mk. In what follows we denote as Ji the set ofmi

indexes that correspond to τi.

The following almost sure bound results according to Baik and Silverstein (2006) hold
for a general class of samples, with real and complex data, which is not necessarily Gaussian.

Proposition 1.4.6. Let p→∞, n = n(p)→∞, cn = p/n→ c ∈ (0, 1). Let us consider
the large fundamental spikes such that τi > 1 +

√
c, and the small fundamental spikes such

that τi < 1−
√
c. Then, for the corresponding sample eigenvalues λn,i the following holds:

(i) large fundamental spikes τi > 1 +
√
c:

λn,i → τi

(
1 +

c

τi − 1

)
a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(ii) large non-fundamental spikes 1 < τi ≤ 1 +
√
c:

λn,i → (1 +
√
c)2 a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(iii) small non-fundamental spikes 1−
√
c ≤ τi < 1:

λn,i → (1−
√
c)2 a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(iv) small fundamental spikes τi < 1−
√
c:

λn,i → τi

(
1 +

c

τi − 1

)
a.s. for i ∈ Ji.

The special cases for c = 1 and c > 1 are detailed in Corollaries 1.C.1 – 1.C.2 (Appendix
1.C.1) for the sake of saving space. The results are similar, but with minor adjustments.

Proposition 1.4.6 demonstrates that no sample eigenvalue λn,i has an almost sure
limit outside of the support of the Marčenko-Pastur density [(1−

√
c)2, (1 +

√
c)2] if the

population eigenvalue τi is in the interval [(1−
√
c), (1 +

√
c)]. This interval characterizes

the quantitative measure of population eigenvalue τi being sufficiently close to one, such that
the Marčenko-Pastur density is not affected by the spike. The large non-fundamental spikes,
1 < τi ≤ 1 +

√
c, and the small ones, 1−

√
c ≤ τi < 1, generate the sample eigenvalues

that are not separated in the limit from the bulk that corresponds to the unit population
eigenvalues τi = 1, and thus converge almost surely to the right (1 +

√
c)2 and left (1−

√
c)2
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edges of the Marčenko-Pastur distribution, respectively. This is a well-known property: the
sample eigenvalues associated with the distinct population eigenvalue clusters are merged
together in the limit, making them indistinguishable (El Karoui (2008)). Such a phenomenon
is also observable in the null case when there are no spikes.

An illustration of this is provided in Figure 1.12. In this example, the distribution of popula-
tion eigenvaluesH is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10}, i.e.,H = {10, . . . , 10︸ ︷︷ ︸

p/3

, 4, . . . , 4︸ ︷︷ ︸
p/3

, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
p/3

},

and the sample eigenvalues that correspond to the population values 4 and 10 are blurred
together in a single large cluster in the limit when c = 0.3. However, as the dimension
to sample size ratio c gets closer to zero, and thus the limiting behavior of the sample
eigenvalues is close to the traditional asymptotics, the distinct clusters are well-separated in
the limit. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.13.

Figure 1.12: The density function for the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H of the sample eigenvalues, where
c = 0.3 and H is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10}. The sample eigenvalues that correspond to the clusters of
the population eigenvalues τi = 4 and τi = 10 are merged. This is indicated by the red line, while the blue
line demonstrates that the sample eigenvalues that correspond to the unit population eigenvalues τi = 1 are
well-separated.10

In contrast, if the population eigenvalue τi is outside of the interval [(1−
√
c), (1 +

√
c)],

meaning that in the limit it is no longer close to one, the corresponding sample eigenvalue is
outside of the support of the Marčenko-Pastur density, [(1−

√
c)2, (1 +

√
c)2].

Furthermore, each population eigenvalue τi outside of the interval [(1−
√
c), (1 +

√
c)]

is considered to be a spike and changes the limiting value of the sample eigenvalue λn,i to be

10The density function is derived using the Matlab codes denfun03.m, solfun02.m, netfun02.m and
supfun07.m of the QuEST package by Ledoit and Wolf (2017).
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Figure 1.13: The density function for the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H of the sample eigenvalues, where
c = 0.05 and H is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10}. The sample eigenvalues that correspond to the distinct
population eigenvalue clusters τi = 1, τi = 4 and τi = 10 are well-separated. This is indicated by the different
lines.

equal to τi
(

1 +
c

τi − 1

)
, thus, pulling it from the support of the Marčenko-Pastur density.

This is the so-called "phase transition" phenomenon that was first introduced by Baik,
Ben Arous, and Péché (2005) to describe the behavior of the largest sample eigenvalue. This
phenomenon basically means that no large spike can be detected below the threshold 1 +

√
c

and no small spike can be detected above the threshold 1−
√
c.

The threshold 1 +
√
c also plays a key role in the distributional result derived by Paul

(2007) for the sample eigenvalues that correspond to the large fundamental spikes in the
case of c ∈ (0, 1). The following statement holds under an assumption of the real-valued
Gaussian data.

Proposition 1.4.7. Suppose that τi > 1 +
√
c, c ∈ (0, 1) and has multiplicity 1. Then, as

p, n→∞ so that cn = p/n − c = o(n−1/2),

√
n(λn,i − ρ(τi))

d→ N (0, σ2(τi)),

ρ(τ) = τ

(
1 +

c

τ − 1

)
,

σ2(τ) = 2τ 2

(
1− c

(τ − 1)2

)
.

Hence, if the dimension to sample size ratio p/n converges to the limiting ratio c fast
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enough, the Gaussian fluctuation result with the standard convergence rate
√
n holds for the

large fundamental spikes.

This result is comparable to the traditional result derived by Anderson (1963) (see
Section 1.2.2). Under the standard asymptotics, when the i-th population eigenvalue τi has
multiplicity 1, the i-th sample eigenvalue λn,i is asymptotically N (τi, (1/n)2τ 2

i ).

In the high-dimensional case, however, the sample eigenvalues are estimated with a bias,
although the variance shrinks. This is accounted for through the concentration ratio c that
appears in the centering and scaling constants, ρ(τ) and σ(τ), respectively.

Table 1.10: Properies of sample eigenvalues. Spiked covariance matrix, cn = 0.8

cn = 0.8 (p = 200, n = 250)

τ1 = 2 τ1 = 3 τ1 = 4 τ1 = 5 τ1 = 10

Mean(λn,1)
3.66 4.21 5.07 6.01 10.85

(0.1134) (0.2307) (0.3391) (0.4476) (0.9152)
Theoretical S.E.s

(0.0800) (0.2400) (0.3415) (0.4359) (0.8900)
B̂ias(λn,1)

1.66 1.21 1.07 1.01 0.85
Theoretical Bias(λn,1)

1.60 1.20 1.07 1.00 0.89
τ2 = 1 +

√
cn

Mean(λn,2)
3.48 3.54 3.55 3.55 3.56

(0.0772) (0.0907) (0.0924) (0.0907) (0.0954)
τ3 = 1

Mean(λn,3)
3.37 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40

(0.0621) (0.0634) (0.0662) (0.0659) (0.0662)
τp = 1

Mean(λn,p)
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

(0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0019) (0.0019)

Note: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 takes values in the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 10},
τ2 = 1 +

√
cn and τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200,

n = 250, cn = 0.8.
Remark: for cn = 0.8 the limiting values are (1 +

√
cn)2 = 3.5889 and (1−√cn)2 = 0.0111, respectively.

The theoretical bias and standard deviation are computed according to Proposition 1.4.7.
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Table 1.10 presents the results of the Monte Carlo study for sample eigenvalues in the
spiked population model setup. The outputs of the Monte Carlo study confirm the theoretical
findings of Proposition 1.4.6. Further results for cn = 0.2 and cn = 0.5 are provided in
Tables 1.24 to 1.25 (Appendix 1.B).

Here, as predicted by the theoretical findings, the first spiked eigenvalue τ1 is estimated
by the sample eigenvalue λn,1 with a bias. The second eigenvalue τ2 is the non-fundamental
spike and is exactly equal to the threshold 1 +

√
cn, and thus the corresponding sample

eigenvalue λn,2 tends to (1 +
√
cn)2. The sample eigenvalue λn,3 that corresponds to the

first unit population eigenvalue in the spectrum, i.e. τ3 = 1, also converges to the value
(1 +

√
cn)2. Hence, as demonstrated in Figure 1.12, for the large values of c, the sample

eigenvalues that correspond to the non-fundamental spikes are not distinguishable from
the right edge of the bulk. The sample eigenvalue λn,p that corresponds to the last unit
population eigenvalue in the spectrum, i.e. τp = 1, converges to the left edge of the bulk,
i.e., (1−√cn)2.

Figures 1.14 to 1.15 illustrate the distributional result derived by Paul (2007) for cases
when the largest population eigenvalue τ1 is equal to 2 and 10. Figures 1.21 to 1.23 in
Appendix 1.A present the same graphs for the cases when τ1 is equal to 3, 4 and 5.

Figure 1.14: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1 +
√
cn and

τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200, n = 250, cn = 0.8.
The densities for λn,1, λn,2, λn,3 and λn,p are estimated non-parametrically with "Normal" Kernel density
estimator.

An extension to the case when the base population covariance matrix is σ2I means
that the spiked population covariance matrix is in turn Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τk, σ

2, . . . , σ2),
with τ1 > τ2 > . . . > τk > σ2. The "phase transition" phenomenon also takes place
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in this setup, however, if the population eigenvalues are outside of the adjusted interval
[σ2(1−

√
c), σ2(1 +

√
c)]. The same bound and distributional results hold as before, where

the only change takes place in the "transition" threshold value that is corrected to be
σ2(1 +

√
c) for large spikes and σ2(1−

√
c) for small ones. These generalization is useful

in many applications, one of them considered later is the partial sphericity test.

Figure 1.15: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 = 10, τ2 = 1 +
√
cn and

τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200, n = 250, and cn = 0.8.
The densities for λn,1, λn,2, λn,3 and λn,p are estimated non-parametrically with a "Normal" Kernel density
estimator.

Generalized spiked population model of Bai and Yao (2012)

The generalized spiked population model is an extended version of Johnstone’s spiked
population model, with the main difference being in the base covariance model, which
is no longer anymore to be an identity, but rather is of arbitrary form. The model can
be considered to be a finite rank perturbation of a general covariance matrix that has the
population eigenvalues βn,js.

Hence, the spectrum of the spiked covariance model consists of two clusters:

spec(Σn) = {τ1, . . . , τk, βn,1, . . . , βn,p−K},

where the number of spike population eigenvalues τ1, . . . , τk is fixed and the spikes are finite.
Moreover, the spike population eigenvalues τ1, . . . , τk are not necessarily larger than the base
population eigenvalues βn,1, . . . , βn,p−K as in Johnstone’s model and can have respective
multiplicitiesm1, . . . ,mk larger than one, wherem1 + . . .+mk = K.
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The limiting spectral distribution H of the base population eigenvalues βn,1, . . . , βn,p−K
is arbitrary, in contrast, to the standard case, where it is assumed to be a point mass at one,
i.e., δ1.

Furthermore, the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn
is not affected by the perturbation in the population model, since the number of spikes is
fixed and does not depend on p = p(n), so that in the limit, the point mass of the sample
eigenvalues that corresponds to the spikes is vanishing.

Thus, the limiting spectral distribution of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn still converges
to the generalized Marčenko-Pastur law Fc,H .

The generalized spikes τ1, . . . , τk are assumed to be well-separated from the base
population eigenvalues βn,1, . . . , βn,p−K . Moreover, they pull the corresponding sample
eigenvalues outside the support of the generalized Marčenko-Pastur distribution Fc,H . The
sample eigenvalues that correspond to the spikes are highly non-linear transformations of
the population counterparts.

The transformation function ψ that describes the link between the population spikes
τ1, . . . , τk and the respective set of the sample eigenvalues is closely related to the Stieltjes
transformm of the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H .

It should be noted that the Stieltjes transformm fully characterizes the limiting spectral
distribution Fc,H , and hence its support, according to the inversion formula:

fc,H(x) =
1

π
lim
ε→0

Im[m(x+ iε)],

where Im[·] denotes the imaginary part of a complex number.

Furthermore, Silverstein and Choi (1995) formulated how the support of the generalized
Marčenko-Pastur distribution Fc,H relates to the support of the limiting spectral distribution
of the population eigenvalues H in terms of its Stieltjes transformm.

The corresponding theoretical result, however, is given in terms of F c,H andm for the
sake of convenience. The generalized Marčenko-Pastur distribution F c,H is defined for the
companion sample covariance matrix Ŝn. Further details with regard to the companion
sample covariance matrix Ŝn, its limiting spectral distribution F c,H and the respective
Stieltjes transformm, together with the corresponding links to Ŝn, Fc,H andm are provided
in Appendix 1.C.2.

In the following equations, we denote the support ofH as ΓH and the support of F c,H as
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ΓF c,H (ΓFc,H is the support of Fc,H).

Proposition 1.4.8. If λ /∈ ΓF c,H thenm(λ) 6= 0 and τ = − 1

m(λ)
satisfies:

(i) τ /∈ ΓH and τ 6= 0;
(ii) ψ′(τ) > 0.
Conversely, if τ satisfies (i)-(ii), then λ = ψ(τ) /∈ ΓF c,H .

Hence, according to the above result, if the non-zero population eigenvalue τ is outside
the support of the limiting spectral distributionH (i.e. τ is spiked) and satisfies the condition
ψ′(τ) > 0, then the corresponding sample eigenvalue λ is a non-linear transformation of the
population eigenvalue τ , λ = ψ(τ), and is outside the support of ΓF c,H and, respectively,
ΓFc,H .

Thus, the spike population eigenvalue τ is proven to pull the corresponding sample
counterpart λ outside the support of Fc,H , and the exact form of the non-linear transformation
is provided, where function ψ(·) is of the following form:

ψ(τ) = ψc,H(τ) = τ + c

∫
tτ

τ − t
dH(t).

Furthermore, Proposition 1.4.8 provides a tool to determine the spike population

eigenvalues by checking the condition ψ′(τ) > 0, where ψ′(τ) = 1− c
∫

t2

(τ − t)2
dH(t).

The below proposition (from Bai and Yao (2012)) states the bound results for sample
eigenvalues that correspond to the spikes in the generalized model based on the condition
ψ′(τ) > 0 and the definition of the function ψ.

Proposition 1.4.9. Let p → ∞, n = n(p) → ∞, cn = p/n → c > 0. Under the
generalized spiked population model,

(i) for a fundamental spike eigenvalue τi satisfying ψ′(τ) > 0,

λn,i → ψi = ψ(τi) a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(ii) for a non-fundamental spike eigenvalue τi satisfying ψ′(τi) ≤ 0,

λn,i → αi, a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

where αi is the α-th quantile of Fc,H , where α = H(0, τi].
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Proposition 1.4.9 separates spike eigenvalues τ into two groups: those with a positive
derivative, ψ′(τ) > 0, are the fundamental spikes, and those with an non-positive derivative,
ψ′(τ) ≤ 0, are the non-fundamental spikes.

The fundamental spike τi is defined to be such that for large enough n, exactlymi sample
eigenvalues λn,i will cluster in a vicinity of ψc,H(τi), which is outside the support of the
limiting spectral distribution Fc,H .

The non-fundamental spike τi is, on the contrary, such that the sample counterpart
λn,i is not distinguishable from the bulk in the limit and, hence, converges almost surely
to the α quantile of the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H , where the quantile depends
on the population eigenvalue τi through the limiting spectral distribution H as follows:
α = H(0, τi].

A graphical illustration of the bound results in the generalized spiked population model is
provided in Figure 1.16. The distribution of the base population eigenvalues βn,j’s, or in other
words H , is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10} such that H = {10, . . . , 10︸ ︷︷ ︸

200

, 4, . . . , 4︸ ︷︷ ︸
200

, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
200

}.

Furthermore, there are four spike population eigenvalues τ1 = 15, τ2 = 6, τ3 = 2 and
τ4 = 0.05, each of multiplicity one. Thus, the spectrum of the spiked covariance model Σn

is given as follows:

spec(Σn) = {15, 10, . . . , 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
200

, 6, 4, . . . , 4︸ ︷︷ ︸
200

, 2, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
200

, 0.5}.

By checking the condition ψ′(τ) > 0 for each of the spikes, we can conclude that
τ1 = 15, τ3 = 2 and τ4 = 0.05 are the fundamental spikes as the derivative is positive,
while the spike τ2 = 6 is non-fundamental, as the derivative is negative. Thus, the sample
counterparts that correspond to the three fundamental spikes lie outside the support of
generalized Marčenko-Pastur distribution Fc,H , while the sample eigenvalue that corresponds
to the second spike, τ2 = 6, converges almost surely to the α = 2/3 quantile of Fc,H .

Moreover, Figure 1.16 illustrates that the limiting spectral distribution of the sample
eigenvalues Fc,H is not affected by the presence of the spiked eigenvalues in the spectrum of
the population covariance matrix. The shape of the density function for the limiting ratio
c = 0.3 resembles the one in Figure 1.12.
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Figure 1.16: The density function for the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H of the sample eigenvalues, where
c = 0.3. H is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10}. The blue line corresponds to the limiting value associated with
the first spike τ1 = 15, the purple line to τ2 = 6, the red line to τ3 = 2 and the yellow line to τ4 = 0.05.11

It should be noted that from the definition of ψ(·), it is evident that when c is close to
zero, and thus the traditional asymptotics framework applies, ψc,H(τi) ' τi. This means that
any spike τi behaves as the fundamental spike under the low-dimensional setup. Moreover,
under this traditional asymptotics framework the usual consistency property is recovered;
the sample eigenvalues converge to the corresponding population eigenvalues. Thus, it is
possible to reproduce the traditional asymptotics results using function ψ(·) in the special
case of c→ 0.

The fluctuation result for the sample eigenvalues that correspond to the fundamental
spikes is also available for the generalized setup. As under Johnstone’s spiked population
model, the Gaussian asymptotic distributional result is possible only under the assumption of
the real Gaussian data and only for the spikes of multiplicity one. In general, when the spikes
are of a higher multiplicity, the joint distribution of the respective sample counterparts is not
Gaussian. In what follows, we present the theoretical result for the aforementioned restricted
case. The more general case is considered, for the sake of saving space, in Appendix 1.C.3.

However, it is worth noting the link between the traditional asymptotics result and the
high-dimensional one. Under the high-dimensional asymptotics, if the entries of the data
are real Gaussian, the sample eigenvalues that correspond to the same spiked population
counterpart converge in distribution to the eigenvalues of the Gaussian Wigner matrix.

11The scaled parts of the graph are provided additionally in Figures 1.24 – 1.26 in Appendix 1.A.
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However, the same result was obtained under the traditional asymptotics in the case of sample
eigenvalues that represent the unit population counterparts (see, e.g. Proposition 1.2.7). One
can perceive the similarity in these results, as in both settings, the sample eigenvalues are
associated with the same population values.

The following proposition is from Bai and Yao (2008).

Proposition 1.4.10. Let p → ∞, n = n(p) → ∞, cn = p/n → c > 0. Under the
generalized spiked population model, if ψ′(τ) > 0 and τi is of multiplicity 1, then the limiting
distribution is

√
n(λn,i − ψ(τi))

d→ N (0, σ2(τi)),

σ2(τi) = 2τ 2
i ψ
′(τi),

where the functions ψ(τ) and ψ′(τ) were defined earlier.

1.4.3. Sample eigenvectors

In the null case, i.e., when there are no spikes in the spectrum of the population covariance
matrix, under the Gaussian assumption imposed on the entries of the data, the matrix of
sample eigenvectors, Un = (un,1, . . . , un,p), is Haar distributed in the high-dimensional
setup. This is the same result as under the traditional asymptotics. However, in the latter
setting the sample eigenvectors correspond to the unit population eigenvalues, while in the
high-dimensional framework, the population eigenvalues in the null case are not necessarily
unit valued. The result for the sample eigenvectors does not change when moving from one
type of asymptotics to another as the joint distributions of the data entries are invariant under
the orthogonal transformations in both asymptotic regimes.

However, if the data entries are not Gaussian, it can only be conjectured that the
sample eigenvectors’ matrix Un is asymptotically Haar distributed in the high-dimensional
framework. Difficulty arises from the assumption of dimension p growing to infinity. While
there are many of results for the sample eigenvalues under the high-dimensional asymptotics,
the corresponding results for the sample eigenvectors are yet to be discovered in the null
case (Bai, Liu, and Wong (2011)).

In contrast, there is much progress in the theoretical findings that correspond to the
sample eigenvectors under the spiked population covariance models.

The following bound and distributional results for the sample eigenvectors are provided
under the assumption of Johnstone’s spiked population model (Paul (2007)).
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Proposition 1.4.11. Let p, n→∞ such that cn = p/n→ c ∈ (0, 1). Let ẽi denote the p×1

vector with 1 in the ith coordinate and zeros elsewhere, and let un,i denote the eigenvector of
sample covariance matrix Ŝn associated with the eigenvalue λn,i.

(i) If τi > 1 +
√
c and of multiplicity one,

|〈un,i, ẽi〉| →

√(
1− c

(τi − 1)2

)
/

(
1 +

c

τi − 1

)
a.s.

(ii) If τi ≤ 1 +
√
c,

〈un,i, ẽi〉 → 0 a.s.

Hence, Proposition 1.4.11 demonstrates that the "phase transition" phenomenon also
takes place in the asymptotic behavior of the angle between the true ẽi and estimated
eigenvectors un,i associated with the non-unit population eigenvalue τi.

If the population eigenvalue τi has multiplicity one and 1 < τi ≤ 1 +
√
c, then the cosine

of the angle between the corresponding true and estimated eigenvectors converges almost
surely to zero.

However, if τi > 1 +
√
c, the cosine of the angle converges almost surely to a positive

limit that is, however, not equal to one. This means that asymptotically space spanned by the
estimated eigenvectors un,i does not coincide with space spanned by the true eigenvectors ẽi.
Thus, Proposition 1.4.11 proves once more the inconsistency of the result for the sample
eigenvectors under the high-dimensional asymptotics which was first derived by Johnstone
and Lu (2004).

For the distributional result given below, the i-th sample eigenvector is expressed as
un,i = (u′n,iA, u

′
n,iB)′, where un,iA is the sub-vector that corresponds to the first k coordinates.

The vector ei denotes the i-th canonical basis vector in Rk.

Proposition 1.4.12. Suppose that τi > 1 +
√
c and that τi has multiplicity 1. Then, as

p, n→∞ such that p/n − c = o(n−1/2),

√
n

(
un,iA
||un,iA||

− ei

)
d→ Nk(0,Σ(τi)),
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Σ(τi) =
τi

1− c

(τi − 1)2

·
∑

1≤l 6=i≤k

τl
(τl − τi)2

ele
′
l,

where el denotes l-th canonical basis vector in Rk.

The distributional result in Proposition 1.4.12 shows that the sub-vector of the sample
eigenvector un,iA that corresponds to the first k sample eigenvalues (they in turn correspond
to k population spikes) is asymptotically multivariate normal. This fluctuation result can
be compared to the traditional result (Anderson (1963), see Section 1.2.3). However,
unlike in the traditional asymptotics framework, in the high-dimensional case, the estimated
sub-eigenvectors un,iA do not converge to the population counterpart (namely, the respective
sub-vector of ẽi); they instead converge to the vector ei ∈ Rk, which is the eigenvector

corresponding to ρ(τi) = τi

(
1 +

c

τi − 1

)
. This eigenvalue is the asymptotic limit of spiked

sample eigenvalue λn,i (see Proposition 1.4.7).

Furthermore, the asymptotic covariance matrix has an additional term
(τi − 1)2

(τi − 1)2 − c
depending on the concentration ratio c and the size of the spike τi.

Overall, the result illustrates that when τi is above the "transition" threshold 1 +
√
c and

p/n converges to c fast enough, it is possible to give an approximation of the behavior of
sample sub-eigenvectors associated with the "signal" part (spiked population eigenvalues).

The following finite sample result for the sub-vector corresponding to the last p − k
sample eigenvalues un,iB (population eigenvalues are equal to one) resembles the conditional
Haar distribution for the eigenvectors of the identity population covariance matrix (see
Section 1.2.3 and Propositions 1.2.3 and 1.2.11).

Proposition 1.4.13. The vector un,iB
||un,iB||

is distributed uniformly on the unit sphere Sp−k−1

and is independent of ||un,iB||.

Table 1.11 below confirms the bound results given in Proposition 1.4.11.

The results in Tables 1.26 and 1.27 in Appendix 1.B provide further evidence for the
cases cn = 0.5 and cn = 0.2.

The bound results for the cosine of the angle between the true vn,i and estimated
eigenvectors un,i can also be extended to the case of generalized spiked covariance model.
In this case, Proposition 1.4.11 is as follows (see Yao, Zheng, and Bai (2015), Section 11.3):
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Table 1.11: Properies of sample eigenvectors. Spiked covariance matrix, cn = 0.8

cn = 0.8 (p = 200, n = 250)

τ1 = 2 τ1 = 3 τ1 = 4 τ1 = 5 τ1 = 10

cosφ(un,1, e1)

0.32 0.74 0.84 0.89 0.95
(0.1660) (0.0595) (0.0249) (0.0172) (0.0069)

τ2 = 1 +
√
cn

cosφ(un,2, e2)

0.20 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.30
(0.1344) (0.1558) (0.1583) (0.1565) (0.1642)

τ3 = 1

cosφ(un,3, e3)

0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06
(0.0409) (0.0396) (0.0428) (0.0419) (0.0419)

τp = 1

cosφ(un,p, ep)

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
(0.0427) (0.0446) (0.0423) (0.0437) (0.0410)

Note: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 takes values in the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 10},
τ2 = 1 +

√
cn and τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200,

n = 250, and cn = 0.8. The value of the cosine converging to 1 means that the angle is converging to 0.
e1, . . . , ep are the basis vectors.

Proposition 1.4.14. Let p, n → ∞ such that cn = p/n → c > 0 and let vn,i denote the
population eigenvector associated with τi, and let un,i denote the eigenvector of sample
covariance matrix Ŝn associated with the eigenvalue λn,i. If ψ′(τi) > 0, then

|〈un,i, vn,i〉| →

√
τiψ
′(τi)

ψ(τi)
a.s.

This result implies that if the population spike τi is fundamental, i.e. ψ′(τi) > 0, the
cosine of the angle between the true vn,i and estimated eigenvectors un,i converges almost
surely to a positive limit that is not equal to one. That is, asymptotically, space spanned by
the estimated eigenvectors un,i does not coincide with space spanned by the true eigenvectors
vn,i in generalized model.

The necessary consequence of the results presented above is that the use of PCA for
dimension reduction cannot be justified in the high-dimensional setting – at least not in its
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standard form.

1.4.4. PCA applications

As discussed earlier, the PCA is a useful multivariate statistics technique that aims at the
dimension reduction of the observed data. It is particularly advantageous in applications
with intrinsically low-dimensional data. From the discussion in the previous sections, we
have already established that the underlying low-dimensional structure of the data is naturally
linked to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (see, example 1.2.1 in section 1.2). In what
follows, we advance this discussion to demonstrate how the p-dimensional data can be
generated so that it actually belongs to the one-dimensional space. The below example is
according to Rigolett (2015).

Example 1.4.1. (The design of intrinsically low-dimensional random data Y1, . . . , Yn). Let
us fix a p × 1 eigenvector v in a unit sphere Sp−1,i.e. v ∈ Sp−1. Furthermore, consider
p-dimensional random variables X1, . . . , Xn that have a multivariate normal distribution
Np(0, I). Hence, each of the scalar variables (v′X1), . . . , (v′Xn) has a normal distribution
N (0, 1). In turn, the random variables (v′X1)v, . . . , (v′Xn)v are p-dimensional. However,
even though these vectors have p coordinates, they belong to the space spanned by only
one eigenvector v. Intuitively, this means that the data points are clustered around the
one-dimensional space. The random vectors (v′X1), . . . , (v′Xn) are not observed; instead
we analyze the variables Y1, . . . , Yn that are generated as follows:

Yi = (v′Xi)v + εi, i = 1, . . . , n,

where εi ∼ Np(0, σ2I) and are independent of Xi’s. Thus, the covariance matrix of Yi’s
generated as above is given as follows:

Σ = E(YiY
′
i ) = vv′ + σ2I.

By rescaling, one can determine that Σ = E(YiY
′
i ) = τ1vv

′ + I , where the spectrum of a
population covariance matrix is spec(Σ) = (τ1, 1, . . . , 1), which is exactly the definition of a
spiked covariance model according to Johnstone (2001), introduced earlier in section 1.4.2.

The model from above example for the p-dimensional random variable Yi is used
by Johnstone and Lu (2004) in the high-dimensional setup (n → ∞, p = p(n) → ∞,
cn = p/n → c > 0) to prove the inconsistency of the PCs. They call it "the single factor
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model" and define it as follows:

Yi = bivn,1 + εi, i = 1, . . . , n,

where Yi is a column vector of observed data, vn,1 is a latent factor in Rp (or the true
eigenvector, which, however, depends on n in the high-dimensional setting) and εis are
independent noise vectors withNp(0, σ2I). The coefficients bis are defined as i.i.d. Gaussian
random effects with mean zero and unit variance, and are equivalent to (v′Xi)’s.

In the given framework, the sample eigenvector un,1 is shown to not be the consistent
estimator of the population counterpart vn,1. The idea of the proof is to show that in the
limit the two vectors are not close to each other according to certain measure.

For the measure of the closeness between the sample eigenvector un,1 and the true
eigenvector vn,1, Johnstone and Lu (2004) choose R(un,1, vn,1), which is the cosine of the
angle between the two vectors, R(un,1, vn,1) = cos ϕ(un,1, vn,1). Or equivalently, the inner
product between the vectors after normalization to unit length:

R(un,1, vn,1) = 〈un,1/ ||un,1||, vn,1/ ||vn,1||〉 = u′n,1vn,1/ ||un,1|| ||vn,1||.

This is a natural choice of measurement, and was used in the subsequent research (see, e.g.,
Paul (2007), Section 1.4.3).

Furthermore, it is assumed that the limiting "signal-to-noise ratio" in the model is as
follows:

lim
n→∞

||vn,1||2

σ2
= ω > 0.

Given all the assumptions and the specification of the model, the following bound result
was obtained in the paper.

Proposition 1.4.15. Assume that there are n observations drawn from the single factor model.
Moreover, let n → ∞, p = p(n) → ∞, cn = p/n → c > 0 and ||vn,1||2/σ2 → ω > 0.
Then,

lim
n→∞

R2(un,1, vn,1) = R2
∞(ω, c) =

(ω2 − c)+

ω2 + cω
a.s.,

where (x)+ = max{x, 0}.

According to the above Proposition, if the limiting dimension-to-sample ratio c > 0
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then the cosine of the angle between the two vectors in the limit is less than one, that is,
R∞(ω, c) < 1. This implies inconsistency of the sample eigenvector un,1 that corresponds
to the largest eigenvalue under the high-dimensional asymptotics.

Furthermore, it is evident from the expression for R∞(ω, c) that the sample eigenvector
un,1 is the consistent estimator of the true eigenvector vn,1 if and only if cn = p/n → 0,
which is the case under the traditional asymptotics.

The situation becomes worse if the limiting "signal-to-noise ratio" is smaller than the
concentration ratio, ω2 ≤ c. The latter means that there are insufficient observations to
disentangle the true underlying factors from the noise. In this case, the two vectors, un,1 and
vn,1, are asymptotically orthogonal, and un,1 contains no information about vn,1.

The results according to Paul (2007) extend the evidence by Johnstone and Lu (2004)
to the case with k spike population eigenvalues, or equivalently, to the case of k sample
eigenvectors.

To summarize, in the high-dimensional setup the noise does not average out in the factor
models if there are too many dimensions p relative to the sample size n, which is why it is not
possible to estimate the population eigenvectors consistently without any further restrictions
imposed on the vectors, such as sparsity, for example. Paul and Aue (2014) provide an
overview of the existing methods that are used to consistently estimate the eigenvectors, or
principal components, under the sparsity assumption in the high-dimensional setting 12.

1.4.5. Sphericity test

As demonstrated in Section 1.3.5, the traditional sphericity test performs poorly in terms of
its size when the dimension p is comparable to the sample size n, which is why Jiang and
Yang (2013) introduced the correction of the traditional LRT under the high-dimensional
asymptotics.

Let the classical LRT statistic be defined as LRT0 =
|Ŝn|(

tr(Ŝn)/p
)p .13 The observations

are assumed to be multivariate normal distributed.

Proposition 1.4.16. Let n ≥ 3, p < n and n→∞, p = p(n)→∞ such that cn = p/n→
c ∈ (0, 1]. Then, under the null hypothesis H0 the asymptotic distribution of lnLRT0 is

12See Section 5 of the paper for sparse PCA, CCA, LDA and covariance estimation.
13Under the standard asymptotics the test statistic is defined in a slightly different way, namely, as LRTn/20 .
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given by:

lnLRT0 − µn
σn

d→ N (0, 1),

µn = −p−
(
n− p− 3

2

)
ln

(
1− p

n

)
, σ2

n = −2

[
p

n
+ ln

(
1− p

n

)]
.

Here it is necessary to note that the traditional LRT statistic for the sphericity is chi
square distributed under the standard asymptotics, whereas under the high-dimensional
asymptotics the standardized version of this statistic is normally distributed.

Table 1.12: Sphericity test. Corrected Likelihood Ratio test statistic. Empirical size and power

cn Size α̂ Power

CLRT LRT CLRT LRT

n = 100, p = 5 0.05 0.0564 0.0521 0.6726 0.6505

n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.0531 0.0620 0.8207 0.8384

n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.0513 0.3276 0.7237 0.9633

n = 100, p = 90 0.9 0.0505 1.0000 0.4854 1.0000

Note: The empirical size (α̂) is estimated based on R = 10000 simulations from N(0, I). The empirical
power is estimated under the alternative hypothesis that Σ = diag(1.65, ..., 1.65, 1, ..., 1), where the number
of 1.65 on the diagonal is equal to [p/2]. The design is following Jiang and Yang (2013).

As we can observe from Table 1.13, the corrected likelihood ratio test (CLRT) has
an empirical size which is close to the nominal one even in the case when p = 90 and
n = 100, while the traditional test (LRT) has an empirical size approaching one. The better
performance in terms of the size of the test is, however, outweighed by the poor performance
in terms of the empirical power, which gets worse with c getting close to one.

A theoretical explanation of the power deterioration when the concentration ratio p/n
grows to one is provided in Section 5.1 of Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017) for the
case of partial sphericity test. Nevertheless, the same applies to the sphericity test when
considering k = 0.

This test can be applied as well in case of c > 1. The correction of the test in this setup
is suggested in Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017). The technique used for the adjustment
of the test statistic is discussed in the next section.
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1.4.6. Partial sphericity test

In the high-dimensional setting, the test statistic is defined in the same way as under the
standard asymptotics, that is:

LRTk =

∏p
i=k+1 λn,i(∑p

i=k+1 λn,i/(p− k)
)(p−k)

.

The results for the partial sphericity test can be derived for both cases p < n and p > n.
This was first pointed out by Srivastava (2006). Given the normality assumption imposed on
the observed data, for p < n, under the null hypothesis H0, nŜn = nY ′nYn ∼ Wp(Ip, n).

However, one can build the likelihood ratio test for the companion sample covariance
matrix defined as Ŝn =

1

n
YnY

′
n (see, e.g., Section 1.C.2), which has the size n×n. Thus, for

p > n, under the null hypothesis H0, nŜn = nYnY
′
n ∼ Wn(In, p), i.e., Wishart distributed

with mean In and p degrees of freedom.

The non-zero eigenvalues for Ŝn and Ŝn coincide. That is why, it is possible under H0,
in case p > n, modify the likelihood ratio test statistic as following for the sphericity test
(which is special case of partial sphericity test when k = 0):

LRT0 =
|Ŝn|(

tr(Ŝn)/n
)n ,

and in case of partial sphericity test, correspondingly, as:

LRTk =

∏n
i=k+1 λn,i(∑n

i=k+1 λn,i/(n− k)
)(n−k)

.

It is important to note here that in case p > n, the sample eigenvalues λn,n+1, . . . , λn,p

are equal to zero, and hence, are omitted in the definitions of the test statistics.

The asymptotic distributions for LRT0 and LRTk in the high-dimensional setup are
obtained under H0 with n and p exchanging their roles. The asymptotic distributions are
shown to be normal (see Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017)).

The following result relies on the condition that there exists such number q0 � min(n, p)

independent of p and n, that the hypothesis Hk : τk+1 = . . . = τp is true for k ≤ q0.
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Proposition 1.4.17. Let nŜn = nY ′nYn ∼ Wp(Σn, n) and let us assume the above condition
fulfilled. Then, under the null hypothesis Hk that the true number of spikes is k and fixed,

Hk : τk+1 = . . . = τp,

the asymptotic distribution of lnLRTk (when n, p→∞ and p/n→ c > 0) is given by:
(i) case p < n:

lnLRTk − µn,p,k
σn,p,k

d→ N (0, 1),

where

µn,p,k = µ̃n,p + lnAn,p,k + lnBn,p,k, σ2
n,p,k = −2

{
p− k
n

+ ln

(
1− p

n

)}
,

with

µ̃n,p = −p−
(
n− p− 1

2

)
ln

(
1− p

n

)
,

An,p,k =

∏k
i=1 τ

mi
i∏k

i=i λn,i
,

Bn,p,k =

(
1 +

∑k
i=1 λn,i −

∑k
i=1miτi∑p

i=k+1 λn,i

)p−k

.

The case p > n+ k is considered separately in Appendix 1.C.4 for the sake of saving
space. The asymptotic normality of the test statistic also holds in that case.

Here it is important to note that the random variable µn,p,k depends on the population
eigenvalues τis. These values can be consistently estimated based on the bound results in
Proposition 1.4.6 derived under the spiked population model assumption. The exact details
are referred to Appendix 1.C.4.

Corollary 1.4.1. Under the conditions of Proposition 1.4.17, if the spike eigenvalues
τ1, . . . , τk are all greater than the threshold, τi > σ2

(
1 +
√
c
)
,

lnLRTk − µ̂n,p,k
σn,p,k

d→ N (0, 1),

where µ̂n,p,k is obtained from µn,p,k by replacing τi with τ̃i.
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Table below presents the results of the Monte Carlo study for the empirical size of the
test when testing the hypothesis that the number of spikes is equal to the true number k = 4.

Table 1.13: Partial sphericity test. Corrected Likelihood Ratio test statistic. Empirical size

cn Size α̂ cn Size α̂

CLRT LRT CLRT

n = 100, p = 20 0.2 0.0028 0.0503 n = 400, p = 80 0.2 0.0418

n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.0193 0.0596 n = 400, p = 120 0.3 0.0686

n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.0724 0.2811 n = 400, p = 240 0.6 0.0933

n = 100, p = 90 0.9 0.0971 0.9999 n = 400, p = 360 0.9 0.0990

Note: The empirical size (α̂) is estimated based on R = 10000 simulations from N(0,Σ), where Σ =
diag(7, 6, 5, 4, 1, . . . , 1) is spiked population covariance model with number of spikes k = 4. The design is
following Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017).

The test for partial sphericity is performed sequentially. We consider the null hypothesis
that Σ = σ2I . If this is rejected, we can test whether the min{p − 1, n − 1} smallest
eigenvalues are equal, and so on. Thus, we test sequentially the null hypotheses for each
k ∈ (0, . . . , q0), where q0 as defined above.

Table 1.14: Partial sphericity test. Corrected Likelihood Ratio test statistic. Empirical power

cn k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7

n = 100, p = 20 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00

n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.88 0.01 0.00 0.00

n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.00 0.03 0.54 0.40 0.02 0.01 0.00

n = 100, p = 90 0.9 0.04 0.36 0.42 0.13 0.02 0.01 0.01

n = 400, p = 80 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.96 0.02 0.00 0.00

n = 400, p = 120 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.93 0.02 0.01 0.00

n = 400, p = 240 0.6 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.55 0.02 0.01 0.00

n = 400, p = 360 0.9 0.01 0.27 0.50 0.17 0.02 0.01 0.01

Note: The values of k selected for the number of spikes. Number of simulations is R = 10000. Data is drawn
from N(0,Σ), where Σ = diag(7, 6, 5, 4, 1, . . . , 1) is spiked population covariance model with number of
spikes k = 4. The design is following Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017).

The results given in Table 1.14 also confirm the power deterioration phenomenon that
was observed earlier for the sphericity test. As we can see the likelihood ratio type of tests
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suffers from the power impairment, this is the reason why the information criteria type of
tests were developed in this branch of literature recently. In what follows, we consider the
tests by Kritchman and Nadler (2009) and Passemier and Yao (2014).

Kritchman and Nadler (2009) test

The logic of the Kritchman and Nadler test is closely related to the traditional largest
eigenvalue test of Roy (1953) under the standard asymptotics. However, it is adjusted to the
high-dimensional setup based on the fluctuation result for the largest eigenvalue.

In the null case (without any spikes) under an assumption that the variables
{
Xij

}
are

i.i.d. standard Gaussian, the largest sample eigenvalue λn,1 is asymptotically Tracy-Widom
distributed with parameters n and p (see Proposition 1.4.2):

P
(
λn,1
σ2

< µnp + σnp · s
)

d→ F1(s), s > 0,

where µnp, σnp are as defined earlier.

By induction, this theoretical result can be extended further to the second largest sample
eigenvalue λn,2 which would have as well Tracy-Widom distribution but with parameters n
and p− 1. In the same manner, it can be shown that the k-th largest sample eigenvalue λn,k
is Tracy-Widom distributed with parameters n and p− k.

Under an assumption that the variance σ2 is known, the Kritchman-Nadler criterion
(detector) can be used to distinguish a sample eigenvalue λn,k corresponding to the spike τk
from a noise part at an asymptotic significance level α as following:

λn,k > σ2
(
µnp + σn(p−k) · s(α)

)
,

where s(α) satisfiesF1(s(α)) = 1−α, i.e. is the corresponding quantile of the Tracy-Widom

distribution 14 and σn(p−k) =
(√

n− 1 +
√
p− k

)(
1√
n−1

+ 1√
p−k

) 1
3 .

The Kritchman-Nadler test is performed sequentially on the nested hypotheses for the
number of spikes k = 1, 2, . . . ,min{p, n} − 1.

For each value of k, if inequality λn,k > σ2
(
µnp + σn(p−k) · s(α)

)
is satisfied, the null

hypothesis is rejected and k is increased by 1.

14The quantile of the Tracy-Widom distribution can be obtained using the R package RMTstat (available
from the CRAN website at http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RMTstat/; see Johnstone, Ma,
Perry, and Shahram (2009) for documentation).

http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RMTstat/
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The procedure stops once the null hypothesis is accepted, and the number of spikes is
then estimated to be q̃n = k − 1. Thus, the estimator of the number of spikes is defined as:

q̃n = min
{
k ∈ {1, . . . , q0} : λn,k < σ̂2

(
µnp + σn(p−k) · s(α)

)}
− 1,

where σ̂2 is a consistent estimator of the noise level σ2 as defined in Appendix 1.C.4.

The simulation results below present the performance of the Kritchman-Nadler test in
the same setup as for the penalized version of the LRT.

Table 1.15: Partial sphericity test. Kritchman and Nadler statistic. Empirical power

cn k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7

n = 100, p = 20 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.96 0.04 0.00 0.00
n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.05 0.00 0.00
n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.08 0.00 0.00
n = 100, p = 90 0.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.10 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 80 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.96 0.04 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 120 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.05 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 240 0.6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.07 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 360 0.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.09 0.00 0.00

Note: The values of k selected for the number of spikes. Number of simulations is R = 10000. Data is drawn
from N(0,Σ), where Σ = diag(7, 6, 5, 4, 1, . . . , 1) is spiked population covariance model with number of
spikes k = 4. The design is following Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017).

As we can see the test performs well, though there are no sophisticated tools employed
to construct it. The test relies solely on the fluctuation result derived for the largest sample
eigenvalue under the high-dimensional statistics. However, the consistency of the test is
established only in the “fixed p, large n” setting, which is one of the possible flaws of this
procedure.

Passemier and Yao (2014) test

For the illustrative purposes the test in what follows is considered under Johnstone’s spiked
population model where all spikes have multiplicity one. The test is easily extended to the
cases of generalized spiked population model and eigenvalues being not simple.

Given the bound results for the fundamental and non-fundamental spikes (see, e.g.,
Proposition 1.4.6), it is possible to construct an estimator for the number of spikes k based
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on the consecutive differences of the sample eigenvalues δn,j = λn,j − λn,j+1, for j ≥ 1.
The idea is very similar to the one introduced by Onatski (2010).

It is shown that if τi > 1 +
√
c, then λn,i → τi

(
1 +

c

τi − 1

)
almost surely for

i = 1, . . . , k, and otherwise, if 1 < τi ≤ 1 +
√
c, for sample eigenvalue holds almost sure

convergence λn,i → (1 +
√
c)2.

This implies that the difference δn,j almost surely tends to zero if j > k, and on the
contrary, if j ≤ k, then δn,j almost surely tends to a positive limit. Hence, the number of
spikes k can be estimated as the index of the difference δn,j which first becomes small. Thus,
the estimator is defined as follows:

q̂n = min
{
j ∈ {1, ..., q0} : δn,j+1 < dn

}
,

where q0 > k is a fixed number and dn is a threshold defined below.

In case, where all the spikes have multiplicity one, it can be proved that the estimator
is consistent, i.e., q̂n

p−→ k, given that the threshold satisfies dn → 0, and n2/3dn → ∞.
Additionally some moment conditions are imposed on the random variables

{
Xij

}
.

The practical implementation of the Passemier and Yao test depends on the choice of the
threshold sequence dn. The choice is provided to be of the form dn = Cn−2/3

√
2 log log n,

where the "tuning" parameter C can be selected based on a heuristic calibration procedure
that is described in Appendix 1.C.5.

Table 1.16: Partial sphericity test. Passemier and Yao statistic. Empirical power

cn k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7

n = 100, p = 20 0.2 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.71 0.12 0.01 0.00
n = 100, p = 30 0.3 0.07 0.09 0.00 0.76 0.03 0.00 0.00
n = 100, p = 60 0.6 0.09 0.10 0.00 0.72 0.03 0.00 0.00
n = 100, p = 90 0.9 0.12 0.12 0.02 0.65 0.02 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 80 0.2 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 120 0.3 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 240 0.6 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00
n = 400, p = 360 0.9 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00

Note: The values of k selected for the number of spikes. Number of simulations is R = 10000. Data is drawn
from N(0,Σ), where Σ = diag(7, 6, 5, 4, 1, . . . , 1) is spiked population covariance model with number of
spikes k = 4. The design is following Forzani, Gieco, and Tolmasky (2017).

The calibration of the threshold parameter in the Onatski’s procedure is done using very
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different procedure. As pointed out by Onatski (2010), the estimator of the number of spikes
can perform very poorly if the threshold is poorly calibrated. The results given in the Table
1.16 demonstrate this linkage.

Obviously, the chosen "tuning" parameter C is not optimal. This affects the empirical
distribution of the number of chosen spikes negatively. However, with growing n, the
performance improves significantly. Though, the test is still inferior to the alternative one.

1.5. Conclusions

This survey aims at demonstrating the properties of sample estimators for the covariance
matrix, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors under the different asymptotic regimes, that is,
under traditional asymptotics and high-dimensional one. Through the comparative study, it
builds a bridge between the two asymptotic frameworks, where the traditional one is a basis
of the classical textbooks’ statistics, while the high-dimensional one better applies in the
context of “Big Data” and approximates very well finite sample properties of standard sample
estimators. Moreover, it discusses the multivariate testing procedures, sphericity and partial
sphericity tests, that are used in both settings to detect the reduced rank of the population
covariance matrix, and thus the underlying factor structure and possible low-dimensional
representation of the observed data.

In Section 1.2 we overview the standard results for sample estimators derived in the “fixed
p, large n” setup. Here we introduce also the basic terms and concepts. Moreover, we discuss
the theoretical findings for different population covariance structures, and in particular,
for the identity covariance matrix, as many fundamental results under the alternative,
high-dimensional asymptotics, are derived for this simplest design.

In Section 1.3 employing the Monte Carlo study, we demonstrate the performance of
traditional estimators in finite samples resembling the “large p, large n” setting taking as a
primary example the identity covariance matrix. We show that in high-dimensional setup
the sample covariance matrix is not a consistent estimator of the population counterpart (in
terms of the Frobenius norm, operator norm or matrix l1 norm). Moreover, we demonstrate
that inversion of the sample covariance matrix amplifies an estimation noise. We also
illustrate that the largest sample eigenvalues are upward-biased, while the smallest ones are
downward-biased. Furthermore, we describe the finite sample properties of eigenvector
estimators using simulations and argue that the estimated eigenvectors are almost orthogonal
to the true ones.
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However, as we discuss further in Section 1.4, such a poor performance of traditional
estimators in finite samples approximating “large p, large n” framework is well-described and
predicted by the results of RMT under high-dimensional asymptotics. The discussion in this
part is mostly biased towards the theoretical results established for the sample eigenvalues.
This is explained by the fact that many fundamental results in RMT were derived for the
spectrum of the random matrices. Besides, we concentrate here on the sphericity and
partial sphericity tests that are based on the sample eigenvalues and show how they can be
improved under high-dimensional asymptotics using the tools from RMT such that the size
is controlled at nominal level and power tends to one as n increases.

Further details on covariance matrix estimation and related RMT results, an interested
reader can find in chapters 28 and 40 in Akemann, Baik, and Di Francesco (2011) and
chapters 1 to 3 and 9 to 12 in Yao, Zheng, and Bai (2015).
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Appendix 1.A Graphs

Figure 1.17: The boxplots for the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn over R = 1000 Monte Carlo
simulations. The blue thick line indicates the unit population eigenvalues. The samples are drawn from a
multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean zero and identity covariance matrix, Σ = I .

Figure 1.18: Boxplots of the cosine of angle between the sample eigenvector and the true one for simulated
data with p variables and n samples over 1000 simulations.
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Figure 1.19: The case of the true covariance I . The c.d.f of the true eigenvalues is a point mass at 1. The e.d.f.
and the scree plot of the sample covariance matrix are estimated on one realization of the data. The data matrix
Yn is n× p. All entries are i.i.d. N(0, 1).

Figure 1.20: The case of the true covariance I(p/2) + 2 · I(p/2). The c.d.f of the true eigenvalues are point
masses at 1 and at 2. The e.d.f. and the scree plot of the sample covariance matrix are estimated on one
realization of the data. The data matrix Yn is n× p. All entries are i.i.d. N(0, 1).
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Figure 1.21: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 = 3, τ2 = 1 +
√
cn and

τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200, n = 250, cn = 0.8. The
densities for λn,1, λn,2, λn,3 and λn,p are estimated using "Normal" Kernel density.

Figure 1.22: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 = 4, τ2 = 1 +
√
cn and

τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200, n = 250, cn = 0.8. The
densities for λn,1, λn,2, λn,3 and λn,p are estimated using "Normal" Kernel density.
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Figure 1.23: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 = 5, τ2 = 1 +
√
cn and

τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200, n = 250, cn = 0.8. The
densities for λn,1, λn,2, λn,3 and λn,p are estimated using "Normal" Kernel density.

Figure 1.24: The density function for the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H of the sample eigenvalues, where
c = 0.3 andH is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10}. The scaled version of the graph for the almost sure limit of the
fourth spike τ4 = 0.5.
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Figure 1.25: The density function for the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H of the sample eigenvalues, where
c = 0.3 andH is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10}. The scaled version of the graph for the almost sure limit of the
third spike τ3 = 2.

Figure 1.26: The density function for the limiting spectral distribution Fc,H of the sample eigenvalues, where
c = 0.3 andH is uniform on the set {1, 4, 10}. The scaled version of the graph for the almost sure limit of the
second spike τ2 = 6.
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Appendix 1.B Tables

Table 1.17: Sample covariance matrix. Amplification of the estimation noise. Monte Carlo simulations.
n = 100

cn

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

F

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

1

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥
2

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 35.43 63.11 2.53

p = 60, n = 100 0.6 134.78 242.16 4.14

p = 90, n = 100 0.9 299.76 544.44 5.43

Note: The amplification of the estimation noise of the sample covariance matrix in the high-dimensional setup.
The true population covariance matrix is Σn = diag(τn,1, . . . , τn,p), τn,i = H−1n ((i− 0.5)/p),H = 1 + 10Z,
and Z ∼ Beta(1, 10). The entries of Table are the average values over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations.

Table 1.18: Sample covariance matrix. Amplification of the estimation noise. Monte Carlo simulations.
n = 1000

cn

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

F

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

1

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥
2

p = 300, n = 1000 0.3 326.16 564.74 2.87

p = 600, n = 1000 0.6 1297.19 2269.07 4.41

p = 900, n = 1000 0.9 2932.00 5062.65 5.69

Note: The amplification of the estimation noise of the sample covariance matrix in the high-dimensional setup.
The true population covariance matrix is Σn = diag(τn,1, . . . , τn,p), τn,i = H−1n ((i− 0.5)/p),H = 1 + 10Z,
and Z ∼ Beta(1, 10). The entries of Table are the average values over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations.

Table 1.19: Sample covariance matrix. Traditional asymptotics. Monte Carlo simulations

cn

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

F

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥2

1

∥∥∥Ŝn − Σn

∥∥∥
2

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 35.36 63.02 2.64

p = 30, n = 500 0.06 7.05 12.35 1.10

p = 30, n = 1000 0.03 3.53 6.19 0.77

p = 30, n = 10000 0.003 0.35 0.62 0.24

Note: The consistency property of the sample covariance matrix under the traditional asymptotics. The true
population covariance matrix is Σn = diag(τn,1, . . . , τn,p), τn,i = H−1n ((i − 0.5)/p), H = 1 + 10Z, and
Z ∼ Beta(1, 10). The entries of Table are the average values over R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations.
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Table 1.20: Inverse of sample covariance matrix. Amplification of the estimation error. Monte Carlo
simulations

cn

∥∥∥∥Ŝn−1
− Σ−1

n

∥∥∥∥
F

λmax/λmin

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 3.61 17.56

p = 60, n = 100 0.6 17.08 77.16

p = 90, n = 100 0.9 215.35 1443.81

Note: The amplification of the estimation noise for the inverse of the sample covariance matrix in the
high-dimensional setup. The true population covariance matrix is Σn = diag(τn,1, . . . , τn,p), τn,i =
H−1n ((i − 0.5)/p), H = 1 + 10Z, and Z ∼ Beta(1, 10). The entries of Table are the average values over
R = 10000 Monte Carlo simulations.

Table 1.21: Inverse of sample covariance matrix. Traditional asymptotics. Monte Carlo simulations

cn

∥∥∥∥Ŝn−1
− Σ−1

n

∥∥∥∥
F

λmax/λmin

p = 30, n = 100 0.3 3.61 17.57

p = 30, n = 500 0.06 0.94 6.72

p = 30, n = 1000 0.03 0.62 5.89

p = 30, n = 10000 0.003 0.19 5.16

Note: The reduction of the estimation noise for the inverse of the sample covariance matrix in the traditional
setup. The true population covariance matrix is Σn = diag(τn,1, . . . , τn,p), τn,i = H−1n ((i − 0.5)/p),
H = 1 + 10Z, and Z ∼ Beta(1, 10). The entries of Table are the average values over R = 10000 Monte
Carlo simulations.

Table 1.22: Inconsistency of the sample eigenvalues in the high-dimensional setup, cn = 0.2

τ1 λn,1 τ2 λn,2 τp λn,p

2.00 2.43 1.50 2.14 1.00 0.3

(0.0759) (0.0335) (0.0078)

cosφ(un,1, v1) cosφ(un,2, v2) cosφ(un,p, vp)

0.79 0.31 0.06

(0.0373) (0.1705) (0.0451)

Note: The Monte Carlo simulation results (R = 1000 replications) for the concentration ratio cn = 0.2, where
p = 200, n = 1000 and τi = i+1

i for i = 1, ..., p. The true covariance matrix is computed according to the
eigendecomposition Σ = V · T · V ′ where V denotes the (p× p) orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and T is a
diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues τi’s on the diagonal. The numbers indicate the mean over the R
Monte Carlo simulations, the numbers in parentheses indicate the corresponding standard errors. un,i denotes
the estimated i-th sample eigenvector.
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Table 1.23: Inconsistency of the sample eigenvalues in the high-dimensional setup, cn = 0.5

τ1 λn,1 τ2 λn,2 τp λn,p

2.00 3.07 1.50 2.91 1.00 0.09

(0.0931) (0.0505) (0.0054)

cosφ(un,1, v1) cosφ(un,2, v2) cosφ(un,p, vp)

0.50 0.14 0.06

(0.1595) (0.1003) (0.0430)

Note: The Monte Carlo simulation results (R = 1000 replications) for the concentration ratio cn = 0.5,
where p = 200, n = 400 and τi = i+1

i for i = 1, ..., p. The true covariance matrix is computed according to
the eigendecomposition Σ = V · T · V ′ where V denotes the (p× p) orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and
T is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues τi’s on the diagonal. The numbers indicate the mean over
the RMonte Carlo simulations, the numbers in parentheses indicate the corresponding standard errors. un,i
denotes the estimated i-th sample eigenvector.
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Table 1.24: Properties of sample eigenvalues. Spiked covariance matrix, cn = 0.2

cn = 0.2 (p = 200, n = 1000)

τ1 = 2 τ1 = 3 τ1 = 4 τ1 = 5 τ1 = 10

Mean(λn,1)

2.40 3.31 4.27 5.25 10.25

(0.0791) (0.1296) (0.1809) (0.2270) (0.4443)

Theoretical S.E.s

(0.08) (0.1308) (0.1769) (0.2222) (0.4467)

B̂ias(λn,1)

0.40 0.31 0.27 0.25 0.25

Theoretical Bias(λn,1)

0.40 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.22

τ2 = 1 +
√
cn

Mean(λn,2)

2.08 2.08 2.08 2.09 2.09

(0.0314) (0.0319) (0.0322) (0.0321) (0.0325)

τ3 = 1

Mean(λn,3)

2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03

(0.0236) (0.0226) (0.0226) (0.0226) (0.0224)

τp = 1

Mean(λn,p)

0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31

(0.0076) (0.0076) (0.0078) (0.0077) (0.0075)

Note: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 takes values in the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 10},
τ2 = 1 +

√
cn and τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200,

n = 1000, cn = 0.2. Note: for cn = 0.2 the limiting values are (1+
√
cn)2 = 2.0944 and (1−√cn)2 = 0.3056,

respectively.
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Table 1.25: Properties of sample eigenvalues. Spiked covariance matrix, cn = 0.5

cn = 0.5 (p = 200, n = 400)

τ1 = 2 τ1 = 3 τ1 = 4 τ1 = 5 τ1 = 10

Mean(λn,1)

3.03 3.75 4.67 5.63 10.52

(0.0938) (0.1916) (0.2806) (0.3449) (0.6877)

Theoretical S.E.s

(0.1000) (0.1984) (0.2749) (0.3480) (0.7049)

B̂ias(λn,1)

1.03 0.75 0.67 0.63 0.52

Theoretical Bias(λn,1)

1.00 0.75 0.67 0.63 0.56

τ2 = 1 +
√
cn

Mean(λn,2)

2.86 2.89 2.89 2.89 2.89

(0.0580) (0.0615) (0.0635) (0.0630) (0.0618)

τ3 = 1

Mean(λn,3)

2.77 2.79 2.79 2.79 2.79

(0.0421) (0.0444) (0.0451) (0.0433) (0.0456)

τp = 1

Mean(λn,p)

0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09

(0.0053) (0.0052) (0.0055) (0.0051) (0.0053)

Note: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 takes values in the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 10},
τ2 = 1 +

√
cn and τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200,

n = 400, cn = 0.5. Note: for cn = 0.5 the limiting values are (1+
√
cn)2 = 2.9142 and (1−√cn)2 = 0.0858,

respectively.
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Table 1.26: Properties of sample eigenvectors. Spiked covariance matrix, cn = 0.2

cn = 0.2 (p = 200, n = 1000)

τ1 = 2 τ1 = 3 τ1 = 4 τ1 = 5 τ1 = 10

cosφ(un,1, e1)

0.81 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.99

(0.0314) (0.0091) (0.0050) (0.0037) (0.0014)

τ2 = 1 +
√
cn

cosφ(un,2, e2)

0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31

(0.1656) (0.1633) (0.1656) (0.1705) (0.1614)

τ3 = 1

cosφ(un,3, e3)

0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06

(0.0407) (0.0416) (0.0401) (0.0404) (0.0436)

τp = 1

cosφ(un,p, ep)

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

(0.0427) (0.0421) (0.0434) (0.0434) (0.0424)

Note: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 takes values in the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 10},
τ2 = 1 +

√
cn and τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200,

n = 1000, cn = 0.2. The value of the cosine converging to 1 means that the angle is converging to 0.
e1, . . . , ep are the basis vectors.
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Table 1.27: Properties of sample eigenvectors. Spiked covariance matrix, cn = 0.5

cn = 0.5 (p = 200, n = 400)

τ1 = 2 τ1 = 3 τ1 = 4 τ1 = 5 τ1 = 10

cosφ(un,1, e1)

0.50 0.83 0.90 0.93 0.97

(0.1731) (0.0262) (0.0148) (0.0097) (0.0039)

τ2 = 1 +
√
cn

cosφ(un,2, e2)

0.24 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.31

(0.1504) (0.1571) (0.1636) (0.1622) (0.1595)

τ3 = 1

cosφ(un,3, e3)

0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05

(0.0397) (0.0419) (0.0414) (0.0405) (0.0397)

τp = 1

cosφ(un,p, ep)

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

(0.0436) (0.0435) (0.0429) (0.0420) (0.0426)

Note: The population covariance matrix is Σ = diag(τ1, τ2, 1 . . . , 1). τ1 takes values in the set {2, 3, 4, 5, 10},
τ2 = 1 +

√
cn and τ3 = . . . = τp = 1. The number of Monte Carlo simulations is R = 1000. p = 200,

n = 400, cn = 0.5. The value of the cosine converging to 1 means that the angle is converging to 0. e1, . . . , ep
are the basis vectors.
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Appendix 1.C Theory

1.C.1 Spiked population model

Here some additional results for the Section 1.4.2 are presented.

It should be noticed that in c = 1 and c > 1 cases the spikes are necessarily larger than 1.

Corollary 1.C.1. Let p→∞, n = n(p)→∞, cn = p/n→ c, c = 1. Let us consider the
large fundamental spikes such that τi > 2. Then, for the corresponding sample eigenvalues
λn,i holds the following:

(i) large fundamental spikes τi > 2:

λn,i → τi

(
1 +

1

τi − 1

)
a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(ii) non-fundamental spikes 1 < τi ≤ 2:

λn,i → 4 a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(iii)
λn,min{n,p} → 0 a.s.

It should be noticed here once more that the sample eigenvalues λn,i corresponding to the
population eigenvalues, τi = 1, are distributed according to the Marčenko-Pastur law, where
the left and right edges converge almost surely to (1−

√
c)2 and (1 +

√
c)2, respectively.

Furthermore, in the special case of c = 1, the density function of the Marčenko-Pastur
distribution is of the following form:

f1(x) =
1

2πx

√
x(4− x)1l {0 < x ≤ 4}.

The bound results in Corollary 1.C.1 illustrate that left-edge sample eigenvalue λn,min{n,p}

converges almost surely to zero. The right-edge sample eigenvalue corresponding to the
cluster of unit population eigenvalues, τi = 1, converges almost surely to 4.

Moreover, the sample eigenvalues corresponding to the small non-fundamental spikes,
1 < τi ≤ 2, as well converge to 4. The latter means that the sample eigenvalues associated
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with the non-fundamental spikes, 1 < τi ≤ 2, are not distinguishable from the right edge of
the bulk.

This is well-known in the literature mixture effect when the sample eigenvalues associated
with distinct population clusters are blurred together in the high-dimensional setup (see,
e.g. El Karoui (2008)). This phenomenon arises because there is not enough observations
n compared to the dimension p in order to recover the spectral separation of the sample
eigenvalues in the limit (see, e.g. Mestre (2008a)).

Corollary 1.C.2. Let p → ∞, n = n(p) → ∞, cn = p/n → c, c > 1. Let us consider
the large fundamental spikes such that τi > 1 +

√
c. Then, for the corresponding sample

eigenvalues λi holds the following:

(i) large fundamental spikes τi > 1 +
√
c:

λn,i → τi

(
1 +

c

τi − 1

)
a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(ii) non-fundamental spikes 1 < τi ≤ 1 +
√
c:

λn,i → (1 +
√
c)2 a.s. for i ∈ Ji,

(iii)
λn,n → (1−

√
c)2 a.s.,

(iv)
λn,n+1 = . . . = λn,p = 0.

In the case c > 1 as well as in case c ≤ 1, the limiting spectral distribution of the sample
eigenvalues corresponding to the unit population eigenvalues, τi = 1, is the Marčenko-Pastur
law, with the only difference that the left-edge of its support truncates at the n-th sample
eigenvalue λn,n. The almost sure limit of λn,n is equal to (1−

√
c)2. Sample eigenvalues

λn,n+1 = . . . = λn,p = 0 due to the rank deficiency of the sample covariance matrix Ŝn.

As well as in the Corollary 1.C.1 the sample eigenvalue corresponding to the right-
edge of the bulk blurs together with the sample eigenvalues corresponding to the small
non-fundamental spikes, 1 < τi ≤ 1 +

√
c.
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1.C.2 Generalized spiked population model

Here some additional results for the Section 1.4.2 are presented.

The functionψ used in the generalized spiked covariance model is based on the alternative
representation of the fundamental Marčenko-Pastur equation (see Proposition 1.4.5).

Let us consider the companion sample covariance matrix defined as Ŝn =
1

n
YnY

′
n (Yao,

Zheng, and Bai (2015)), which has the size n× n.

The sample covariance matrix Ŝn and the companion one Ŝn share the same non-zero
eigenvalues, thus, their empirical spectral distributions have the following property:

nF Ŝn − pF Ŝn = (n− p)δ0,

where δ0 denotes the probability mass at point zero.

Hence, when cn = p/n→ c > 0 as p, n→∞, for the corresponding limiting spectral
distributions F c,H and Fc,H the following holds true:

F c,H − cFc,H = (1− c)δ0.

Moreover, F Ŝn has limit Fc,H if and only if F Ŝn has a limit F c,H .

Furthermore, the respective Stieltjes transformsm andm for F c,H and Fc,H are linked
by the relation:

m(z) = −1− c
z

+ cm(z), z ∈ C+.

Substitutingm form into Marčenko-Pastur equation and solving for z yields:

gc,H(z) = z = − 1

m
+ c

∫
t

1 + tm
dH(t).

The latter equation is called the Silverstein equation for historical reasons though it is
equivalent to the Marčenko-Pastur one. This form of the fundamental equation is used in the
lemma by Silverstein and Choi (1995).

1.C.3 Generalized spiked population model

Here some additional results for the Section 1.4.2 are presented.
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Under generalized spiked population model, let us assume that the population covariance
matrix is of the following form:

Σn =

(
Στ 0

0 Σn,β

)
,

where Στ corresponds to the sub-matrix associated with the fundamental spikes, τi’s, while
the sub-matrix Σn,β corresponds to the base population eigenvalues, i.e. βn,j’s, and the
spectrum of the Σn,β sub-matrix converges to a non-random limiting spectral distribution H .

Let τi be a fundamental spike eigenvalue. Themi packed sample eigenvalues
{
λn,i, i ∈ Ji

}
converge almost surely to ψi = ψ(τi). Furthermore, the eigendecomposition of Στ is given
as following: Στ = Vτ diag(τ1 · Im1 , . . . , τk · Imk) V ′τ , where Vτ is orthogonal matrix.

Proposition 1.C.1. Under generalized spiked population model, assume that conditions
defined thereafter are valid and the random variables

{
Xij

}
are real valued. Let τi be a

fundamental spike eigenvalue of multiplicity mi and
{
λn,i, i ∈ Ji

}
be the corresponding

spiked sample eigenvalues tending to ψi = ψ(τi). Then themi-dimensional random vectors

√
n(λn,i − ψi), i ∈ Ji

weakly converge to the distribution of eigenvalues of themi ×mi random matrix

Mi = V ′τ,i G(ψi) Vτ,i,

where Vτ,i is the ith block of size p×mi in Vτ corresponding to the spike τi, and G(ψi) is a
Gaussian random matrix with independent entries such that

1. its diagonal elements are i.i.d. Gaussian, with mean 0 and variance

σ2(τi) = τ 2
i ψ
′(τi)(2 + βxψ

′(τi)),

where βx = (E|Xii|4 − 3) denotes the fourth cumulant of the base entries Xij;

2. its upper triangular elements are i.i.d. Gaussian, with mean 0 and variance

s2(τi) = τ 2
i ψ
′(τi).

In particular,
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1. when the base entries
{
Xij

}
are Gaussian, βx = 0, and then σ2(τi) = 2s2(τi),

thus, the matrix G is a real Gaussian Wigner matrix;

2. when the spike τi is simple, that is, mi = 1, the limiting distribution of
√
n(λn,i − ψi) is Gaussian.

It is worth noticing that in case Στ is diagonal, the corresponding orthogonal matrix is
identity, Vτ = I , and hence, the joint distribution of the ith packed spiked sample eigenvalues{
λn,i, i ∈ Ji

}
is given by the eigenvalues of the Gaussian matrix G. This joint distribution

is non-Gaussian unless the spike eigenvalue τi is simple, that is,mi = 1.

1.C.4 Partial sphericity test

Here some additional results for the Section 1.4.6 are presented.

Proposition 1.C.2. Let nŜn = nY ′nYn ∼ Wp(Σn, n) and let us assume the above condition
fulfilled. Then, under the null hypothesis Hk that the true number of spikes is k and fixed,

Hk : τk+1 = . . . = τp,

the asymptotic distribution of LRTk (when n, p→∞ and cn = p/n→ c > 0) is given by:
(ii) case p > n+ k:

lnLRTk − µn,p,k
σn,p,k

d→ N (0, 1),

where

µn,p,k = µ̃∗n,p,k + lnB∗n,p,k + lnC∗n,p,k + lnD∗n,p,k,

σ2
n,p,k = −2

{
n

p− k
+ ln

(
1− n

p− k

)}
,
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with

µ̃∗n,p,k = −n−
(
p− k − n− 1

2

)
ln

{
1− n

p− k

}
,

B∗n,p,k =

(
1 +

∑k
i=1 λn,i −

∑k
i=1 miτi∑n

i=k+1 λn,i

)n−k (
n− k
n

)n−k
,

C∗n,p,k =

{
σ2(p− k)

n

}k

,

D∗n,p,k =
k∏
i=1

(
1 +

τi
σ2
· n

p− k − n− 1

)mi
/

k∏
i=1

λn,i.

Remark 1. Here the random variable µn,p,k depends on the true values of σ2, τ1, . . . , τk. In
order to use the asymptotic distribution of Proposition 1.C.2 to test the number of the spikes,
we need to replace the true values by consistent estimators.

The parameter σ2 can be replaced by its consistent estimator σ̂2 =
∑p

i=k+1 λn,i/(p− k).

Sample eigenvalues λn,i according to Proposition 1.4.6 experience a phase transition in
the limit: if τi > σ2(1 +

√
c), then

λn,i → τi

(
1 +

cσ2

τi − σ2

)
,

whereas for the population eigenvalues τi which are in the interval (σ2, σ2
(
1 +
√
c
)
], the

limit is σ2
(
1 +
√
c
)2.

Thus, the sample eigenvalues λn,i corresponding to the spike population eigenvalues are
biased estimators. Given the form of the bias, we can construct the following consistent
estimator τ̃i for the population eigenvalues that cross the threshold τi > σ2(1 +

√
c):

τ̃i =
1

2

λn,i + σ̂2 − σ̂2 p

n
+

√
−4λn,iσ̂2 +

(
λn,i + σ̂2 − σ̂2

p

n

)2

 .

In the limit, the discriminant will be non-negative if and only if τi > σ2(1+
√
c), however,

the sample version of the disrciminant can be negative when the population eigenvalue τi is
close to the threshold (or less than the threshold).

In that case the estimator of τi is considered to be τ̃i = σ̂2(1 +
√
p/n) since that is the

value that makes the discriminant equal to zero.
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1.C.5 Passemier and Yao test calibration

Here some additional results for the Section 1.4.6 are presented.

The idea of the calibration procedure for the "tuning" parameter C is to use the difference
of the two largest eigenvalues of a Wishart matrix (this corresponds to the case without any
spike).

The estimator q̂n is determined once two consecutive sample eigenvalues λn,j and λn,j+1

are below the threshold dn corresponding to a noise part of sample eigenvalues.

As the distribution of the difference between eigenvalues of a Wishart matrix is not
known explicitly, R independent replications can be drawn to approximate the distribution
of the difference between the two largest eigenvalues λn,1 − λn,2 numerically.

The quantile s(α) such that P (λn,1−λn,2 ≤ s(α)) = 1−α is estimated then numerically.

Thus, the ’tuned’ parameter C is set to be equal to:

C̃ = s(α) · n2/3/
√

2 log log(n).
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1.C.6 Comparative study of statistical properties under two asymptotic regimes.
Traditional estimators and LRT statistics

Sample Covariance
Traditional Asymptotics High-dimensional Asymptotics

• Σ = I • Σ = I

√
n(Ŝn − I)

d→ G(W ) no result

The distribution of the Wigner matrix

• Σ is arbitrary • Σ is arbitrary

Bn =
√
n(Ŝn − Σ)

d→ N (0,ΣB) no result

Sample Eigenvalues
Traditional Asymptotics High-dimensional Asymptotics

Null Case:

• Σ = I • Σ = I

√
n(Λn − I)

d→ G(lw1 , l
w
2 , . . . , l

w
p ) fc,σ2(x) =

1

2πcσ2

√
bc − x

√
x− ac

x
1l {ac ≤ x ≤ bc}

The distribution of theWigner matrix eigenvalues The pdf of the Marčenko-Pastur distribution

• Σ is arbitrary • Σ is arbitrary

If τ1 > . . . > τp > 1 fc,H(x) =
1

π
lim
ε→0

Im[m(x+ iε)],
√
n(λn,i − τi)

d→ N (0, 2τ2i ), i = 1, . . . , p. m(z) =

∫
1

τ(1− c− czm(z))− z
dH(τ), z ∈ C+.

The pdf of generalized Marčenko-Pastur
distribution

Non-null case:

Johnstone’s spiked model

• Σ is arbitrary • Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τk, 1, . . . , 1)

If τ1 > . . . > τp > 1 If τi > 1 +
√
c

√
n(λn,i − τi)

d→ N (0, 2τ2i ), i = 1, . . . , p.
√
n(λn,i − ρ(τi))

d→ Nk(0, σ2(τi)), i = 1, . . . , k

ρ(τ) = τ

(
1 +

c

τ − 1

)
, σ2(τ) = 2τ2

(
1− c

(τ − 1)2

)
.

Generalized spiked model

• Σ is arbitrary • spec(Σ) = diag(τ1, . . . , τk, βn,1, . . . , βn,p−k)

If τ1 > . . . > τp > 1 If ψ′(τi) > 0

√
n(λn,i − τi)

d→ N (0, 2τ2i ), i = 1, . . . , p.
√
n(λn,i − ψ(τi))

d→ Nk(0, σ2(τi)), i = 1, . . . , k

ψ(τ) = ψc,H(τ) = τ + c

∫
tτ

τ − t
dH(t),

σ2(τi) = 2τ2i ψ
′(τi).
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Sample Eigenvectors
Traditional Asymptotics High-dimensional Asymptotics

Null Case:

• Σ = I • Σ = I , Σ is arbitrary

the conditional Haar distribution the conditional Haar distribution
under the Gaussian assumption under the Gaussian assumption

no result under the non-Gaussianity the asymptotic conditional Haar distribution
under the non-Gaussianity assumption

Non-null case:

Johnstone’s spiked model

• Σ is arbitrary • Σ = diag(τ1, . . . , τk, 1, . . . , 1)

If τ1 > . . . > τp > 1 If τi > 1 +
√
c

√
n(un,i − vi)

d→ N (0,Σ(τi)),
√
n

(
un,iA
‖un,iA‖

− ei

)
d→ Nk(0,Σ(τi)),

Σ(τi) = τi
∑

1≤k 6=i≤p

τk
(τk − τi)2

vkv
′
k. Σ(τi) =

τi
1− c

(τi−1)2
·
∑

1≤l 6=i≤k
τl

(τl − τi)2
ele
′
l.

un,iB
‖un,iB‖

is distributed uniformly

on the unit sphere Sp−k−1

Sphericity test
Traditional Asymptotics High-dimensional Asymptotics

n ≥ 3, p/n→ c ∈ (0, 1] for n→∞

• −2p lnLRT0
d→ χ2

(df) •
lnLRT0 − µn

σn

d→ N (0, 1)

µn = −p−
(
n− p− 3

2

)
ln

(
1− p

n

)

σ2
n = −2

[
p

n
+ ln

(
1− p

n

)]

Partial sphercity test
Traditional Asymptotics High-dimensional Asymptotics

• −p lnLRTk
d→ χ2

(df) •
lnLRTk − µ̂n,p,k

σn,p,k

d→ N (0, 1)
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Chapter 2
Sparse Approximate Factor Estimation for
High-Dimensional Covariance Matrices
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2.1. Introduction

The estimation of high-dimensional covariance matrices and their inverses (precision
matrices) has recently received a great attention. In economics and finance, it is central for
portfolio allocation, risk measurement, asset pricing and graphical network analysis. The
list of important applications from other areas of research includes, for example, the analysis
of climate data, gene classification and image classification. What appears to be a trivial
estimation problem for a large sample size T and a low dimensional vector of covariates,
turns out to be demanding, if N is of the same order of magnitude or even larger than T .
In these cases, the sample covariance matrix becomes nearly singular and estimates the
population covariance matrix poorly. Moreover, assumptions of standard asymptotic theory
with T → ∞, holding N fixed, turns out to be inappropriate and have to be replaced by
assumptions allowing for both, T and N , approaching infinity.

In recent years numerous studies proposed alternative estimation approaches for high-
dimensional covariance matrices, which differ in the way of bounding the dimensionality
problem. Two major approaches are factor models imposing a lower dimensional factor
structure for the underlying multivariate process and regularization strategies for the
parameters of the covariance matrix or its eigenvalues (see Fan, Liao, and Liu (2016) for a
recent survey on the estimation of large covariances and precision matrices). In this paper, we
present an effective novel approach to the estimation of high-dimensional covariances, which
profits from both branches of the literature. Our sparse approximate factor (SAF) approach
to the estimation of high-dimensional covariance matrices is based on l1-regularization of
the factor loadings and thereby is able to account for weak factors and shrinks elements in
the covariance matrix towards zero.

Approaches to obtain consistent estimators by imposing a sparse structure on the
covariance matrix directly include Bickel and Levina (2008a, 2008b), Cai and Liu (2011)
and Cai and Zhou (2012). These thresholding approaches are shrinking small elements
in the covariance matrix exactly to zero. While this may be a reasonable strategy, e.g.
for genetic data, this assumption may not be appropriate for economic or financial data,
where variables are driven by common underlying factors. Such a feature may be more
appropriately captured by covariance matrices based on factor representations.

In the literature on factor based covariance estimation Fan, Fan, and Lv (2008) consider
the case of a strict factor representation with observed factors. This approach requires
knowledge of additional observable variables (e.g. the Fama-French factors in the asset
pricing framework), which may be an additional source of misspecification. Moreover, strict
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factor model representations impose the overly strong assumption of strictly uncorrelated
idiosyncratic errors. This assumption was relaxed in Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2011)
and Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013), who propose a covariance estimator based on an
approximate factor model representation. While Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2011) shrink
the entries of the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic errors to zero using the adaptive
thresholding technique by Cai and Liu (2011), the approach proposed in Fan, Liao, and
Mincheva (2013) rests on the more general principal orthogonal complement thresholding
method (POET) to allow for sparsity in the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic errors.

Our SAF covariance matrix estimator extends the existing framework on factor based
approaches by imposing sparsity on both, the factor loadings and the covariance matrix
of the idiosyncratic errors. Unlike imposing sparsity for the covariance matrix directly by
thresholding or l1-norm regularization, the l1-regularization of the factor loadings does not
necessarily imply zero entities of the covariancematrix, but simply reduces the dimensionality
problem in the estimation of the factor driven part of the covariance matrix. Moreover, the
sparsity in the matrix of factor loadings allows for weak factors, which only affect a subset
of the observed variables. Thus the SAF-approach relaxes the identifying assumption on
the pervasiveness of the factors in the standard framework. This further implies that the
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix corresponding to the common component are allowed
to diverge at a slower rate than commonly considered (i.e. slower than O(N)).

The recent paper by Fan, Liu, and Wang (2018) claims that the relaxation of the
pervasiveness assumption in the approximate factor model framework is the next major
concern which should be addressed in future research. Hence, in this paper we focus
exactly on this issue and build a bridge between the standard factor model and a relaxed
pervasiveness assumption.

The weaker conditions on the eigenvalues allow us to derive the consistency for the
SAF covariance matrix estimator under the average Frobenius norm based on rather mild
regularity conditions. To our knowledge this convergence result is new. Because of the fast
diverging eigenvalues for estimators based on the approximate factor model, convergence
has only be shown under the weaker weighted quadratic norm but not for the more general
Frobenius norm (see, e.g. Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013)). As a byproduct of our proof for
the SAF covariance matrix estimator, we also prove the consistency for the estimators of the
sparse factor loadings, the factors and the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic errors.

The favorable asymptotic properties of the SAF covariance matrix estimator are well
supported by our Monte Carlo study based on different dimensions and alternative designs
of the population covariance matrix. More precisely, the SAF covariance matrix estimator
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yields the lowest difference in the Frobenius norm to the true underlying covariance matrix
compared to several competing estimation strategies.

Finally, in an empirical study on the portfolio allocation problem, we show that the
SAF covariance matrix estimator is a superior choice to construct the weights of the Global
Minimum Variance Portfolio (GMVP) for low and large dimensional portfolios. Based on
returns data from the S&P 500 the estimator uniformly outperforms portfolio strategies
based on alternative covariance estimation approaches and modeling strategies including the
1/N -strategy in terms of different popular out-of-sample portfolio performance measures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we introduce the approximate
factor model approach and show how sparsity can be obtained with respect to the factor
loadings matrix by l1-regularization. Section 2.3 discusses the theoretical setup and provides
the convergence results. Implementation issues are discussed in Section 2.4. In Section
2.5, we present Monte-Carlo evidence on the finite sample properties of our new covariance
estimator, while in Section 2.6 we show the performance of our approach when applied to
the empirical portfolio allocation problem. Section 2.7 summarizes the main findings and
gives an outlook on future research.

Throughout the paper we will use the following notation: πmax(A) and πmin(A) are
the maximum and minimum eigenvalue of a matrix A. Further, ‖A‖, ‖A‖F and ‖A‖1

denote the spectral, Frobenius and the l1-norm of A, respectively. They are defined as
‖A‖ =

√
πmax(A′A), ‖A‖F =

√
tr (A′A) and ‖A‖1 = maxj

∑
i |aij|.

2.2. Factor Model Based Covariance Estimation

2.2.1. The Approximate Factor Model

The following analysis is based on the approximate factor model (AFM) proposed by
Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) to obtain a lower dimensional representation of a
possibly high-dimensional covariance matrix. Let xit be the i-th observable variable at
time t for i = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , T , such that N and T denote the sample size in the
cross-section and in the time dimension, respectively. The approximate factor model is given
by:

xit = λ′ift + uit , (2.1)
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where λi is a (r × 1)-dimensional vector of factor loadings for variable i and ft is a (r × 1)-
dimensional vector of latent factors at time t, where r denotes the number of factors common
to all variables in the model. Typically, we assume that r is much smaller than the number of
variables N . Finally, the idiosyncratic component uit accounts for variable-specific shocks,
which are not captured by the common component λ′ift. The AFM allows for weak serial and
cross-sectional correlations among the idiosyncratic components with a dense covariance
matrix of the idiosyncratic error term vector, Σu = Cov

[
(u1t, u2t, . . . uNt)

′].
In matrix notation, (2.1) can be written as:

X = ΛF ′ + u , (2.2)

whereX denotes a (N × T ) matrix containing T observations for N weakly stationary time
series. It is assumed that the time series are demeaned and standardized. F = (f1, . . . , fT )′

is referred to as a (T × r)-dimensional matrix of unobserved factors, Λ = (λ1, . . . , λN)′ is a
N × r matrix of corresponding factor loadings and u is a (N × T )-dimensional matrix of
idiosyncratic shocks.

There are several estimation approaches for a factor model as given by (2.2). The
principal component analysis (PCA)1 and the quasi-maximum likelihood estimation (QMLE)
under normality (see i.e. Bai and Li (2016)) are the two most popular ones. In the following,
we pursue estimating the factor model by QMLE. This allows us to introduce sparsity in the
factor loadings by penalizing the likelihood function. Moreover, contrary to PCA, all model
parameters including the covariance matrix Σu can be estimated jointly, while PCA-based
second stage estimates of Σu require consistent estimation of Λ and F in the first stage. This,
however, may be problematic for the case of a relatively small N , because F can no longer
be estimated consistently (Bai and Liao (2016)).

The negative quasi log-likelihood function for the data in the approximate factor model
is defined as:

L(Λ,ΣF ,Σu) = log
∣∣∣det

(
ΛΣFΛ′ + Σu

)∣∣∣+ tr
[
Sx
(
ΛΣFΛ′ + Σu

)−1
]
, (2.3)

where Sx = 1
T

∑T
t=1 xtx

′
t denotes the sample covariance matrix based on the observed data.

ΣF is the low dimensional covariance matrix of the factors. Within the framework of an
AFM, the estimation of a full Σu is cumbersome, as the number of parameters to estimate is
N(N+1)

2
which may exceed the sample size T .

1See i.e. Bai and Ng (2002) or Stock andWatson (2002b) for a detailed treatment of the PCA in approximate
factor models.
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In order to overcome this problem, we treat Σu as a diagonal matrix in the first step and
define Φu = diag (Σu) denoting a diagonal matrix that contains only the elements of the
main diagonal of Σu. Furthermore, we restrict the covariance matrix of the factors to be
diagonal, ΣF = Ir.

Imposing these identifying restrictions has the advantage that the estimation of the
covariance matrix of the factors becomes redundant. Hence, our objective function reduces
to:

L(Λ,Φu) = log
∣∣∣det

(
ΛΛ′ + Φu

)∣∣∣+ tr
[
Sx
(
ΛΛ′ + Φu

)−1
]
. (2.4)

As the true covariance matrix of ut allows for correlations of general form, but the previous
objective function incorporates the error term structure of a strict factor model, (2.4) may be
seen as a quasi-likelihood. Bai and Li (2016) show that the QML estimator based on (2.4)
yields consistent parameter estimates. Hence, the consistency of Φu is not affected by the
general form of cross-section and serial correlations in ut.

The factors ft can be estimated by generalized least squares (GLS):

f̂t =
(

Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u Λ̂

)−1

Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u xt , (2.5)

where the estimates Λ̂ and Φ̂u are the ones obtained from the optimization of the objective
function in (2.4).

2.2.2. The Sparse Approximate Factor Model

The sparse approximate factor (SAF) model allows for sparsity in the factor loadings matrix
Λ by shrinking single elements of Λ to zero. This is obtained by the l1-norm penalized MLE
of (2.4) based on the following optimization problem:

min
Λ,Φu

log
∣∣∣det

(
ΛΛ′ + Φu

)∣∣∣+ tr
[
Sx
(
ΛΛ′ + Φu

)−1
]

+ µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik|

 , (2.6)

where µ ≥ 0 denotes a regularization parameter. Note that the number of factors r is
predetermined and assumed to be fixed.

Sparsity is obtained by shrinking some elements of Λ to zero, such that not all r factors
load on each xit. Hence, this framework allows for weak factors (see, e.g. Onatski (2012))
that affect only a subset of the N time series.
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It is well known that the factors and factor loadings in AFM model in (2.2) are only
identified up to an arbitrary non-singular rotation matrix P . This follows from the fact that
X = ΛPP−1′F ′ + u = Λ∗F ∗

′
+ u, with Λ∗ = ΛP and F ∗′ = P−1′F ′.

In contrast to the standard AFM model, which needs additional restrictions to identify P ,
our SAF model with embedded l1-norm penalty function ensures the identification of the
factors and factor loadings up to a unitary generalized permutation matrix P .2

Hence, by fixing the ordering of columns, e.g. by sorting the columns of the factor
loadings matrix according to their respective sparsity, and assuming that the SAF estimator
Λ̂ has identical column signs as the true factor loadings Λ0, as part of the identification
conditions, the SAF model is fully identified. However, it should be noted that the
identification of the SAF model only holds if the l1-norm penalty on Λ enters the penalized
optimization problem (2.6), i.e. for µ > 0. For µ = 0, we are in the standard ML setting
for the AFM and solely for this case we identify the model, following Lawley and Maxwell
(1962), by imposing the identification restriction that Λ′Φ−1

u Λ is diagonal, with distinct
diagonal entries that are arranged in a decreasing order.

In contrast to the weak factor assumption introduced in the following, the pervasiveness
assumption conventionally made for standard approximate factor models (e.g. Bai and Ng
(2002), Stock and Watson (2002a)), implies that the r largest eigenvalues of Λ′Λ diverge at
the rate O(N). Intuitively, this means that all factors are strong and the entire set of time
series is affected. Consequently, the sparsity in the factor loadings matrix introduced in
Assumption 2.2.1 below considerably relaxes the conventional pervasiveness assumption.

Assumption 2.2.1 (Weakness of the Factors).
There exists a constant c > 0 such that, for all N ,

c−1 < πmin

(
Λ′Λ

Nβ

)
≤ πmax

(
Λ′Λ

Nβ

)
< c,

where 1/2 ≤ β ≤ 1.3

Assumption 2.2.1 implies that the r largest eigenvalues of Λ′Λ diverge with the rate
O
(
Nβ
)
, which can be much slower than in the standard AFM. Furthermore, the parameter

β can take on different values for each of the eigenvalues of Λ′Λ. Hence, the eigenvalues can

2A short demonstration of the fact that P can only be a unitary generalized permutation matrix for the
l1-norm is given in Section 2.D.4 in the Supplement, as well as in Horn and Johnson (2012).

3The lower limit 1/2 for β is necessary to consistently estimate the factors. See Lemma 2.D.7 in Appendix
2.D.1.
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diverge at different rates. On the other hand, the special case of β = 1, implies the standard
AFM framework with strong factors (i.e. Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013), Bai and Liao
(2016)). Hence, our sparse approximate factor model offers a convenient generalization of
the standard one. Furthermore, Assumption 2.2.1 has a direct implication on the sparsity of
Λ. In fact, this can be deduced by upper bounding the spectral norm of Λ according to the
following expressions:  ‖Λ‖1 ≤

√
N ‖Λ‖ = O

(
N (1+β)/2

)
‖Λ‖1 ≥ ‖Λ‖ = O

(
Nβ/2

)
.

(2.7)

This result shows that imposing the weak factor assumption limits the amount of affected
time series across all factors and hence requires a non-negligible amount of zero elements in
each column of the factor loadings matrix. Nevertheless, the number of zero factor loadings
can be arbitrarily small as β increases. Note, that the lower bound of equation (2.7) restricts
the number of zero elements in each column of Λ, so that we can disentangle the common
component from the idiosyncratic one.

The pervasiveness assumption imposed by the standard approximate factor model, further
implies a clear separation of the eigenvalues of the data covariance matrix into two groups,
corresponding to the diverging eigenvalues of the common component and the bounded
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic errors.

These characteristics can be observed in Figure 2.1, where both panels illustrate the
eigenvalue structure of datasets, that are simulated only based on strong factors for T = 450

and different N . The panels differ solely in the number of factors included, where the left
panel includes one strong factor and the right panel depicts the case of four strong factors.
Both graphs reveal a clear partition in their respective eigenvalue structures, into sets of
eigenvalues that diverge with the sample size N corresponding to the number of included
strong factors and sets of bounded eigenvalues associated to the idiosyncratic components.
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(a) Eigenvalues for simulated data with 1 strong
factor with T = 450
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(b) Eigenvalues for simulated data with 4 strong
factors with T = 450

Figure 2.1: Structure of the eigenvalues based on strong factors

However, such a clear separation in the eigenvalue structure of the covariance matrix
cannot typically be found in real datasets. An example offers a dataset that contains the
monthly asset returns of stocks constituents of the S&P 500 stock index available for the
entire period of 450 months,4 whose eigenvalue distribution is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The
graph shows a clear distinction between the first eigenvalue and the remaining eigenvalues.
However, the remaining eigenvalues diverge at a slower rate and a clear separation between
the common and idiosyncratic component as implied by the standard AFM is impossible.
Hence, the weak factor framework that allows for a slower divergence rate in the eigenvalues
of the common component is more realistic for modeling the eigenvalue structure of real
datasets.

Furthermore, the weak factor assumption supports the well-documented empirical
evidence that the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix of asset returns diverge at
different rates (see, e.g. Ross (1976) and Trzcinka (1986)).

Figure 2.3 depicts the eigenvalue structure of a dataset, which is generated by one strong
factor and three weak factors. This model with weak factors nicely mimics the decaying
eigenvalue structure we observe for the S&P 500 asset returns.

4The same dataset is also used in our empirical application and is described in more detail in Section 2.6.
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Figure 2.2: Eigenvalues for stock returns of stocks
constituents of the S&P 500 index with T = 450
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Figure 2.3: Eigenvalues for simulated data with 1
strong factor and 3 weak factors with T = 450

2.2.3. Estimation of the idiosyncratic error covariance matrix Σu

In order to relax the imposed diagonality assumption on Σu in the first step of our estimation,
we re-estimate the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic error term by means of the principal
orthogonal complement thresholding (POET) estimator by Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013).
The POET estimator is based on soft-thresholding the off-diagonal elements of the sample
covariance matrix of the residuals obtained from the estimation of an approximate factor
model. Hence, it introduces sparsity in the idiosyncratic covariance matrix and offers a
solution to the non-invertibility problem, generated using the sample covariance estimator,
especially in high dimensional settings, where N is close or even larger than T . More
specifically, the estimated idiosyncratic error covariance matrix Σ̂τ

u based on the POET
method is defined as:

Σ̂τ
u = σ̂τij, σ̂τij =

{
σ̂u,ii, i = j

S(σ̂u,ij, τ), i 6= j

where σ̂u,ij is the ij-th element of the sample covariance matrix Su = 1
T

∑T
t=1(xt−Λ̂f̂t)(xt−

Λ̂f̂t)
′ of the estimated factor model residuals, τ = 1√

N
+
√

logN
T

is a threshold5 and S(·)
denotes the soft-thresholding operator defined as:

S(σu,ij, τ) = sign(σu,ij)(|σu,ij| − τ)+ . (2.8)

5The threshold τ is based on the convergence rate of the idiosyncratic error covariance estimator specified
in Lemma 2.D.10. in Appendix 2.D.2 .
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In contrast to Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013), who use the residuals of a static factor model
based on the PCA estimator, our estimates are based on the residuals obtained from our
sparse factor model.

Thus, we follow the approach of Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013) and use a two-step
procedure, where at first step we identify the common part, however, unlike in the PCA
framework we allow for the weak factors; and in the second step, we model the general
covariance structure for the idiosyncratic component. By using a two-step procedure, we
control for the sparsity patterns in Λ and Σu separately and hence, this ensures that the
sparsity in the loadings matrix is not distorted by the sparsity in the idiosyncratic error
covariance matrix.

Moreover, the joint estimation of two high-dimensional matrices with embedded l1-norms,
would become computationally burdensome and lead to considerable numerical instabilities.
By separating the joint estimation into our two-step procedure we obtain a numerical stable
optimization method that is computationally time-efficient.

2.2.4. SAF covariance matrix estimation

The estimator of the data covariance matrix based on the approximate factor model is
obtained according to Σ = Cov [X] = ΛΣFΛ′ + Σu. Hereby, we first estimate the factors ft
and the factor loadings Λ according to our sparse factor model introduced in Section 2.2.2.
Consistent estimates of Λ and ft are obtained by MLE and GLS as given by (2.4) and (2.5),
respectively. This yields the estimates of the common and idiosyncratic components of the
AFM defined in (2.1). The latter one is used as input to estimate Σu by the POET estimator
introduced in Section 2.2.3. Hence, our SAF covariance matrix estimator is given by:

Σ̂SAF = Λ̂SF̂ Λ̂′ + Σ̂τ
u, (2.9)

where SF̂ denotes the sample estimator for the covariance matrix of the estimated factors,
which is positive definite because the number of observations exceeds the number of factors.
Further, using the convergence rate of the idiosyncratic error covariance matrix for the
threshold τ also guarantees that Σ̂τ

u is positive definite with probability tending to one
according to Bickel and Levina (2008a). Hence, the covariance matrix estimator Σ̂SAF is
positive definite by construction.
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2.3. Large Sample Properties

2.3.1. Consistency of the Sparse Approximate Factor Model Estimator

In order to establish the consistency of the factor loadings matrix Λ and the data covariance
matrix Σ estimators, we adapt the following standard assumptions:

Assumption 2.3.1 (Data generating process).

(i) {ut, ft}t≥1 is strictly stationary. In addition, E [uit] = E [uitfkt] = 0, for all i ≤ N ,
k ≤ r and t ≤ T .

(ii) There exist r1, r2 > 0 and b1, b2 > 0, such that for any s > 0, i ≤ N and k ≤ r,

P
(
|uit| > s

)
≤ exp(−(s/b1)r1), P

(
|fkt| > s

)
≤ exp(−(s/b2)r2).

(iii) Define the mixing coefficient:

α(T ) := sup
A∈F0

−∞,B∈F∞T

∣∣P (A)P (B)− P (AB)
∣∣ ,

where F0
−∞ and F∞T denote the σ-algebras generated by {(ft, ut) : −∞ ≤ t ≤ 0}

and {(ft, ut) : T ≤ t ≤ ∞}.

Strong mixing: There exist r3 > 0 and C > 0 satisfying: for all T ∈ Z+,

α(T ) ≤ exp(−CT r3).

(iv) There exist constants c1, c2 > 0 such that c2 ≤ πmin (Σu0) ≤ πmax (Σu0) ≤ c1.

The assumptions in 2.3.1 impose regularity conditions on the data generating process
and are identical to those imposed by Bai and Liao (2016). Condition (i) imposes strict
stationarity for ut and ft and requires that both terms are not correlated. Condition (ii) requires
exponential-type tails, which allows to use the large deviation theory for 1

T

∑T
t=1 uitujt−σu,ij

and 1
T

∑T
t=1 fjtuit. In order to allow for weak serial dependence, we impose a strong mixing

condition specified in Condition (iii). Further, Condition (iv) implies bounded eigenvalues
of the idiosyncratic error covariance matrix, which is a common identifying assumption in
the factor model framework.
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Assumption 2.3.2 (Sparsity).

(i) LN =
∑r

k=1

∑N
i=1 1l {λik 6= 0} = O (N),

(ii) SN = maxi≤N
∑N

j=1 1l
{
σu,ij 6= 0

}
, S2

NdT = o(1) and SNµ = o(1),

where 1l {·} defines an indicator function that is equal to one if the boolean argument in
braces is true, dT = logNβ

N
+ 1

Nβ
logN
T

and µ denotes the regularization parameter.

Assumptions 2.3.2 imposes sparsity conditions on Λ and Σu, where condition (i) defines
the quantity LN that reflects the number of non-zero elements in the factor loadings matrix
Λ. As the number of factors r are assumed to be fixed, (i) restricts the number of non-zero
elements in each column of Λ to be upper bounded by N . At the same time, this assumption
allows for a sparse factor loadings matrix with less than N non-zero elements. Condition (ii)
specifies SN that quantifies the maximum number of non-zero elements in each row of Σu,
following the definition of Bickel and Levina (2008a). Furthermore, it restricts the number
of zero elements in each row of Σu. Hence, it requires that Σu is not too dense.

Theorem 2.3.1 (Consistency of the Sparse Approximate Factor Model Estimator).
Under Assumptions 2.2.1, 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 the sparse factor model in (2.6) satisfies the
following properties, as T and N →∞:

1

N

∥∥∥Λ̂− Λ0

∥∥∥2

F
= Op

(
µ2 +

logNβ

N
+

1

Nβ

logN

T

)
and

1

N

∥∥∥Φ̂u − Φu0

∥∥∥2

F
= Op

(
logNβ

N
+

logN

T

)
,

for 1/2 ≤ β ≤ 1. Hence, for log(N) = o(T ) and the regularization parameter µ = o(1),
we have:

1

N

∥∥∥Λ̂− Λ0

∥∥∥2

F
= op(1),

1

N

∥∥∥Φ̂u − Φu0

∥∥∥2

F
= op(1).

Furthermore, for all t ≤ T : ∥∥∥f̂t − ft∥∥∥ = op(1).
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For the covariance matrix estimator of the idiosyncratic errors in the second step, specified
in Section 2.2.3, we get:

∥∥∥Σ̂τ
u − Σu

∥∥∥ = Op

(
SN

√
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

)
,

where dT = logNβ

N
+ 1

Nβ
logN
T

. Hence, for S2
NdT = o(1) and SNµ = o(1), this yields:∥∥∥Σ̂τ

u − Σu

∥∥∥ = op(1).

The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 is given in Appendix 2.D.1 and 2.D.2. Under the given
regularity conditions this theorem establishes the average consistency in the Frobenius norm
of the estimators for the factor loadings matrix and idiosyncratic error covariance matrix
based on our sparse factor model. More specifically, Λ and Φ can be estimated consistently,
regardless of the diagonality restriction on Σu in the first step of our estimation procedure.
Consequently, the factors ft estimated based on GLS are as well consistent. The lower
limit 1/2 on β is a necessary condition to achieve consistency. Intuitively this means that
the factors should not be too weak such that there is still a clear distinction between the
common and idiosyncratic component. Furthermore, the second step estimator of Σu can be
consistently estimated under the spectral norm.

2.3.2. Consistency of the Covariance Matrix Estimator

Finally, in this section we take a closer look on the asymptotic properties of the SAF
covariance matrix estimator, given in Section 2.2.4. The following theorem gives the
convergence rates of the covariance matrix estimator and of its inverse under different matrix
norms.

Theorem 2.3.2 (Convergence Rates for the Covariance Matrix Estimator).
Under Assumptions 2.2.1, 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the covariance matrix estimator based on the
sparse factor model in equation (2.9) satisfies the following properties, as T , N →∞ and
1/2 ≤ β ≤ 1:
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1

N

∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ
∥∥∥2

Σ
= Op

[µ2 + dT
]2

+

[
Nβ

N
+
S2
N

N

] [
µ2 + dT

] , (2.10)

1

N

∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ
∥∥∥2

F
= Op

(
N
[
µ2 + dT

]2
+
[
Nβ + S2

N

] [
µ2 + dT

])
(2.11)

and

1

N

∥∥∥Σ̂−1
SAF − Σ−1

∥∥∥2

F
= Op

([
1

Nβ
+ S2

N

] [
µ2 + dT

])
, (2.12)

where dT = logNβ

N
+ 1

Nβ
logN
T

and ‖A‖Σ = 1√
N

∥∥∥Σ−1/2AΣ−1/2
∥∥∥
F
denotes the weighted

quadratic norm introduced by Fan, Fan, and Lv (2008).

The proof of Theorem 2.3.2 is given in Appendix 2.D.3. Similar as for Theorem 2.3.1,
we assume that the regularization parameter µ = o(1) and log(N) = o(T ). Equation (2.10)
in Theorem 2.3.2 shows that the covariance matrix estimator based on the sparse factor
model in equation (2.9) is consistent if we consider the weighted quadratic norm for the
entire set of possible values for β.

Generally, convergence under the average Frobenius norm is hard to achieve because of
the too fast diverging eigenvalues of the common component (see Fan, Liao, and Mincheva
(2013)). However, according to equation (2.11) our SAF covariance matrix estimator is
consistent, ifµ = o

(
Nβ/2

)
and 1/2 ≤ β / 9/10. Hence, the relaxation of the pervasiveness

assumption in the standard approximate factor model to allow for weak factors leads to
convergence of the covariance estimator under the average Frobenius norm. The upper
bound for β follows from the expression Nβ logNβ

N
in Equation (2.11) of Theorem 2.3.2.6

Further, Equation (2.12) of Theorem 2.3.2 shows that the inverse of ΣSAF is consistently
estimated under the average Frobenius norm.

2.4. Implementation Issues

For the implementation of the SAF model, we use a two-step estimation procedure that treats
Σu in the first step as a diagonal matrix, denoted as Φu and re-estimates the idiosyncratic

6A closed form solution for the upper bound of β is not feasible, hence we numerically approximate the
maximum value of β in the neighbourhood of one such that the expression Nβ logNβ

N is converging to zero.
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error covariance matrix in a second step by the method introduced in Section 2.2.3. Theorem
2.3.1 shows that this two-step procedure yields consistent estimates for Λ and Σu.

2.4.1. Majorized Log-Likelihood Function

The numerical minimization of the objective function (2.6) is cumbersome as it is not
globally convex. This problem arises because the first term in (2.6) log

∣∣det (ΛΛ′ + Φu)
∣∣

is concave in Λ and Φu, whereas the second term tr
[
Sx (ΛΛ′ + Φu)

−1
]
is convex. For our

implementation we employ the majorize-minimize EM algorithm introduced by Bien and
Tibshirani (2011). The idea of this optimization approach is to approximate the numerically
unstable concave part log

∣∣det (ΛΛ′ + Φu)
∣∣ by its tangent plane, which corresponds to the

following expression:

log

∣∣∣∣det
(

Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)∣∣∣∣+ tr
[
2Λ̂′m

(
Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)−1 (
Λ− Λ̂m

)]
, (2.13)

where the subscriptm denotes them-th step in an iterative procedure outlined in Section
2.4.2. Replacing the concave part in (2.4) by the convex expression in (2.13), yields the
following majorized log-likelihood function:

L̄m(Λ) = log

∣∣∣∣det
(

Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)∣∣∣∣+ tr
[
2Λ̂′m

(
Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)−1 (
Λ− Λ̂m

)]
+ tr

[
Sx

(
ΛΛ′ + Φ̂u

)−1
]
.

(2.14)

Augmenting the majorized log-likelihood by the l1-penalty term, leads to the following
optimization problem for our SAF model:

min
Λ,Φu

{
log

∣∣∣∣det
(

Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)∣∣∣∣+ tr
[
2Λ̂′m

(
Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)−1 (
Λ− Λ̂m

)]

+tr
[
Sx

(
ΛΛ′ + Φ̂u

)−1
]

+ µ
r∑

k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik|

 .

(2.15)

As all three components in (2.15) are convex, the optimization problem simplifies considerably
compared to the original problem in equation (2.6).
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2.4.2. Projection Gradient Algorithm

In order to minimize (2.15) efficiently, we apply the fast projected gradient algorithm
proposed by Bien and Tibshirani (2011). More specifically, we approximate the majorized
log-likelihood L̄m(Λ) in (2.14) by the following expression:

L̃(Λ) =
1

2t

∥∥∥Λ− Λ̂m + tÂ
∥∥∥2

F
,

where t is the depth of projection7 and

Â = 2

[(
Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)−1

−
(

Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)−1

Sx

(
Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)−1
]

Λ̂m, (2.16)

which corresponds to the first derivative of L̄(Λ) with respect to Λ. Hence, our final
optimization problem corresponds to:

min
λik

1

2t

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
λik − λ̂ik,m + tÂik,m

)2

+ µ
r∑

k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik| . (2.17)

The minimization of the objective function (2.17) can be carried out by computing its
gradient with respect to λik and setting it to zero, which yields:

∂

∂λik

 1

2t

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
λik − λ̂ik,m + tÂik,m

)2

+ µ
r∑

k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik|


=

1

t

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(
λ̂ik − λ̂ik,m + tÂik,m

)
+ µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

νik = 0 ,

(2.18)

where νik denotes the subgradient of |λik|. Solving (2.18) for a specific λ̂ik, gives:

λ̂ik + t · µνik = λ̂ik,m − tÂik,m

λ̂ik = S
(
λ̂ik,m − tÂik,m, t · µ

)
, (2.19)

where S denotes the soft-thresholding operator defined in equation (2.8). Equation (2.19)
can be used to update the estimated factor loadings λ̂ik,m+1 given the estimate from the
previous step λ̂ik,m.

In order to obtain an update for the estimate of the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic

7We set t = 0.01 for all our applications below.
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errors Φu, we use the EM algorithm suggested by Bai and Li (2012):

Φ̂u,m+1 = diag
[
Sx − Λ̂m+1Λ̂′m

(
Λ̂mΛ̂′m + Φ̂u,m

)−1

Sx

]
.

Our iterative estimation procedure for the SAF model can be briefly summarized as given
below.

Iterative Algorithm

Step 1: Obtain an initial consistent estimate for the factor loadings matrix Λ and for the
diagonal idiosyncratic error covariance matrix Φu , i.e. by using unpenalized
MLE and setm = 1.

Step 2: Update λ̂ik,m−1, by λ̂ik,m = S
(
λ̂ik,m−1 − tÂik,m−1, t · µ

)
.

Step 3: Update Φ̂u using the EM algorithm in Bai and Li (2012), according to

Φ̂u,m = diag
[
Sx − Λ̂mΛ̂′m−1

(
Λ̂m−1Λ̂′m−1 + Φ̂u,m−1

)−1

Sx

]
.

Step 4: If
∥∥∥Λ̂m − Λ̂m−1

∥∥∥ and∥∥∥Φ̂u,m − Φ̂u,m−1

∥∥∥ are sufficiently small, stop the procedure,
otherwise setm = m+ 1 and return to Step 2.

Step 5: Estimate the factors by f̂t =
(

Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u Λ̂

)−1

Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u xt , where Λ̂ and Φ̂u are the

parameter estimates after convergence.

Step 6: Re-estimate the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic errors based on the
procedure introduced in Section 2.2.3.

For the high dimensional case of N > T , the sample covariance matrix Sx is not of full rank
and hence leads to inconsistent parameter estimates. To overcome this problem, we adopt
the solution proposed by Bien and Tibshirani (2011), who suggest augmenting the diagonal
elements of Sx by an arbitrarily small ε > 0, when Sx is not of full rank. This augmentation
stabilizes Sx and yields a non-degenerate solution for our sparse factor model.

2.4.3. Selecting the number of factors

In order to select the number of latent factors r, we follow Onatski (2010). To the best of
our knowledge, Onatski’s method is the only one, which does not explicitly require that all
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factors are strong. Therefore, it is suitable for our setting, which allows as well for weak
factors. The method uses the difference in subsequent eigenvalues and chooses the largest r̂
such that:

{r̂ ≤ rmax : πr̂((X
′X)/T )− πr̂+1((X ′X)/T ) > ξ},

where ξ is a fixed positive constant, rmax is an upper bound for the possible number of factors
and πr̂((X ′X)/T ) denotes the r̂-th largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of X . For
the choice of ξ, the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues of the data sample covariance
matrix is taken into account.8 However, the estimation of the number of factors based on
the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix still requires a
clear separation of the eigenvalues of the common and idiosyncratic component. Therefore,
its selection accuracy depends on the degree of distinction between the two components.
Nevertheless, even if the selection method of Onatski (2010) overestimates the true number of
factors, the sparsity assumption in our setting would allow us to disentangle the informative
factors from those that are too weak. Thus, compared to the standard approximate factor
model we avoid including redundant factors that amplify themisspecification error. Moreover,
to further support the above argument, we refer to Yu and Samworth (2013), who show that
in the weak factor setting the true number of factors is not asymptotically overestimated.

2.4.4. Choosing the tuning parameter

As for any penalized estimation approach, the selection of the tuning parameter µ is crucial,
as it controls the degree of sparsity in the factor loadings matrix and it affects the performance
of our estimator. In our case we select µ based on a type of Bayesian information criterion,
according to:

IC(µ) = L
(

Λ̂, SF̂ , Σ̂
τ
u

)
+ 2κµ

√
logN

N
+

logN

N · T
, (2.20)

where κµ denotes the number of non-zero elements in the factor loadings matrix Λ̂ for a
given value of µ and L

(
Λ̂, SF̂ , Σ̂

τ
u

)
is the value of the log-likelihood function in equation

(2.3), evaluated at the estimates of the factors, the factor loadings and the covariance matrix
of the idiosyncratic errors. The penalty term in (2.20) has the property of converging to
zero as both N and T approach infinity. Hence, the penalization vanishes as the sample
size increases and a smaller value for µ is selected. The characteristics of our information

8We refer to Onatski (2010) for the detailed description of the determination of ξ.
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criterion are therefore convenient with respect to the asymptotic properties we require for
the regularization parameter µ. In fact, we need µ = o(1) in order to achieve estimation
consistency, as elaborated in Section 2.3. The representation of the penalty term is based on
the convergence rate of the factor loadings estimator in Lemma 2.D.6.

To select the optimal µ, we estimate the criterion in (2.20) for a grid of different values
for µ and choose the one that minimizes our information criterion. For the grid of the
shrinkage parameter we consider the interval µ = (0, µmax), where µmax denotes the highest
value for the shrinkage parameter such that all imposed model restrictions are still fulfilled.

2.5. Monte Carlo Evidence

In the following, we present Monte Carlo evidence on the finite sample properties of our
new covariance estimator. In particular, we focus on the accuracy of the covariance matrix
estimates depending on the dimensionality as well as on the strength of correlations in the
true covariance matrix to be estimated. The simulation results for the SAF estimator are
compared to the ones obtained from eight competing estimators that are popular in the
literature.

2.5.1. Monte Carlo Designs

For our Monte Carlo experiments we use three different designs of the true covariance
matrix Σ. In the first case, we consider the uniform covariance matrix design used in Abadir,
Distaso, and Žikeš (2014), which takes the following form:

σu
ii = 1 and σu

ij = η U(0,1), for i 6= j, (2.21)

whereU(0,1) denotes a standard uniform random variable, andwe set η ∈ {0.025, 0.05, 0.075}.
In this setting, η controls for the correlations among the variables, where an increase in η
amplifies the strength of the dependencies among the covariates.

For the second design, we use the sparse covariance matrix suggested by Bien and
Tibshirani (2011), which contains zero entries for the off-diagonals with a certain probability.
More specifically, the ij-th element of the covariance matrix σij = σji is assigned to be
non-zero with probability p, where p ∈ {0.05, 0.075, 0.1}. Similar as in the uniform design,
the diagonal elements are set to 1. The non-zero off-diagonal elements are independently
drawn from the uniform distribution U(0,0.2).
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Finally, the last design we consider is based on a generalized spiked covariance model as
in Bai and Yao (2012). More precisely, we use the following definition:

Σs = diag (r1, r2, r3, r4, 0, · · · , 0) + Σu, (2.22)

where r1 − r4 correspond to four spiked eigenvalues and Σu is a covariance matrix based
on the uniform design in equation (2.21). As this covariance matrix design complies
with the approximate factor model framework, estimation approaches that are based on
a factor model specification might benefit from this setting. More precisely, the first
part of equation (2.22) is in accordance with the eigenvalue distribution of the common
component in an AFM with four factors, whereas the second part in (2.22) corresponds
to the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic component and allows for weak correlations
among the errors. In the simulation, we consider the following specification for the spiked
eigenvalues: r1 = r2 = N, r3 = N0.8, r4 = N0.5. This design is in line with the weak factor
framework, where the first two factors are strong and the last two correspond to weak factors.

For all three covariance matrix designs, we draw a time independent random data
series X from a multivariate normal distribution with zero population mean.9 The time
dimension T is set to 60, which relates to a dataset with 5 years of monthly data. The
number of replications is 1000. Further, we consider several dimensions for X and set
N ∈ {30, 50, 100, 200}. As goodness of fit criterion for the difference between the true and
the estimated covariance matrix, we use the Frobenius norm.

2.5.2. Alternative covariance estimation strategies

Table 2.1 gives an overview of the methods for the covariance matrix estimation that are
compared in our Monte Carlo experiments. A more detailed description of the alternative
strategies is provided in Appendix 2.C.

Since the observed factor models SIM and FF3F require additional, observable economic
factors, they will only be considered in our empirical application to portfolio choice.

9The same Monte Carlo experiments are carried out based on data from a multivariate t-distribution with
five degrees of freedom. The results are rather similar to the multivariate normal setting and can be obtained
upon request.
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Table 2.1: Considered Models

1/N Equally Weighted Portfolio
Sample Sample covariance matrix estimator

Factor Models
SAF Sparse Approximate Factor Model
POET POET covariance matrix estimator by

Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013)
DFM Dynamic Factor Model estimated as in

Doz, Giannone, and Reichlin (2011)
SIM Single Index Model by Sharpe (1963)
FF3F 3-Factor Model by Fama and French (1993)

Covariance Matrix Shrinkage Strategies
LW The linear shrinkage estimator by Ledoit and Wolf (2003)
KDM The inverse covariance matrix estimator by

Kourtis, Dotsis, and Markellos (2012)
ADZ The design-free covariance matrix estimator by

Abadir, Distaso, and Žikeš (2014)
LW-NL The non-linear shrinkage estimator by Ledoit and Wolf (2018)

Sparse Covariance Estimators
ST The soft-thresholding estimator as in

Rothman, Levina, and Zhu (2009)
BT The sparse covariance matrix estimator by

Bien and Tibshirani (2011)

2.5.3. Simulation results

Table 2.2 below contains the Monte Carlo results for the uniform design of the true covariance
matrix, Table 2.3 gives the results based on the sparse covariance matrix design, while Table
2.4 shows the results for the covariance matrix design with spiked eigenvalues. Interestingly,
we find a very similar and clear picture. In terms of the goodness of fit, our sparse approximate
factor model approach provides the smallest Frobenius norm, i.e. the SAF fits the true
covariance matrix best. These results hold for all of the three rather different designs, all
dimensions and degrees of correlation between the variables. Note that the advantage of the
SAF model in accurately estimating the true covariance matrix is even more pronounced
when N increases, especially for the two high dimensional settings with N = 100, 200 and
T = 60.
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Concerning the alternative approaches, ST, which is rather similar to our approach,
performs second best in most of the scenarios. However, for small samples (N = 30, 50) it is
outperformed by LW-NL, for the uniform and sparse covariance matrix designs. Furthermore,
for the uniform covariance matrix design for high dimensions and very strong dependencies
(N = 100, 200, η = 0.075), ADZ performs slightly better than ST. It is also interesting to
note that direct l1-norm penalization of the covariance matrix as suggested by Bien and
Tibshirani (2011) does not do nearly as well as our approach, which profits from sparsity in
the factor loadings matrix and thresholding of the covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic
component. Moreover, the results for the POET estimator by Fan, Liao, and Mincheva
(2013) that allows only for sparsity in the idiosyncratic error covariance matrix indicate that
allowing for sparsity in the factor loadings matrix leads to a considerable improvement in
the estimation accuracy.

Table 2.2: Simulation results - Uniform Covariance Matrix Design

N Model
η

N Model
η

0.025 0.05 0.075 0.025 0.05 0.075

30

Sample 14.80 14.80 14.83

100

Sample 168.25 167.80 167.00
SAF 0.18 0.72 1.63 SAF 2.30 8.40 17.82
POET 6.55 6.81 7.12 POET 25.82 28.34 32.02
DFM 6.41 6.59 6.84 DFM 25.53 27.94 31.74
LW 3.45 3.77 4.50 LW 15.19 20.52 25.79
ADZ 2.05 2.60 3.31 ADZ 7.07 13.77 26.22
LW-NL 0.52 1.06 1.77 LW-NL 12.86 22.42 31.99
ST 1.19 1.72 2.64 ST 5.36 11.60 21.82
BT 1.83 2.38 3.29 BT 11.60 17.64 28.46

50

Sample 41.51 41.35 41.33

200

Sample 674.31 673.18 672.10
SAF 0.52 2.05 4.59 SAF 9.69 32.21 61.62
POET 11.16 11.91 12.24 POET 64.86 78.28 98.74
DFM 11.00 11.69 12.03 DFM 64.20 77.51 98.85
LW 5.96 7.31 8.75 LW 44.30 66.20 90.32
ADZ 3.75 5.17 6.93 ADZ 23.45 43.15 68.72
LW-NL 1.50 2.80 5.02 LW-NL 57.47 123.49 117.76
ST 2.15 3.72 6.24 ST 14.87 39.81 81.16
BT 4.29 5.85 8.48 BT 35.32 59.57 100.65

Note: The table gives the mean goodness of fit in terms of the Frobenius norm for T = 60.
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Table 2.3: Simulation results - Sparse Covariance Matrix Design

N Model
p

N Model
p

0.05 0.075 0.1 0.05 0.075 0.1

30

Sample 14.78 14.80 14.75

100

Sample 168.06 167.84 167.08
SAF 0.58 0.89 1.17 SAF 6.78 10.07 13.29
POET 6.92 7.24 7.72 POET 31.25 34.66 37.90
DFM 6.78 7.10 7.32 DFM 30.99 34.54 37.63
LW 3.67 3.88 4.28 LW 18.19 21.56 24.20
ADZ 2.45 2.86 3.12 ADZ 13.13 16.23 19.20
LW-NL 0.96 1.31 1.55 LW-NL 18.52 19.88 22.30
ST 1.59 1.88 2.19 ST 9.89 13.23 16.46
BT 2.67 3.01 3.29 BT 16.19 19.30 23.04

50

Sample 41.48 41.41 41.24

200

Sample 673.78 673.22 672.50
SAF 1.61 2.43 3.26 SAF 27.90 40.80 53.15
POET 12.37 13.48 13.99 POET 87.05 101.04 114.01
DFM 12.24 13.15 13.86 DFM 86.95 101.35 114.55
LW 6.65 7.56 8.21 LW 56.56 70.98 82.47
ADZ 4.58 5.47 6.51 ADZ 40.81 53.45 64.71
LW-NL 2.87 3.71 4.74 LW-NL 37.61 53.44 71.06
ST 3.24 4.12 4.91 ST 33.11 46.32 58.93
BT 5.37 6.23 7.11 BT 52.26 65.41 77.36

Note: The table gives the mean goodness of fit in terms of the Frobenius norm for T = 60.
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Table 2.4: Simulation results - Spiked Eigenvalues Covariance Matrix Design

N Model
η

N Model
η

0.025 0.05 0.075 0.025 0.05 0.075

30

Sample 252.88 240.35 237.77

100

Sample 2325.99 2406.18 2578.82
SAF 78.01 73.77 70.81 SAF 656.21 772.62 847.54
POET 250.41 238.32 236.63 POET 2211.16 2302.75 2488.71
DFM 335.57 316.09 323.14 DFM 3361.22 3301.51 3273.06
LW 210.24 195.12 188.94 LW 1699.02 1737.57 1694.48
ADZ 283.31 275.72 278.04 ADZ 41145.11 42122.00 41766.09
LW-NL 391.13 380.93 375.93 LW-NL 1746.69 1834.29 2027.14
ST 108.75 92.99 94.77 ST 859.30 940.71 1099.20
BT 105.53 94.62 93.00 BT 681.50 794.61 864.56

50

Sample 689.78 669.87 648.54

200

Sample 8983.25 9542.91 9035.84
SAF 228.00 215.72 208.22 SAF 2827.89 3067.26 2882.80
POET 670.36 653.15 635.16 POET 8445.79 9074.59 8580.13
DFM 844.69 915.17 878.77 DFM 12574.89 12478.04 12228.50
LW 548.33 546.30 503.67 LW 6026.48 5866.25 4985.43
ADZ 10544.76 10602.05 10594.88 ADZ 10232.14 9898.43 10319.59
LW-NL 1545.18 1521.92 1514.58 LW-NL 6784.22 7159.06 7039.18
ST 296.52 275.82 273.25 ST 3775.49 4204.74 3916.60
BT 235.91 241.77 231.34 BT 3292.51 3169.52 3215.86

Note: The table gives the mean goodness of fit in terms of the Frobenius norm for T = 60.
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2.6. An Application to Portfolio Choice

Empirical portfolio models, particularly when applied to large asset spaces, suffer from a
high degree of instability. The estimation of N mean and N(N + 1)/2 variance-covariance
parameters yields extremely noisy estimates of portfolio weights with large standard errors.
It is well-documented that these estimated portfolios show poor out-of-sample performance,
extreme short positions and no diversification (e.g. Jobson and Korkie (1980) and Michaud
(1989)). In order to mitigate these shortcomings and to improve portfolio estimates against
extreme estimation noise, a range of alternative strategies have been proposed including
the shrinkage estimation of the covariance matrix of asset returns (Ledoit and Wolf (2003);
Ledoit and Wolf (2018) and Kourtis, Dotsis, and Markellos (2012)).

In the following, we investigate to what extent the SAF model can be used to obtain
robustified estimates of high-dimensional covariance matrices of asset returns as input
for empirical portfolio models. In an out-of-sample portfolio forecasting experiment, we
compare the performance of the global minimum variance portfolio (GMVP) strategy based
on a covariance matrix estimated by our sparse factor model to popular alternative portfolio
strategies with regularized covariance estimators. As in many other studies, we restrict our
analysis to the GMVP, because its vector of portfolio weights, ω = Σ−11N

1′NΣ−11N
, is solely a

function of the covariance matrix of the asset returns. Thus, for estimating the GMVP the
mean vector of asset returns is redundant and its empirical performance only depends on the
quality of the covariance matrix estimator.

In a first step, we theoretically analyze the properties of the GMVP weights based on the
SAF estimator. The results are summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition 2.6.1. Based on the general definition of the covariancematrix of an approximate
factor model given in Section 2.2.4, we obtain:

r∑
k=1

πk
(
ΛΛ′

)
= tr

(
ΛΛ′

)
=

N∑
i=1

r∑
k=1

λ2
ik

and

N∑
i=1

πi
(
Σ−1

)
≤

N∑
i=1

πi (IN)−
∑N

i=1 πi (ΛΛ′)

N +
∑N

i=1 πi (ΛΛ′)
.

The proof is given in Appendix 2.D.5. Proposition 2.6.1 shows that allowing for sparsity
in the factor loadings matrix leads to shrinking the eigenvalues of the precision matrix
towards the ones of an identity matrix. Hence, the portfolio weights based on our SAF
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model are shrunken towards those of the 1/N portfolio. This result makes intuitively sense
as it is reasonable to invest in the equally weighted portfolio in the case of great estimation
instabilities regarding the covariance matrix.

2.6.1. Data and Design of the Forecasting Experiment

The dataset comprises the monthly excess returns of stocks of the S&P 500 index, that were
constituents of the index in December, 2016. The excess returns are obtained by subtracting
the corresponding one-month Treasury bill rate from the asset returns. We consider the time
period from January, 1980 until December, 2016, which yields T = 443 monthly returns
for each of the 205 available stocks.10 In order to check the performance of our estimator
with respect to the dimensionality of the asset space, we consider the following portfolio
sizes: N ∈ {30, 50, 100, 200}. Out of the 205 stocks, we select at random individual subsets
from the overall number of assets and work with the selected assets for the entire forecasting
experiment.

Since by construction, a theoretical portfolio built on a subset of assets from a larger
portfolio cannot outperform the larger one, an observed inferiority of the larger empirical
portfolio can only be the consequence of higher estimation noise due to the larger dimension-
ality, which overcompensates for the ex-ante theoretical superiority. Therefore, this selection
strategy provides us with insights into the impact of estimation noise on the performance of
empirical portfolios.

In order to estimate the portfolio weights for each strategy, we apply a rolling window
approach with h = 60 months, corresponding to 5 years of historic data. Thus, at time t we
use the last 60 months from t− 59 until t for our estimation. Using the estimated portfolio
weights, we compute the out-of-sample portfolio return r̂pt+1(s) = ω̂(s)′rt+1 for the period
t+ 1 for the 12 different estimation strategies s = 1, . . . , 12. All portfolios are rebalanced
on a monthly basis. This generates a series of T − h out-of-sample portfolio returns. The
results are then used to estimate the mean µ(s) and variance σ2(s) of the portfolio returns
for each strategy by their empirical counterparts:

µ̂(s) =
1

T

T∑
t=h+1

r̂pt (s) and σ̂2(s) =
1

T − 1

T∑
t=h+1

(
r̂pt (s)− µ̂(s)

)2
. (2.23)

We repeat this procedure 100 times to avoid that the out-of-sample results depend on the
initially randomly selected stocks. Hence, all results reported below are average outcomes

10The return data are retained from Thompson Reuters Datastream.
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across the 100 forecasting experiments.

2.6.2. Criteria for Performance Evaluation

For our analysis, we consider the following four different evaluation criteria to compare the
performance of the previously introduced models.

1. Standard Deviation (SD): The out-of-sample standard deviation is defined as the
square root of the variance σ̂2(s) given in Equation (2.23). This measure yields an
estimate of the performance criterion the GMVP strategy is designed for. Moreover,
for the GMVP-strategy a clear ranking concerning portfolios of different dimensions
exists, i.e. σ2(N) ≤ σ2(N ′) for N ≤ N ′ , while the variance of the equally weighted
portfolio is independent of the portfolio dimension.

2. Average Return (AV): The out-of-sample average return is expressed as µ̂(s) from
(2.23).

3. Certainty Equivalent (CE): The CE is defined as ĈE(s) = µ̂(s)− γ
2
· σ̂2(s), where γ

specifies the risk aversion of the investor. Following DeMiguel, Garlappi, Nogales, and
Uppal (2009) we set γ = 1. The CE is defined as the risk-free rate that an investor is
willing to accept to make him indifferent to an investment based on the risky portfolio
strategy s in terms of expected utility.

4. Sharpe Ratio (SR): The Sharpe ratio is given by ŜR(s) = µ̂(s)/σ̂(s).

2.6.3. Out-of-Sample Portfolio Performance

Table 2.5 contains the annualized results of our comparative study on the out-of-sample
performance of different portfolio estimation approaches. The results represent average
outcomes across the 100 different forecasting experiments for each of the four performance
measures. Our sparse approximate factor model (SAF) yields the lowest out-of-sample
portfolio standard deviation for all portfolio dimensions, i.e. it is performing best for the
performance criterion the GMVP-strategy is designed for.

In theory, the GMVP-strategy may not necessarily outperform the 1/N -strategy in terms
of the remaining three performance criteria, since it completely disregards optimization with
respect to the expected portfolio return. Nevertheless, our SAF model also outperforms the
1/N -strategy and the other estimation approaches in terms of AV, CE and SR, which depend
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on the expected return. In the portfolio forecasting experiment, our regularization method
does best for the expected out-of-sample portfolio return.

It is of utmost importance to note that the superiority of our approach does not only hold
for different performance measures, but also for all portfolio dimensions. The SAF model
performs best for low, but also for high dimensional portfolios, for which the sample size
is much smaller than the portfolio dimension, i.e. T � N . This indicates, at least for this
specific application, that the selection of the penalty parameter is reasonable.

Table 2.5: Estimation results for the Portfolio Application

Model 1 / N Sample SAF POET DFM SIM FF3F LW KDM ADZ LW-NL BT

N = 30

SD 0.1572 0.2184 0.1519 0.1694 0.1661 0.1574 0.1557 0.1638 0.1680 0.1618 0.1620 0.1571
AV 0.1002 0.0970 0.1014 0.0920 0.0954 0.1005 0.0955 0.0958 0.0967 0.0938 0.0976 0.0996
CE 0.0878 0.0731 0.0898 0.0776 0.0816 0.0881 0.0834 0.0824 0.0826 0.0807 0.0845 0.0873
SR 0.6372 0.4431 0.6669 0.5417 0.5747 0.6386 0.6138 0.5838 0.5761 0.5786 0.6024 0.6335

N = 50

SD 0.1543 0.3812 0.1468 0.1654 0.1619 0.1545 0.1519 0.1603 0.1590 0.1543 0.1585 0.1610
AV 0.0996 0.1041 0.1041 0.0971 0.0949 0.0999 0.0936 0.1008 0.0966 0.0994 0.0927 0.1012
CE 0.0876 0.0312 0.0933 0.0834 0.0817 0.0879 0.0820 0.0880 0.0839 0.0875 0.0801 0.0882
SR 0.6452 0.2725 0.7091 0.5876 0.5871 0.6463 0.6160 0.6296 0.6079 0.6444 0.5847 0.6284

N = 100

SD 0.1525 - 0.1444 0.1593 0.1580 0.1527 0.1489 0.1558 0.1644 0.1534 0.1522 0.1600
AV 0.0999 - 0.1067 0.0972 0.0907 0.1003 0.0913 0.1021 0.0931 0.0999 0.1001 0.0993
CE 0.0883 - 0.0963 0.0845 0.0783 0.0886 0.0802 0.0900 0.0796 0.0881 0.0885 0.0865
SR 0.6556 - 0.7393 0.6105 0.5755 0.6567 0.6127 0.6560 0.5666 0.6514 0.6573 0.6212

N = 200

SD 0.1505 - 0.1410 0.1534 0.1559 0.1507 0.1465 0.1496 0.1539 0.1455 0.1459 0.1472
AV 0.0993 - 0.1071 0.0998 0.0904 0.0996 0.0893 0.1037 0.0934 0.1014 0.1026 0.0984
CE 0.0879 - 0.0972 0.0880 0.0782 0.0882 0.0786 0.0925 0.0815 0.0909 0.0920 0.0876
SR 0.6596 - 0.7600 0.6505 0.5801 0.6608 0.6094 0.6932 0.6065 0.6971 0.7036 0.6689

Note: The sparse approximate factor model (SAF) in the third column is compared to the equally weighted portfolio (1/N ), the
GMVP based on the sample covariance matrix (Sample), the POET estimator by Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013) (POET), the
Dynamic Factor Model (DFM), the Single Factor Model by Sharpe (1963) (SIM), the Three-Factor Model by Fama and French
(1993) (FF3F), the estimators by Ledoit and Wolf (2003) (LW), Kourtis, Dotsis, and Markellos (2012) (KDM), Abadir, Distaso, and
Žikeš (2014) (ADZ), Ledoit and Wolf (2018) (LW-NL) and Bien and Tibshirani (2011) (BT).

As mentioned earlier, increasing the portfolio dimension does not necessarily improve
the out-of-sample performance of an empirical portfolio as the theoretical gains maybe
overcompensated by the increase in estimation noise due to the increase in the number of
parameters to be estimated. It is not too surprising that this phenomenon is most dramatically
pronounced for the plug-in estimator of the GMVP, but we also find it to some extent for
the DFM. Moreover, for the SIM and FF3F, we do not find a strict monotonicity between
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portfolio dimension and portfolio performance, while the performance of our SAF model
strictly increases with N .

While in the portfolio forecasting experiment for any performance measure and any
portfolio dimension our sparse factor model shows the best performance, there is no clear
further ranking regarding the other approaches. FF3F is performing second best in terms
of the minimization of portfolio risk for all portfolio dimensions, but it is outperformed by
other estimation approaches when performance measures other than the portfolio risk are
considered.

Our comparative study also confirms the findings of DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal
(2009) that the 1/N portfolio is a strong competitor for many alternative portfolio strategies.
For low dimensions (N = 30 and N = 50), we can see that, apart from our estimator only
the single factor model generates a higher average SR compared to the equally weighted
portfolio, although it is very close to it. In terms of the portfolio risk, only our method and
FF3F reveal performance superior to the 1/N portfolio for low dimensions of the asset space.
The picture slightly changes, when higher asset dimensions (N > 50) are considered. For
higher dimensions, the method by Abadir, Distaso, and Žikeš (2014) is a serious competitor
to the 1/N portfolio. This mirrors our finding from the simulation study in Section 2.5,
where the ADZ estimator performs comparatively well in high dimensional settings with
strong linear dependencies.

Table 2.6 in Appendix 2.A provides additional insights into the quality of the weight
estimates. The summary statistics indicate that the outstanding performance of the SAF
model results from effectively stabilizing the estimated portfolio weights by avoiding extreme
positions (moderate minima and maxima in the weight estimates) and by the low standard
deviations. Furthermore, the results show that the weights of our SAF estimator shrink
towards the weights of the equally weighted portfolio as N increases. This is in line with
the theoretical results in Proposition 2.6.1. The relative good performance of SIM and
FF3F result from very low variation in the portfolio weights, which come for the SIM with
N = 200 close to the constant weights of the equally weighted portfolio.

In order to check the robustness of our findings, which are based on data from January
1980 until December 2016, we also consider forecasts based on subperiods. We restrict
our attention to the standard deviation of the out-of-sample portfolio returns and consider
how a gradual increase of the evaluation sample affects the performance of the competing
estimators. The results are illustrated in Figure 2.4, where the portfolio standard deviation
at time t incorporates the out-of-sample portfolio returns until t (e.g. the out-of-sample
portfolio standard deviation in January 2005 incorporates the out-of-sample portfolio returns
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from January 1985 until January 2005). Special attention is given to the periods before
and after the financial crisis in 2007. The graphs indicate that the SAF estimator also
provides for different subperiods the lowest portfolio standard deviation compared to FF3F
and LW-NL. Note, that the difference is more pronounced when the recent financial crisis
period is included. Hence, in comparison to our SAF model both, FF3F and LW-NL, fail
to pick up the changing risk during the crisis and, as a result, they provide more volatile
portfolio estimates.

2.7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for the estimation of high-dimensional covariance
matrices based on a sparse approximate factor model. The estimator allows for sparsity
in the factor loadings matrix by shrinking single elements of the factor loadings matrix to
zero. Hence, this setting reduces the number of parameters to be estimated and therefore
leads to a reduction in estimation noise. Furthermore, the sparse factor model framework
allows for weak factors, which only affect a subset of the available time series. Thus, our
framework offers a convenient generalization to the pervasiveness assumption in the standard
approximate factor model that solely leads to strong factors.

We prove average consistency under the Frobenius norm for the factor loadings matrix
estimator and consistency in the spectral norm for the idiosyncratic component covariance
matrix estimator based on our sparse approximate factor model. The factors estimated using
the GLS method are also shown to be consistent. Furthermore, we derive average consistency
for our factor model based covariance matrix estimator under the Frobenius norm for a
particular rate of divergence for the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix corresponding to
the common component. To the best of our knowledge, this result has not been shown in
the existing literature because of the fast diverging eigenvalues in the common component.
Additionally, we provide consistency results of our covariance matrix estimator under the
weighted quadratic norm.

In our Monte Carlo study, we analyze the finite sample properties of our covariance
matrix estimator for different simulation designs for the true underlying covariance matrix.
The results show that our estimator offers the lowest difference in Frobenius norm to the
true covariance matrix compared to the competing estimators. Further, the benefit of the
covariance matrix estimator based on our sparse factor model is even more pronounced if
the dimensionality of the problem increases.
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In an out-of-sample portfolio forecasting experiment, we compare the performance of
the global minimum variance portfolio based on the covariance matrix estimator of our
sparse approximate factor model to alternative estimation approaches frequently used in
the literature. The forecasting results reveal that our estimator yields the lowest average
out-of-sample portfolio standard deviation across different portfolio dimensions. At the
same time, it generates the highest Certainty Equivalent and Sharpe Ratio compared to all
considered portfolio strategies. The performance gains of our SAF model are especially
pronounced during the recent financial crisis. Hence, our estimator has a stabilizing impact
on the portfolio weights, especially during highly volatile periods.

The results of our out-of-sample portfolio forecasting study show a substantial reduction
of the portfolio standard deviation of the dynamic factor model compared to the standard
approximate factor model, especially for small asset dimensions. Hence, it would be
interesting to analyze if a possible extension of our SAF model by considering dynamic
factors, would as well lead to a more efficient estimation of the covariance matrix. We leave
this for future research.
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Appendix 2.A Tables

Table 2.6: Summary Statistics for the Estimated Portfolio Weights

Model 1/N Sample SAF POET DFM SIM FF3F LW KDM ADZ LW-NL BT

N = 30

Min 0.0333 -0.2676 0.0049 -0.1150 -0.0870 0.0325 0.0155 -0.1163 -0.0423 -0.0572 -0.0670 -0.0080
Max 0.0333 0.2898 0.0529 0.1765 0.1255 0.0369 0.0547 0.1498 0.1064 0.1505 0.1467 0.0660
SD 0.0000 0.1336 0.0122 0.0685 0.0502 0.0011 0.0094 0.0635 0.0356 0.0513 0.0523 0.0179

MAD 0.0000 0.1051 0.0097 0.0533 0.0389 0.0008 0.0073 0.0496 0.0280 0.0408 0.0415 0.0141

N = 50

Min 0.0200 -0.5199 -0.0043 -0.1045 -0.0769 0.0195 0.0035 -0.1136 -0.0231 0.0150 -0.0686 -0.0590
Max 0.0200 0.5124 0.0353 0.1378 0.0934 0.0225 0.0393 0.1212 0.0626 0.0251 0.1224 0.0888
SD 0.0000 0.2219 0.0092 0.0510 0.0365 0.0007 0.0078 0.0503 0.0184 0.0023 0.0425 0.0324

MAD 0.0000 0.1745 0.0073 0.0397 0.0284 0.0005 0.0061 0.0393 0.0144 0.0018 0.0338 0.0256

N = 100

Min 0.0100 - -0.0159 -0.0776 -0.0577 0.0097 -0.0030 -0.0903 -0.0488 -0.0471 -0.0418 -0.0684
Max 0.0100 - 0.0224 0.0935 0.0601 0.0115 0.0248 0.0865 0.0686 0.0917 0.0822 0.0878
SD 0.0000 - 0.0077 0.0315 0.0224 0.0003 0.0054 0.0331 0.0233 0.0274 0.0245 0.0311

MAD 0.0000 - 0.0061 0.0246 0.0175 0.0002 0.0043 0.0258 0.0185 0.0217 0.0195 0.0247

N = 200

Min 0.0050 - -0.0165 -0.0539 -0.0419 0.0049 -0.0038 -0.0612 -0.0368 -0.0324 -0.0336 -0.0376
Max 0.0050 - 0.0145 0.0587 0.0368 0.0059 0.0150 0.0563 0.0510 0.0620 0.0660 0.0593
SD 0.0000 - 0.0063 0.0183 0.0136 0.0002 0.0034 0.0197 0.0159 0.0166 0.0173 0.0171

MAD 0.0000 - 0.0050 0.0142 0.0106 0.0001 0.0027 0.0154 0.0126 0.0132 0.0136 0.0135

Note: Summary statistics for the estimated portfolio weights for our sparse approximate factor model (SAF) are compared to the equally
weighted portfolio (1/N ), the GMVP based on the sample covariance matrix (Sample), the POET estimator by Fan, Liao, and Mincheva
(2013) (POET), the Dynamic Factor Model (DFM), the Single Factor Model by Sharpe (1963) (SIM), the Three-Factor Model by Fama and
French (1993) (FF3F), the estimators by Ledoit and Wolf (2003) (LW), Kourtis, Dotsis, and Markellos (2012) (KDM), Abadir, Distaso, and
Žikeš (2014) (ADZ), Ledoit and Wolf (2018) (LW-NL) and Bien and Tibshirani (2011) (BT).
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Figure 2.4: SD for different subperiods

Appendix 2.C Competing Approaches

In this section, we summarize the estimation methods that are used in the simulation study
and in the empirical application.11

• Equally Weighted Portfolio (1/N )

11We also included in our extended comparative study the approaches by Frahm and Memmel (2010) and
Pollak (2011), which are based on direct shrinkage of the portfolio weights. The performance of these two
models was clearly inferior, so that we refrained from giving the results here. However, they can be obtained
from the authors upon request.
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The equally weighted or 1/N portfolio strategy comprises identical portfolio weights of size
1/N , for each of the risky assets. By ignoring any type of optimizing portfolio strategy it
often serves as a benchmark case to be outperformed in empirical performance comparisons.
As the weights have not to be estimated, the 1/N -strategy is free from any estimation
risk. Moreover, the 1/N portfolio weights can be considered as the outcome for portfolio
weights under extreme l2-penalization. DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009) find that the
mean-variance portfolio and most of its extensions cannot significantly outperform the 1/N

portfolio.12

• Sample (GMVP)

As the extreme alternative to the 1/N -strategy, we consider the plug-in estimator of the
GMVP based on the sample covariance matrix of the asset returns. The plug-in estimator is
free from any type of regularization. The plug-in approach yields unbiased estimates of the
true weights (Okhrin and Schmid (2006)), but the weight estimates are extremely unstable
when the asset space is large relative to the time series dimension. For some of our empirical
designs with N = 100, 200, the asset dimension exceeds the sample size, T = 60. For these
cases the plug-in estimator is infeasible, because the sample covariance matrix is singular.

A. Factor Models

Factor models with latent factors

1. Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013) (POET)
In our comparative study we include the POET estimator by Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013)
that is based on the standard approximate factor model with a dense factor loadings matrix
and a sparse idiosyncratic error covariance matrix. Similar to SAF, we use the number of
factors selected by Onatski (2010).

2. Doz, Giannone, and Reichlin (2011) (DFM)
To allow for some dynamics in the latent factors, we consider also a dynamic factor model
originally proposed by Geweke (1977). Specifically, the dynamic factor model is represented
by the following equation:

xit = B′i(L)ft + εit, (2.24)

12Kazak and Pohlmeier (2018) show, however, that conventional portfolio performance tests suffer from
very low power, so that the rejection of null hypothesis of equal performance of a given data-based strategy
and the 1/N -strategy is very unlikely.
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where Bi(L) =
(
bi1 + bi2L+ · · ·+ bipL

p
)
and L corresponds to the lag operator such that,

∀p, Lpft = ft−p. In this setup ft =
(
f1t, f2t, . . . , fqt

)′ is a (q × 1)-dimensional vector of
dynamic factors following a VAR process and bij, j = 1, . . . , p denote the corresponding
q-dimensional factor loadings. In order to estimate the dynamic factor model in (2.24), we
use the two step procedure of Doz, Giannone, and Reichlin (2011). The estimation requires
that the number of dynamic factors is given ex-ante. We use the consistent method by Bai
and Ng (2007) to determine q.

Factor models with observable factors

In addition, we consider two factor models that have been frequently used in the empirical
finance literature. Contrary to the approximate factor models, the factors in these models
are not latent but observable time series variables. In this respect, these type of models
incorporate more information than approaches, which solely use the information on the
return process itself to estimate the covariance matrix of returns. However, the inclusion of
additional time series information may give rise to an additional source of misspecification,
if the factor specification fails to describe the true data generating process properly.

1. The Single Index Model (SIM)

The single index model by Sharpe (1963) is based on a single observable factor, f1t,
representing the excess market return:

xit = α + βi1f1t + εit . (2.25)

In our study, we use as a proxy for the market return, the value-weighted returns of all
Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) firms incorporated in the US and listed on
the AMEX, NASDAQ, or the NYSE. The one-month treasury bill rate serves as the risk free
rate to construct the excess market returns. The estimator for the covariance matrix of the
single index model is given by:

Σ̂SIM = β̂1σ̂f1 β̂
′
1 + D̂ ,

where Σ̂f1 denotes the sample variance of the market excess returns. β̂1 represents the OLS
estimates of the factor loadings and D̂ is a diagonal matrix of the OLS residual variances of
regression model (2.25) assuming that the observed factor picks up the cross-correlations of
the returns completely.

2. Fama and French 3-Factor Model (FF3F)
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The Fama and French 3-factor model offers an extension to the single index model by Sharpe
(1963) and is defined as:

Xt = β1f1t + β2f2t + β3f3t + εt . (2.26)

The first factor f1 is identical to the one of the one-factor model in (2.25). The second
factor f2t often denoted by the acronym SMB is composed as the average returns on the
three small portfolios minus the average returns on the three big portfolios. In particular, it
defines a zero-cost portfolio that is long in stocks with a small market capitalization and
short in stocks with a large market capitalization13. The third factor f3t, denoted as HML,
comprises a zero-cost portfolio that is long in stocks with a high book-to-market value and
short in low book-to-market stocks 14. In matrix notation (2.26) is given by:

X = βF ′ + ε , (2.27)

where F = [f1, f2, f3] with dimension T × 3 and β = [β1, β2, β3] with dimension N × 3.
The estimator for the covariance matrix for the 3-factor model by Fama and French (1993)
ΣFF is equal to the following equation:

Σ̂FF = β̂Σ̂F β̂
′ + D̂FF ,

where Σ̂F denotes the covariance matrix of the three factors and D̂FF represents a diagonal
matrix that contains the variances of the OLS residuals covariance matrix on its main
diagonal.

B. Covariance Matrix Shrinking Strategies
Within the class of covariance matrix shrinkage strategies, we consider the method proposed
by Ledoit and Wolf (2003), Kourtis, Dotsis, and Markellos (2012), the design-free estimator
by Abadir, Distaso, and Žikeš (2014) and Ledoit and Wolf (2018).

1. Ledoit and Wolf (2003) (LW)
The LW approach shrinks the sample covariance matrix Sx towards the covariance matrix of

13It is important to note that securities with a long position in a portfolio are expected to rise in value and on
the other hand securities with short positions in a portfolio are expected to decline in value.

14A detailed definition of the factors can be found on the website of Kenneth R. French. See
http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
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a single index model that is well-conditioned. This yields the following definition:

Σ̂LW = α∗Sx + (1− α∗)Σ̂SIM,

where α∗ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant, which corresponds to the shrinkage intensity. Ledoit and
Wolf (2003) propose the following estimator to be used in practice α̂∗ = 1

T
τ−ρ
γ
, where τ

denotes the error on the sample covariance matrix, ρ measures the covariance between the
estimation errors of Σ̂SIM and Sx and γ accounts for the misspecification of the shrinkage
target Σ̂SIM.

2. Kourtis, Dotsis, and Markellos (2012) (KDM)
The estimation method by Kourtis, Dotsis, and Markellos (2012) directly shrinks the inverse
of the sample-based covariance matrix Sx towards the identity matrix IN and the inverse of
the covariance matrix resulting from a single index model by Sharpe (1963), according to
the following equation:

Σ̂−1
KDM = ζ1S

−1
x + ζ2IN + ζ3Σ̂−1

SIM. (2.28)

The authors show that the resulting weights are a three-fund strategy, i.e. a linear combination
of the sample-based weights ω̂, the equally weighted portfolio weights ω̂1/N and those of the
single index model model ω̂SIM. In order to select the optimal shrinkage coefficients in (2.28),
the authors suggest minimizing the out-of-sample portfolio variance using cross-validation.
It is important to note that this portfolio strategy is also applicable for the case when N > T .
In order to obtain reliable results for the inverse of Sx the authors use the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse.

3. Abadir, Distaso, and Žikeš (2014) (ADZ)
The design-free estimator for the covariance matrix by Abadir, Distaso, and Žikeš (2014)
aims to improve the estimation of the eigenvalues P̂ of Sx, that is a possible source of
ill-conditioning. The authors consider the following spectral decomposition of Sx:

Sx = Γ̂P̂ Γ̂′. (2.29)

In order to obtain an improved estimator for P , X is split into two subsamples X =(
X1
N×n

, X2
N×(T−n)

)
. Calculating the sample covariance matrix for the first n observations
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yields:

S1 =
1

n
X1MnX

′
1 = Γ̂1P̂1Γ̂′1, (2.30)

whereMn = In − 1
n
1n1′n is the de-meaning matrix of dimension n and 1n denotes a n× 1

vector of ones. The spectral decomposition of S1 provides the matrix of eigenvectors Γ̂1 and
the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues P̂1.

In the second step, an improved estimator for P is computed from the remaining
orthogonalized observations:

P̃ = diag
(

Cov
[
Γ̂′1X2

])
= diag

(
Γ̂′1S2Γ̂1

)
. (2.31)

The new estimator for the covariance matrix is now obtained according to:

Σ̂AZD = Γ̂P̃ Γ̂′. (2.32)

4. Ledoit and Wolf (2018) (LW-NL)
Another method that aims to improve on the estimation of the eigenvalues of Sx is provided
by Ledoit and Wolf (2018). The covariance estimator is given by:

Σ̂LW-NL = Γ̂D̂Γ̂′, (2.33)

where Γ̂ are the sample eigenvectors of Sx and the eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix D̂ are
estimated in a non-linear fashion as in Theorem 6.2. in Ledoit and Wolf (2018).

C. Sparse Covariance Estimators
The following estimators are explicitly designed to provide sparse covariance matrices.
Hence, these models are appropriate for empirical settings that are reflected by our second
simulation design.

1. Rothman, Levina, and Zhu (2009) (ST)
As a special case of the generalized thresholding estimators studied by Rothman, Levina,
and Zhu (2009), we use the soft-thresholding (ST) method as a sparse covariance estimator
and obtain:

Σ̂ST = σ̂ST,ij, σ̂ST,ij =

{
σ̂s,ij, i = j

S(σ̂s,ij, κ), i 6= j
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where σ̂s,ij is the ij-th element of the sample covariance matrix and S denotes the soft-
thresholding operator defined in (2.8). The thresholding parameter κ is selected by
minimizing the difference between Σ̂ST and Sx in Frobenius norm based on cross-validation.

2. Bien and Tibshirani (2011) (BT)
The authors propose a penalized maximum likelihood estimator based on a lasso penalty in
order to allow for sparsity in the covariance matrix and to reduce the effective number of
parameters. More specifically, the following objective function is optimized:

min
Σ�0

log det (Σ) + tr
(
Σ−1Sx

)
+ αN

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

∣∣hijσij∣∣ ,
where αN is a regularization parameter selected based on 5-fold cross-validation. The
ij-th element of the selection matrix H is defined as hij = 1l {i 6= j} and enables an
equal penalization of the off-diagonal elements and leaves the diagonal elements unaffected.
Furthermore, Bien and Tibshirani (2011) show that the estimated sparse covariance matrix
is positive definite.

Appendix 2.D Proofs

2.D.1 Consistency of the Sparse Approximate Factor Model Estimator

Proof. Theorem 2.3.1 (Consistency of the Sparse Approximate Factor Model Estimator)

Let us define the penalized log-likelihood as follows:

Lp(Λ,Σu) = Q1(Λ,Σu) +Q2(Λ,Σu) +Q3(Λ,Σu), (2.34)
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where

Q1(Λ,Σu) =
1

N
log |Σu|+

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u

)
− 1

N
log |Σu0| −

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u0

)
+

1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik| −
1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik0|

Q2(Λ,Σu) =
1

N
tr
[
(Λ− Λ0)′Σ−1

u (Λ− Λ0)
]

− 1

N
tr
[
(Λ− Λ0)′Σ−1

u Λ
(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u (Λ− Λ0)

]
Q3(Λ,Σu) =

1

N
log
∣∣ΛΛ′ + Σu

∣∣+
1

N
tr
(
Sx
(
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)
−Q2(Λ,Σu)

− 1

N
log |Σu| −

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u

)
.

Therefore, we can see that equation (2.34) can be written as

Lp(Λ,Σu) =
1

N
log
∣∣ΛΛ′ + Σu

∣∣+
1

N
tr
(
Sx
(
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)

− 1

N
log |Σu0| −

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u0

)
+

1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik| −
1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik0| .

(2.35)

Define the set,

Ψδ =
{

(Λ,Σu) : δ−1 < πmin

(
Λ′Λ

Nβ

)
≤ πmax

(
Λ′Λ

Nβ

)
< δ

δ−1 < πmin (Σu) ≤ πmax (Σu) < δ
}
, for 1/2 ≤ β ≤ 1.

Further, Φu = diag (Σu) and denotes a covariance matrix that contains only the elements of
the main diagonal of Σu.
We impose the following sparsity assumptions on Λ and Σu:

LN =
r∑

k=1

N∑
i=1

1l {λik 6= 0} = O (N)

SN = max
i≤N

N∑
j=1

1l
{
σu,ij 6= 0

}
,

where 1l {·} defines an indicator function that is equal to one if the argument in braces is
true. Hence, LN is the number of non-zero elements in the factor loadings matrix Λ and SN
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denotes the maximum number of non-zero elements in each row of Σu, following Bickel and
Levina (2008a).

We introduce a lemma that will be necessary for the forthcoming derivations.

Lemma 2.D.1.

(i) maxi,j≤N

∣∣∣ 1
T

∑T
t=1 uitujt − E

[
uitujt

]∣∣∣ = Op
(√

(logN)/T
)

(ii) maxi≤r,j≤N

∣∣∣ 1
T

∑T
t=1 fitujt

∣∣∣ = Op
(√

(logN)/T
)

Proof. See Lemmas A.3 and B.1 in Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2011).

Lemma 2.D.2.

sup
(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ

∣∣Q3(Λ,Σu)
∣∣ = Op

(
logNβ

N
+

1

Nβ

logN

T

)

Proof. The unpenalized log-likelihood

L(Λ,Σu) =
1

N
log
∣∣ΛΛ′ + Σu

∣∣+
1

N
tr
(
Sx
(
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)
, (2.36)

can be decomposed in a similar fashion as in Lemma A.2. in Bai and Liao (2016).

The first term in equation (2.36) can be written as:

1

N
log
∣∣ΛΛ′ + Σu

∣∣ =
1

N
log |Σu|+

1

N
log
∣∣Ir + Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
∣∣ .

Hence, we have

1

N
log
∣∣ΛΛ′ + Σu

∣∣ =
1

N
log |Σu|+O

(
logNβ

N

)
. (2.37)

Now, we consider the second term 1
N
tr
(
Sx (ΛΛ′ + Σu)

−1
)
. Hereby, Sx is defined as:

Sx =
1

T

T∑
t=1

xtx
′
t = Λ0Λ′0 + Su + Λ0

1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
t +

Λ0
1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
t

′ ,
where Su = 1

T

∑T
t=1 utu

′
t and the identification condition 1

T

∑T
t=1 ftf

′
t = Ir is used.
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By the matrix inversion formula we have:

(
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
= Σ−1

u − Σ−1
u Λ

(
Ir + Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u .

Hence, we get:

1

N
tr
(
Sx
(
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)

=
1

N
tr
(
Λ′0Σ−1

u Λ0

)
+

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u

)
− A1 + A2 + A3 − A4,

(2.38)

where A1 = 1
N
tr
(

Λ0Λ′0Σ−1
u Λ

(
Ir + Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u

)
,

A2 = 1
N
tr
(

1
T

∑T
t=1 Λ0ftu

′
t (ΛΛ′ + Σu)

−1
)
, A3 = 1

N
tr
(

1
T

∑T
t=1 utf

′
tΛ
′
0 (ΛΛ′ + Σu)

−1
)

and A4 = 1
N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u Λ

(
Ir + Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u

)
.

Subsequently, we look at the terms A1 − A4, respectively.
Since πmax (Σu) and π−1

min (Λ′Λ) are bounded from above uniformly in Ψδ, we can derive the
following expressions similarly as in Bai and Liao (2016):

sup
(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ

πmax

[(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1
]
≤ sup

(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ

πmax (Σu)

πmin (Λ′Λ)
= O

(
N−β

)
, (2.39)

sup
(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ

πmax

[(
Ir + Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1
]
≤ sup

(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ

πmax

[(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1
]

= O
(
N−β

)
.

(2.40)

By applying the matrix inversion formula we have,

A1 =
1

N
tr
(

Λ′0Σ−1
u Λ

(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u Λ0

)
− 1

N
tr
(

Λ′0Σ−1
u Λ

(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1 (

Ir + Λ′Σ−1
u Λ

)−1
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ0

)
,

where the second term can be bounded using (2.39) and (2.40), by the following:

1

N
tr
(

Λ′0Σ−1
u Λ

(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1 (

Ir + Λ′Σ−1
u Λ

)−1
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)−1
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∥∥Λ′0Σ−1
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N−2β
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O
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1
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= O
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1
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)
.
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Hence,

A1 =
1

N
tr
(

Λ′0Σ−1
u Λ

(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u Λ0

)
+O

(
1

N

)
.

In the following, we define si(A) as the i-th singular value of a (m×n)matrixA. Furthermore,
smax(A) denotes the largest singular value of A. Using Lemma 2.D.1., Fact 9.14.3 and Fact
9.14.23 in Bernstein (2009) and the fact that

πmax

[(
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
]
≤ πmax

[(
ΛΛ′

)−1
]

= O
(
N−β

)
,
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we have:

sup
(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ

|A2| ≤
1

N

N∑
i=1

si

 1

T

T∑
t=1

Λ0ftu
′
t

 si

((
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)

≤ 1

2N

r∑
i=1

si

Λ′0Λ0 +
1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
tutf

′
t

 si

((
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)

≤ r

2N
smax

Λ′0Λ0 +
1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
tutf

′
t

 smax

((
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)

≤ r

2N

smax

(
Λ′0Λ0

)
+ smax

 1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
tutf

′
t




· smax

((
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)

≤ r

2N

π1/2
max

(
Λ′0Λ0Λ′0Λ0

)
+ π1/2

max

 1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
tutf

′
tftu

′
tutf

′
t




· π1/2
max

((
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1 (
ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
)

≤ r

2N

∥∥Λ′0Λ0

∥∥+

∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
tutf

′
t

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥(ΛΛ′ + Σu

)−1
∥∥∥

≤ r

2N

O(1) +O
(
N−β

)∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
t

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2


≤ r

2N

O(1) +O
(
N−β

)
N · r

∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

T

T∑
t=1

ftu
′
t

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

max


= Op

(
1

N
+

1

Nβ

logN

T

)
.

Similarly, we have that sup(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ
|A3| = Op

(
1
N

+ 1
Nβ

logN
T

)
.

By the matrix inversion formula, we have for A4 the following:

A4 =
1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u Λ

(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u

)
− 1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u Λ

(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1 (

Ir + Λ′Σ−1
u Λ

)−1
Λ′Σ−1

u

)
.
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From equations (2.39) and (2.40), we see that the second term on the right hand side is
uniformly of a smaller order than the first term. The first term of A4 is bounded by:

A4 = tr
[(

Σ−1
u SuΣ

−1
u

)1/2
Λ
(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′
(
Σ−1
u SuΣ

−1
u

)1/2
]

≤ tr
[
Σ−1
u SuΣ

−1
u

]
πmax

(
Λ
(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′
)

≤ tr
[(
SuΣ

−1
u

)1/2
Σ−1
u

(
SuΣ

−1
u

)1/2
]
O(1)

≤ tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u

)
O(1).

Hence, we can bound the unpenalized log-likelihood function by:

L(Λ,Σu) =
1

N
tr
(
Λ′0Σ−1

u Λ0

)
+

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u

)
+

1

N
log |Σu|

− 1

N
tr
(

Λ′0Σ−1
u Λ

(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u Λ0

)
+Op

(
logNβ

N
+

1

Nβ

logN

T

)
=

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u

)
+

1

N
log |Σu|+

1

N
tr
[
(Λ− Λ0)′Σ−1

u (Λ− Λ0)
]

− 1

N
tr
[
(Λ− Λ0)′Σ−1

u Λ
(
Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u (Λ− Λ0)

]
+Op

(
logNβ

N
+

1

Nβ

logN

T

)
=

1

N
log |Σu|+

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u

)
+Q2(Λ,Σu)

+Op

(
logNβ

N
+

1

Nβ

logN

T

)
.

By the definition of Q3(Λ,Σu) we have:

sup
(Λ,Σu)∈Ψδ

∣∣Q3(Λ,Σu)
∣∣ = Op

(
logNβ

N
+

1

Nβ

logN

T

)
.

Lemma 2.D.3. For dT = logNβ

N
+ 1

Nβ
logN
T

Q1(Λ̂, Σ̂u) +Q2(Λ̂, Σ̂u) = Op (dT )
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Proof. If we consider equation (2.35) at the true parameter values, we get:

Lp(Λ0,Σu0) =
1

N
log
∣∣Λ0Λ′0 + Σu0

∣∣+
1

N
tr
(
Sx
(
Λ0Λ′0 + Σu0

)−1
)

−Q2(Λ0,Σu0)− 1

N
log |Σu0| −

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u0

)
+

1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik0| −
1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik0|

= Q3(Λ0,Σu0).

(2.41)

Hence, by (2.34) and (2.41), we have:

Q1(Λ̂, Σ̂u) +Q2(Λ̂, Σ̂u) = Lp(Λ̂, Σ̂u)−Q3(Λ̂, Σ̂u)

≤ Lp(Λ0,Σu0)−Q3(Λ̂, Σ̂u)

= Q3(Λ0,Σu0)−Q3(Λ̂, Σ̂u)

= 2 sup
∣∣Q3(Λ,Σu)

∣∣ .
Therefore, by Lemma 2.D.2. we obtain:

Q1(Λ̂, Σ̂u) +Q2(Λ̂, Σ̂u) ≤ dT , (2.42)

Lemma 2.D.4.

1

N

∥∥∥Φ̂u − Φu0

∥∥∥2

F
= Op

(
logN

T
+ dT

)
= op(1)

Proof. By equation (2.42) and the definition of Q1(Λ̂, Σ̂u) and Q2(Λ̂, Σ̂u), we get:

B1 +B2 ≤ dT , (2.43)
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where B1 and B2 are defined as

B1 =
1

N
log
∣∣∣Σ̂u

∣∣∣+
1

N
tr
(
SuΣ̂

−1
u

)
− 1

N
log |Σu0| −

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u0

)
B2 =

1

N
tr
[(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′
Σ̂−1
u

(
Λ̂− Λ0

)]
− 1

N
tr
[(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′
Σ̂−1
u Λ̂

(
Λ̂′Σ̂−1

u Λ̂
)−1

Λ̂′Σ̂−1
u

(
Λ̂− Λ0

)]
+

1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣λ̂ik∣∣∣− 1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik0| .

By equation (2.43), we can see that

1

N
log
∣∣∣Σ̂u

∣∣∣+
1

N
tr
(
SuΣ̂

−1
u

)
− 1

N
log |Σu0| −

1

N
tr
(
SuΣ

−1
u0

)
≤ dT

and

1

N
log
∣∣∣Φ̂u

∣∣∣+
1

N
tr
(
SuΦ̂

−1
u

)
− 1

N
log |Φu0| −

1

N
tr
(
SuΦ

−1
u0

)
≤ dT , (2.44)

where Φu = diag (Σu) and denotes a covariance matrix that contains only the elements of
the main diagonal of Σu. Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma B.1. in Bai
and Liao (2016), we get:

c
∥∥∥Φ̂−1

u − Φ−1
u0

∥∥∥2

F
−Op

(√
logN

T

)∑
ij

∣∣∣Φu0,ij − Φ̂u,ij

∣∣∣ ≤ NdT

c
∥∥∥Φ̂−1

u − Φ−1
u0

∥∥∥2

F
−Op

(√
logN

T

)
√
N
∥∥∥Φ̂u − Φu0

∥∥∥
F
≤ NdT

c
∥∥∥Φ̂−1

u − Φ−1
u0

∥∥∥2

F
−Op

(√
logN

T

)
√
N

∥∥∥∥Φ̂u

(
Φ̂−1
u − Φ−1

u0

)
Φu0

∥∥∥∥
F

≤ NdT

c
∥∥∥Φ̂−1

u − Φ−1
u0

∥∥∥2

F
−Op

(√
logN

T

)
√
N
∥∥∥Φ̂u

∥∥∥ ‖Φu0‖
∥∥∥Φ̂−1

u − Φ−1
u0

∥∥∥
F
≤ NdT .
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Solving for
∥∥∥Φ̂−1

u − Φ−1
u0

∥∥∥
F
yields:

∥∥∥Φ̂−1
u − Φ−1

u0

∥∥∥
F

= Op

(√
N logN

T
+
√
NdT

)
1

N

∥∥∥Φ̂−1
u − Φ−1

u0

∥∥∥2

F
= Op

(
logN

T
+ dT

)
= op(1).

Hence, we can conclude the proof by the following derivation:

1

N

∥∥∥Φ̂u − Φu0

∥∥∥2

F
=

1

N

∥∥∥∥Φ̂u

(
Φ−1
u0 − Φ̂−1

u

)
Φu0

∥∥∥∥2

F

≤ 1

N

∥∥∥Φ̂u

∥∥∥2

‖Φu0‖2
∥∥∥Φ̂−1

u − Φ−1
u0

∥∥∥2

F
.

In the following, we establish the consistency of the factor loadings estimator. Initially,
we bound the first part of B2 defined in equation (2.43).

Lemma 2.D.5.

1

N
tr
[(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′
Σ̂−1
u

(
Λ̂− Λ0

)
−
(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′
Σ̂−1
u Λ̂

(
Λ̂′Σ̂−1

u Λ̂
)−1

Λ̂′Σ̂−1
u

(
Λ̂− Λ0

)]
≥ Op

(
LN
N

)
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

Proof.

1

N
tr
[(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′
Σ̂−1
u

(
Λ̂− Λ0

)
−
(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′
Σ̂−1
u Λ̂

(
Λ̂′Σ̂−1

u Λ̂
)−1

Λ̂′Σ̂−1
u

(
Λ̂− Λ0

)]
≥ 1

N
tr
[(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′ (
Λ̂− Λ0

)]
πmin

(
Σ̂−1
u

)
− 1

N
tr
[(

Λ̂− Λ0

)′ (
Λ̂− Λ0

)]
πmax

(
Σ̂−1
u Λ̂

(
Λ̂′Σ̂−1

u Λ̂
)−1

Λ̂′Σ̂−1
u

)
≥

[
Op
(

1

N

)
+Op

(
LN
N

)]
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

= Op
(
LN
N

)
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

.

The consistency result for Λ̂ is summarized in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.D.6.

max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥ = Op

(
µ+

√
NdT
LN

)

Proof. If we consider equation (2.43), Lemma 2.D.4. and Lemma 2.D.5., we have

Op
(
LN
N

)
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

+
1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣λ̂ik∣∣∣− |λik0| ≤ dT

Op
(
LN
N

)
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

− 1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

|λik0| −
∣∣∣λ̂ik∣∣∣ ≤ dT

Op
(
LN
N

)
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

− 1

N
µ

r∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣λ̂ik − λik0

∣∣∣ ≤ dT

Op
(
LN
N

)
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

−O
(
LN
N

)
µmax

i≤N

r∑
k=1

∣∣∣λ̂ik − λik0

∣∣∣ ≤ dT

Op
(
LN
N

)
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

−O
(
LN
N

)
µ
√
r

√
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

≤ dT

Solving for maxi≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥ yields
max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥ ≤ µ+

√
µ2 +Op

(
NdT
LN

)
≤ µ+Op

(√
NdT
LN

)
.

Lemma 2.D.7.

1

T

T∑
t=1

∥∥∥f̂t − ft∥∥∥2

= op(1)

Proof. By the definition of the factor estimator in equation (2.5) we have:

f̂t − ft = −
(

Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u Λ̂

)−1

Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u

(
Λ̂− Λ

)
ft +

(
Λ̂′Φ̂−1

u Λ̂
)−1

Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u ut (2.45)
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As LN = O
(
Nβ
)
, the first term on the right-hand side can be bounded by:

Op
(
N−β

)√√√√ N∑
i=1

∥∥∥∥(Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u

)
i

(
λ̂i − λi

)∥∥∥∥2

‖ft‖

≤ Op
(
N−β

)√√√√√Op
 N∑

i=1

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi∥∥∥2


≤ Op

(
N−β

)√
Op
(
LN max

i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi∥∥∥2
)

= Op

(√
LN
Nβ

)
op(1) = op(1). (2.46)

Now, we are going to bound the second term on the right-hand side of (2.45). For this we
first analyze the term Λ̂′Φ̂−1

u ut.

Op
(
N−β

)∥∥∥∥(Λ̂′Φ̂−1
u − Λ′0Φ−1

u0

)
ut

∥∥∥∥
F

≤

Op
(
N−β

)∥∥∥∥(Λ̂− Λ0

)′
Φ̂−1
u ut

∥∥∥∥
F

+Op
(
N−β

)∥∥∥∥Λ′0

(
Φ̂−1
u − Φ−1

u0

)
ut

∥∥∥∥
F

Using Lemma 2.D.6., the first term can be bounded by:

Op
(
N−β

)√√√√ N∑
i=1

∥∥∥∥(λ̂i − λi0)(Φ̂−1
u ut

)
i

∥∥∥∥2

Op
(
N−β

)√
LN max

i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi0∥∥∥2

Op(1)

= Op

(√
LN
Nβ

)
op(1) = op(1). (2.47)
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The second term can be bounded using Lemma 2.D.4. according to:

Op
(
N−β

)∥∥∥∥Λ′0

(
Φ̂−1
u − Φ−1

u0

)
ut

∥∥∥∥
F

(2.48)

= Op
(
N−β

)√√√√ N∑
i=1

∥∥∥∥(Λ′0Φ−1
u )i

(
φiu0 − φ̂iu

)(
Φ̂−1
u ut

)
i

∥∥∥∥2

≤ Op
(
N−β

)√√√√ N∑
i=1

∥∥∥φ̂iu − (φiu0)
∥∥∥2 ∥∥(Λ′0Φ−1

u )i
∥∥2

∥∥∥∥(Φ̂−1
u ut

)
i

∥∥∥∥2

= Op
(

logN

Nβ

∥∥∥Φ̂u − Φu0

∥∥∥
F

)
= op(1). (2.49)

Hence, using (2.46), (2.47) and (2.48) yields:

∥∥∥f̂t − ft∥∥∥ = Op
(
N−β

) N∑
i=1

∥∥∥(Λ′0Φ−1
u0

)
i
uit

∥∥∥+ op(1) = Op
(
N−β/2

)
+ op(1).

Lemma 2.D.8.

max
i≤N

1

T

T∑
t=1

|ûit − uit|2 = Op
(
µ2 +

NdT
LN

)

Proof. Since ûit − uit =
(
λ̂i − λi

)
f̂ ′t + λi

(
f̂t − ft

)′
, we have by Lemma 2.D.6. and

Lemma 2.D.7.:

max
i≤N

1

T

T∑
t=1

|ûit − uit|2 ≤ 2 max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi∥∥∥2 1

T

T∑
t=1

∥∥∥f̂t∥∥∥2

+ 2 max
i≤N
‖λi‖2 1

T

T∑
t=1

∥∥∥f̂t − ft∥∥∥2

≤ Op
(

max
i≤N

∥∥∥λ̂i − λi∥∥∥2
)

+Op

 1

T

T∑
t=1

∥∥∥f̂t − ft∥∥∥2


= Op

(
µ2 +

NdT
LN

)
.
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Lemma 2.D.9.

max
i,j≤N

∣∣σ̂ij − σij∣∣ = Op

(√
µ2 +

NdT
LN

)
,

where dT = logNβ

N
+ 1

Nβ
logN
T

.

Proof. Based on Lemma A.3.(iii) by Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2011) we have:

max
i,j≤N

∣∣σ̂ij − σij∣∣ ≤ max
i,j≤N

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

T

T∑
t=1

uitujt − σij

∣∣∣∣∣∣+ max
i,j≤N

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

T

T∑
t=1

ûitûjt − uitujt

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.50)

where the authors show that the first term on the right-hand side is Op
(√

logN
T

)
. Now

we are going to analyze the second term on the right-hand side of equation (2.50). In
Lemma 2.D.8. we have shown that maxi≤N

1
T

∑T
t=1 |ûit − uit|

2 = op(1). Hence, the result
follows from Lemma A.3.(ii) by Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2011).

2.D.2 Rate of convergence for the idiosyncratic error covariance matrix estimator

In what follows, we are going to determine the convergence rate of the idiosyncratic error
covariance matrix estimator based on soft-thresholding.

Lemma 2.D.10.

∥∥∥Σ̂τ
u − Σu

∥∥∥ = Op

(
SN

√
µ2 +

NdT
LN

)

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.D.9. and Theorem A.1. of Fan, Liao, and
Mincheva (2013).

2.D.3 Convergence Rates for the Covariance Matrix Estimator

Proof: Theorem 2.3.2 (Convergence Rates for the Covariance Matrix Estimator)

Σ̂SAF = Λ̂Λ̂′ + Σ̂τ
u, (2.51)
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where Σ̂τ
u corresponds to the POET estimator of Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013). Similar as

in Fan, Liao, and Mincheva (2013), we consider the weighted quadratic norm introduced by
Fan, Fan, and Lv (2008) and which is defined as:

‖A‖Σ = N−1/2
∥∥∥Σ−1/2AΣ−1/2

∥∥∥
F
.

Lemma 2.D.11.

1

N

∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ
∥∥∥2

Σ
= Op

L2
N

N2

[
µ4 +

(
N

LN
dT

)2
]

+

[
NβLN
N2

+
S2
N

N

][
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

]
Proof. The weighted quadratic norm of the difference between the estimated covariance

matrix Σ̂SAF and the true one Σ can be expressed as:∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ
∥∥∥2

Σ
≤
∥∥∥Λ̂Λ̂′ − Λ0Λ′0

∥∥∥2

Σ
+
∥∥∥Σ̂τ

u − Σu0

∥∥∥2

Σ
. (2.52)

If we consider C = Λ̂− Λ0 we can introduce the following definitions:

CC ′ = Λ̂Λ̂′ − Λ̂Λ′0 − Λ0Λ̂′ + Λ0Λ′0

Λ0C
′ = Λ0Λ̂′ − Λ0Λ′0

CΛ′0 = Λ̂Λ′0 − Λ0Λ′0.

Using the previous definitions, we can rewrite the first term in (2.52) in the following form:∥∥∥Λ̂Λ̂′ − Λ0Λ′0

∥∥∥2

Σ
=
∥∥CC ′ + Λ0C

′ + CΛ′0
∥∥2

Σ

≤
∥∥CC ′∥∥2

Σ
+
∥∥CΛ′0

∥∥2

Σ
+
∥∥Λ0C

′∥∥2

Σ
.

Hence, equation (2.52) can be expressed as:∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ
∥∥∥2

Σ
≤
∥∥CC ′∥∥2

Σ
+
∥∥CΛ′0

∥∥2

Σ
+
∥∥Λ0C

′∥∥2

Σ
+
∥∥∥Σ̂τ

u − Σu

∥∥∥2

Σ
. (2.53)
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Now we analyze each term in (2.53) separately:

∥∥Λ0C
′∥∥2

Σ
= N−1tr

(
Σ−1/2Λ0C

′Σ−1/2Σ−1/2CΛ′0Σ−1/2
)

= N−1tr
(
Λ′0Σ−1Λ0C

′Σ−1C
)

≤ N−1
∥∥Λ′0Σ−1Λ0

∥∥∥∥Σ−1
∥∥ ‖C‖2

F = Op

(
Nβ

N
‖C‖2

F

)
.

Similarly, we get ‖CΛ′0‖
2
Σ = Op

(
Nβ

N
‖C‖2

F

)
. Further, ‖CC ′‖2

Σ = 1
N
‖C‖4

F .
Hence, by Lemma 2.D.10. we get:

∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ
∥∥∥2

Σ
= Op

(
1

N
‖C‖4

F +
Nβ

N
‖C‖2

F

)
+Op

(∥∥∥Σ̂τ
u − Σu

∥∥∥2

Σ

)

= Op

L2
N

N

[
µ4 +

(
N

LN
dT

)2
]

+
NβLN
N

[
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

]
+Op

(
S2
N

[
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

])

= Op

L2
N

N

[
µ4 +

(
N

LN
dT

)2
]

+

[
NβLN
N

+ S2
N

] [
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

] .

Under the Frobenius norm we have:

Lemma 2.D.12.

1

N

∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ
∥∥∥2

F
= Op

L2
N

N

[
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

]2

+

[
NβLN
N

+ S2
N

][
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

]
Proof. A similar argument as in Lemma 2.D.11 leads to:∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ

∥∥∥2

F
≤
∥∥CC ′∥∥2

F
+
∥∥Λ0C

′∥∥2

F
+
∥∥CΛ′0

∥∥2

F
+
∥∥∥Σ̂τ

u − Σu

∥∥∥2

F
, (2.54)

where the second term can be bounded by

∥∥Λ0C
′∥∥2

F
= tr

(
Λ′0Λ0C

′C
)

≤ ‖Λ0‖2 ‖C‖2
F = Op

(
Nβ ‖C‖2

F

)
.
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Furthermore, the first term in (2.54) has the same upper bound. Hence, again by using
Lemma 2.D.10 we get:∥∥∥Σ̂SAF − Σ

∥∥∥2

F
≤ Op

(
‖C‖4

F +Nβ ‖C‖2
F

)
+Op

(∥∥∥Σ̂τ
u − Σu

∥∥∥2

F

)
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N
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N
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dT

]2

+NβLN

[
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N

[
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N
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dT

]
S2
N

)
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(
L2
N

[
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N
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dT

]2

+
[
NβLN +NS2

N

] [
µ2 +

N
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dT

])

Inverse of the covariance matrix

Let us define the following quantities:

Ĝ =

(
Ir + Λ̂′

(
Σ̂τ
u

)−1

Λ̂

)−1

,

G0 =
(
Ir + Λ′0Σ−1

u0 Λ0

)−1
.

Lemma 2.D.13.

(i)
∥∥∥Ĝ∥∥∥ = Op

(
N−β

)
(ii)

∥∥∥Ĝ−1 −G−1
0

∥∥∥
F

= Op

Nβ

(
N−β/2 ‖C‖F +

∥∥∥∥(Σ̂τ
u

)−1

− Σ−1
u
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F

)
Proof.

(i) Lemma 2.D.10. implies
∥∥∥∥(Σ̂τ

u

)−1
∥∥∥∥ = Op(1). Then, by the definition of Ĝ we have:

∥∥∥Ĝ∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥∥∥
(

Λ̂′
(

Σ̂τ
u

)−1

Λ̂

)−1
∥∥∥∥∥

≤
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(
Σ̂τ
u

)
πmin

(
Λ̂′Λ̂

) = Op
(
N−β

)
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(ii) By the definition of Ĝ andG0, we have: Ĝ−1−G−1
0 = Λ̂′

(
Σ̂τ
u

)−1

Λ̂−Λ′0Σ−1
u0 Λ0. Hence,

the previous quantitiy can be decomposed according to:

Ĝ−1 −G−1
0 = C ′

(
Σ̂τ
u

)−1

Λ̂ + Λ′0Σ−1
u0C + Λ′0

((
Σ̂τ
u

)−1

− Σ−1
u0

)
Λ̂. (2.55)

If we bound all three terms on the right hand side of equation (2.55), we get:∥∥∥Ĝ−1 −G−1
0

∥∥∥
F
≤ ‖C‖F Op

(
Nβ/2

)
+
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)−1
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) .

Lemma 2.D.14.
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N
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F
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(
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Proof. Using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury inverse formula, we get

∥∥∥Σ̂−1
SAF − Σ−1

∥∥∥2

F
=

6∑
i=1

Li,
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where

L1 =

∥∥∥∥(Σ̂τ
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.

In the following, we bound each of the six terms, separately.

L2 ≤
∥∥∥∥(Σ̂τ

u

)−1

− Σ−1
u0

∥∥∥∥2
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∥∥∥Λ̂ĜΛ̂′
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∥∥∥∥(Σ̂τ

u

)−1
∥∥∥∥2

.

By Lemma 2.D.13. (i) follows that L2 ≤ Op(L1). Similarly, L3 is also Op(L1).
Further,
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∥∥Σ−1

u0

∥∥2 ‖C‖2
F
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Hence, also by Lemma 2.D.13. (i)
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)
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(
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F N
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Similarly, L5 = Op (L4). Finally,
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∥∥Σ−1

u0 Λ0

∥∥4
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F
.
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By Lemma 2.D.13. (ii) we have,

L6 ≤ Op
(
N2β

)∥∥∥∥Ĝ(G−1
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)
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)
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Adding up the terms L1 − L6 gives

1

N

∥∥∥Σ̂−1
SAF − Σ−1

∥∥∥2

F
= Op

(
LN
Nβ+1

[
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

]
+ S2

N

[
µ2 +

N

LN
dT

])
.

2.D.4 Isometry group for the lp-norm

In this section, we provide a short demonstration that only a unitary generalized permutation
matrix can be an isometry for the lp-norm.

Define the lp norm of a (n× n)-dimensional matrix A as:

|‖A‖|p =

 n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

|aij|p
1/p

.

Consider the isometry P , which is (n× n)-dimensional for the lp norm, with
1 ≤ p < 2 < q ≤ ∞ and the (n× n)-dimensional isometry P ∗ for the lq norm. For each
standard basis vector ej , we have:

|‖Pej‖|p = |‖ej‖|p = 1.

Hence,
∑n

i=1 |pij|p = 1, for each j = 1, . . . , n. Further, we have |pij| ≤ 1, for all
i, j = 1, . . . , n and

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1 |pij|p = n. Similar, considering P ∗ and the lq norm, yields∑n

i=1

∑n
j=1 |pij|q = n, as well. However, |pij|q ≤ |pij|p holds with equality if and only if

pij = 0, 1 or −1. Hence, each column of P contains only one non-zero element and it has
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unit modulus. Furthermore, the non-singularity of P ensures that each row of P has no
more than one non-zero element.

2.D.5 Proof of Proposition 2.6.1

Proof. As presented in Section 2.2.4, the general equation of the covariance matrix estimator
based on an approximate factor model is given by:

Σ = ΛΛ′ + Σu. (2.56)

Correspondingly, the precision matrix is given by the inverse of the two matrices on the
right-hand side of (2.56):

Σ−1 = Σ−1
u − Σ−1

u Λ
(
Ir + Λ′Σ−1

u Λ
)−1

Λ′Σ−1
u . (2.57)

Further, by the definition of the factor loadings matrix Λ, the first part on the right-hand side
of (2.56) can be expressed as:

ΛΛ′ =


∑r

k=1 λ
2
1k C∑r

k=1 λ
2
2k

. . .
C

∑r
k=1 λ

2
Nk

 ,

where C denotes the upper and lower diagonal block of the matrix ΛΛ′.

Hence, the sum of the eigenvalues of ΛΛ′ is calculated as:

r∑
k=1

πk
(
ΛΛ′

)
= tr

(
ΛΛ′

)
=

N∑
i=1

r∑
k=1

λ2
ik. (2.58)

From equation (2.58), we can clearly see that sparsity or zeros in the factor loadings matrix
corresponds to shrinking the sum of the eigenvalues of the covariance of the common
component.
In the next step, we want to analyze the global minimum variance portfolio weights based on
the estimate of the covariance matrix of our SAF model.

Without loss of generality we assume that the idiosyncratic error covariance matrix is an
identity matrix, which corresponds to a high penalization of the off-diagonal elements based
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on the POET method. Hence, the precision matrix in (2.57) simplifies to:

Σ−1 = IN − Λ
(
Ir + Λ′Λ

)−1
Λ′

= IN −
[
IN +

(
ΛΛ′

)−1
]−1

. (2.59)

In the following, we have a look at the eigenvalues of the precision matrix of our SAF
estimator based on equation (2.59):

N∑
i=1

πi
(
Σ−1

)
=

N∑
i=1

πi (IN)−
N∑
i=1

1

1 + 1/πi (ΛΛ′)

=
N∑
i=1

πi (IN)−
N∑
i=1

πi (ΛΛ′)

πi (ΛΛ′) + 1

≤
N∑
i=1

πi (IN)−
∑N

i=1 πi (ΛΛ′)

N +
∑N

i=1 πi (ΛΛ′)
. (2.60)

From equations (2.58) and (2.60), we can see that the possible sparsity in Λ allowed by our
SAF model shrinks the precision matrix based on the SAF model towards an identity matrix.
As the GMVP weights directly depend on an estimate of the precision matrix this implies a
shrinkage of the SAF portfolio weights towards the weights of the 1/N -portfolio.
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Chapter 3
A Latent Factor Model for Forecasting
Realized Variances
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3.1. Introduction

Modeling the dynamics of daily realized variance (RVar) series for forecasting purposes
has played an important role in the literature over the last decade as they are essential in
various financial applications, such as pricing volatility-based derivatives (e.g., options, like
VIX). As traders usually handle several of such derivatives simultaneously, modeling RVar
series in a vector framework becomes mandatory. The most important dynamic feature
of these series is their long persistence mirrored in the slowly decaying pattern of their
autocorrelation functions (ACF). The existing approaches in capturing this feature, such
as the Autoregressive Fractional Integrated Moving Average (ARFIMA) model (Andersen,
Bollerslev, Diebold, and Labys (2001)), the Heterogeneous Auto-Regressive (HAR) model
(Corsi (2009)) and its HARQ extension (Bollerslev, Patton, and Quaedvlieg (2016)) or the
Mixed-data Sampling (MIDAS) model (Ghysels, Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2006)), are
univariate and suffer from the curse of dimensionality when applied to vectors of daily RVar
series.

This paper introduces a new model to forecast daily RVar series that captures their long
persistence by exploiting the commonality in their dynamics within a vector structure. In
particular, the long persistence is modeled by cross-sectionally aggregating components
with short memory within a dynamic latent factor structure, where the factors/components
are autoregressive (AR) processes of order 1. Thus, the new approach remains parsimonious
when the dimension of the vector increases and it easily accommodates further empirical
features, such as conditional heteroskedasticity.

The idea of capturing the long persistence by cross-sectionally aggregating components
with short memory goes back to Granger (1980). He shows that aggregating a finite number
of AR(1) processes, for which the AR parameters follow a specific distribution (Beta
distribution), exhibit a hyperbolic decaying autocorrelation, which is typical for long memory
processes. Haldrup and Valdes (2017) generalizes this results to the case when the number
of components goes to infinity and shows that the aggregation argument is consistent with a
range of various definitions of long-memory (including the one regarding the decay pattern
of ACF). Harvey (2013) shows that already aggregating two AR(1) processes exhibit an ACF
that is close to the one of a long memory process. The idea of Granger (1980) is exploited
in the GARCH literature by Ding and Granger (1996), Engle and Lee (1999), Meddahi
and Renault (2004) and Adrian and Rosenberg (2008), among others, and in the stochastic
volatility literature by Gallant, Hsu, and Tauchen (1999) and Chernov, Gallant, Ghysels, and
Tauchen (2003). As also shown by Harvey (2013), while two components seem to be better
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than one component and, often, enough to capture the persistence in the volatility dynamics
(see, e.g., Engle and Rosenberg (2000); Alizadeh, Brandt, and Diebold (2002); Bollerslev
and Zhou (2006); Adrian and Rosenberg (2008)), Ding and Granger (1996) suggest that the
number of components should increase beyond 2.

In modeling RVar, the literature has so far focused mainly on continuous time models
that aggregate unobserved independent Lévi-driven Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes within
state-space representations (see, e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2002); Bollerslev
and Zhou (2006); Meddahi (2003); Andersen, Bollerslev, and Meddahi (2004); Koopman,
Jungbacker, and Hol (2005)). Different from these approaches, which are all univariate,
the one we introduce here is a discrete state-space model applied to an entire vector of
logarithm-transformed RVar series (log-RVar), for which high dimensions become beneficial
in terms of efficiency both for estimates and forecasts. Moreover, the applicability of our
model to vectors of RVar series makes it particularly appealing for financial applications,
such us pricing volatility-options.

The dynamic factor model (DFM) introduced in this paper aims at overcoming the
deficiencies of the most popular existing long-memory models for RVar. It is well known
that ARFIMA faces various problems when applied to daily series of (log-) RVar, such as
parameter identification issues as mentioned by Koopman, Jungbacker, and Hol (2005),
as well as convergence and estimation problems. In particular, the fractional integration
parameters is often estimated to be larger than 0.5 (e.g., Luciani and Veredas (2015)), which
indicates that the variance process is non-stationary, despite the broad evidence that this is
in reality not the case (Wright (1999); Hansen and Lunde (2014)). While the HAR model is
easily implementable in practice, its structure is, in fact, given by a restrictive autoregressive
model of order 22. Differently, our approach is very general and flexible, as the number
of factors, and thus, the length and form of the serial-dependence, is not fixed beforehand,
but optimally derived directly from the real data. The HARQ model of Bollerslev, Patton,
and Quaedvlieg (2016) suffers from the same limitations as HAR and, additionally, it does
not guarantee the positivity of the variance forecasts, as it is defined only for RVar and it
cannot straightforwardly be applied to their logarithm transformation. Through the fact that
we apply DFM to log-RVar, we avoid such problems, without imposing model parameter
constraints.

Besides capturing the long memory of each RVar series, DFM is capable of capturing the
dynamics of high-dimensional vectors of RVars within a very parsimonious framework. In
fact, it profits from what the alternatives suffer: the high dimensionality of the vector. Thus,
when the dimension of the vector of log-RVar increases, the vector ARFIMA, HAR, HARQ
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or MIDASmodel suffers from the curse of dimensionality and efficiency loss, while the factor
approach is parsimonious and gains in efficiency: if n is the dimension of the modeled vector
of RVar series, then the number of parameters of alternative models is of order O(n2), while
for our dynamic factor approach the order is O(n). Moreover, the quality of the forecasts
stemming from vector autoregressive models is affected by the magnitude of n, as their mean
squared prediction error is directly proportional to it (Lütkepohl (2005)). Differently, within
DFM, by increasing n, one provides more information on the commonality in the dynamics
of the modeled series with direct positive effects on the precision of the extracted factors
(see, e.g., Bai (2003); Sentana (2004)) and on the precision of the parameter estimates and
model forecasts. Our empirical results confirm these findings.

The dimensionality reduction feature of our model relates it to the literature on forecasting
panels /vectors of daily (log-) RVar series, which includes, for instance, the model of Luciani
and Veredas (2015). This approach builds on an (approximate) dynamic factor model that
consists, first, in extracting the factors by using the non-stationary approach of Bai and
Ng (2002) and second, in imposing on them a vector ARFIMA model. Thus, this model
differs from ours in two main ways: (1) it focuses on describing the commonality of large
vectors of RVar series, while our focus is to capture their long-persistence and (2) it faces
computational and estimation issues typical to ARFIMA (parameter identification, heuristic
estimates), while our model avoids them. Alternatively to Luciani and Veredas (2015), Atak
and Kapetanios (2013) augment the HAR representation with extracted static factors. A
more different approach is the one of Barigozzi, Brownlees, Gallo, and Veredas (2014) that
applies a semi-parametric model to capture the common trend of panels of RVar’s and the
class of multiplicative error models to describe the idiosyncratic part. All these approaches
use the principal component analysis (thoroughly analyzed in Ghysels (2014)) to extract
factors in a first step, without any control on their stationarity, and then, in a second step, fit
to them or use them in (usually long-memory) dynamic structures (such as ARFIMA and
HAR). Differently, our DFMwithin its state-space representation allows for a joint estimation
of the latent factors and their stationary AR structures, which makes it more flexible than the
multi-step approaches of Luciani and Veredas (2015) and Atak and Kapetanios (2013).

In our theoretical section, we show that DFM we propose is slightly different from the
approach of Granger (1980), however, with serious consequences on its ability to capture
the long persistence of real data: it aggregates, besides AR(1) components as suggested
by Granger (1980), also idiosyncratic white noises (WNs), whose variances scale down
the ACF. This is detrimental when applied to daily RVar series, which exhibit pronounced
autocorrelations. For this reason, we extend the original DFM, denoted DFM-WN, and allow
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that the idiosyncratic noises have also AR representations, as the factors. This new approach,
which we denote DFM-AR, is equivalent to the one proposed by Granger (1980) and has, thus,
larger autocorrelations than the ones of DFM-WN. Moreover, we prove that DFM-WN and
DFM-AR exhibit a hyperbolic decaying ACF similar to the one of long-memory processes,
when assuming that the AR coefficients follow a Beta distribution. The parameters of
DFM-WN and DFM-AR models are estimated by means of Quasi-Maximum Likelihood
(QML) with the Kalman filter technique (Harvey (1989); Jungbacker, Koopman, and van der
Wel (2011); Banbura and Modugno (2014)).

Given that RVar series exhibit conditional heteroskedasticity as shown by Corsi,
Kretschmer, Mittnik, and Pigorsch (2008), among others, we account for it within our
DFM framework, as it affects the quality of the extracted and predicted factors, and conse-
quently, the quality of the RVar forecasts. For this reason, we extend DFM-WN by allowing
the factors and idiosyncratic noises to follow (G)ARCH processes. We denote this extension
by DFM-(G)ARCH. Given that the factors are latent, the QML estimation of DFM-(G)ARCH
is not feasible. For this reason, we use the efficient method of moments (EMM) technique of
Gallant and Tauchen (1996), with a step-wise auxiliary estimation procedure that is easy to
implement: in the first step, we extract static factors and the corresponding idiosyncratic
residuals; and in the second step, we apply AR(1)-(G)ARCH models on each of the extracted
series. We validate the accuracy and the efficiency of the EMM estimates by means of Monte
Carlo experiments.

To sum up, in this paper, we introduce a new model for forecasting RVar series, which
have several advantages over the existing models, as it simultaneously: (i) captures the
long-persistence of RVar series; (ii) models vectors of RVars within a very parsimonious
framework; (iii) accounts for the commonality in their dynamics by means of dynamic latent
factors; (iv) allows for a joint estimation of the latent factors and their AR representations; (v)
accommodates the stationarity of the underlying true variance process; (vi) easily expands to
account for conditional heteroskedasticity; (vii) flexibly adapts to the degree and pattern of
time-dependency in the underlying RVar series by varying the number of factors accordingly
and (viii) assures positivity of variance forecasts, without any parameter constraints, by
modeling log-RVar series, instead of RVar ones.

In our empirical application, we apply the three models to daily RVar series of 29 stocks
composing the Dow Jones Industrial Average index and compare them against several vector
ARFIMA and HAR specifications. Given that these models have thousands of parameters
when applied to vectors of 29 series, we implement here two restricted versions of them:
a scalar and a diagonal one. The empirical results show that, our models, in general,
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outperform these representations in-sample, but most importantly, out-of-sample, when
forecasting one-step and multi-step ahead daily variances. In particular, we find that, while
increasing the number of factors and expanding the structure improves the goodness of fit of
DFM’s in-sample, out-of-sample, simpler specifications are preferred.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the DFM spec-
ifications. Section 3.3 briefly describes the EMM estimation procedure and its practical
implementation with some simulation results. Section 3.4 provides empirical results from
applying DFM and the alternative models to real data. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2. Dynamic Factor Models for RVar series

Let Yt be a vector of dimension n × 1 composed of demeaned series of daily logarithm-
transformed RVar (log-RVar) series of n stocks.1. We assume for Yt the following structure:

Yt = Bft + ut, (3.1)

ft = Φft−1 + vt, (3.2)

where ft is a k × 1 vector of unobserved common factors, with k ≤ n and ut is the vector
of idiosyncratic noises of dimension n× 1. B = {bij} with i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , k

is the n × k matrix of factor loadings of rank(B) = k. We assume that ft and ut as
well as the factors and the idiosyncratic noises among themselves are orthogonal. Thus,
Φ = diag(φ1, φ2, . . . , φk) is a diagonal matrix of dimension k × k and each of the factors
composing the vector ft follows a univariate AR(1) process.

In equations (3.1) and (3.2), we choose to model the logarithm transformation of RVar
series in order to assure the positivity of the forecasts without parameter constraints and to
accommodate the fact that, the empirical distribution of log-RVar’s is well approximated
by the Gaussian distribution (Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Ebens (2001); Andersen,
Bollerslev, Diebold, and Labys (2001)). Therefore, in what follows, we assume that:(

ut

vt

)
∼ N(0,Ω), (3.3)

1One can instead apply the model to daily series of log-RVar’s and add a vector of intercepts in order to
assure a zero mean of the vector of idiosyncratic noises. However, this would increase the computational
burden of the model without significant gains in the estimation results.
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where

Ω =

(
Σ 0n×k

0k×n ∆

)
(3.4)

is a diagonal matrix of dimension (n + k) × (n + k) with Σ = diag(σ2
1, σ

2
2, . . . , σ

2
n) and

∆ = diag(δ2
1, δ

2
2, . . . , δ

2
k). The model defined in (3.1)-(3.4) is a standard dynamic factor

model with idiosyncratic white noises (WNs), which we denote by DFM-WN.

DFM-WN can be written for each component of Yt in the following manner:

Yi,t =
k∑
j=1

bi,jfj,t + ui,t, i = 1, . . . , n (3.5)

fj,t = φjfj,t−1 + vj,t, j = 1, . . . , k, (3.6)

where V [vj,t] = δ2
j and V [ui,t] = σ2

i .

The stationarity of the AR(1) factor processes is assured when |φj| < 1 for j = 1, . . . , k.
To eliminate the scale indeterminacy of the common factors, we impose that the unconditional
variances of the factors are equal to 1, i.e., δ2

j = 1− φ2
j for all j = 1, . . . , k. When k ≥ 2,

for identification reasons, we set the upper-triangular elements of B to zero (Geweke and
Zhou (1996); Aguilar and West (2000)). Thus, the total number of parameters of DFM-WN
is equal to n(k + 1) + k(3−k)

2
.

DFM-WN is an elegant parsimonious model that, besides reducing the dimensionality of
the problem, also captures the long persistence of daily log-RVar series: it aggregates factors
with stationary AR(1) structure, which, as shown by Granger (1980), generates processes
with slowly-decaying (hyperbolic) ACFs. Thus, DFM-WN can be regarded as a parsimonious
model for multiple series of daily RVars that captures their slowly decaying autocorrelation
function. The multidimensionality of the dependent variable Yt is particularly appealing as
it provides information on the commonality in the dynamics of the underlying series with
direct effects on the quality of the extracted factors (Bai (2003); Sentana (2004)) as well as
on the parameter estimates and model forecasts (as shown in Section 3.4). Thus, DFM has
clear advantages over standard autoregressive long memory models, such as ARFIMA, HAR
or MIDAS, which are univariate ones and for which any extension to large dimensions of Yt
comes at huge parameter costs, but also in terms of forecasts quality, as their mean squared
forecast error is directly affected by the dimension of the vector Yt (Lütkepohl (2005)).

There is, however, a small difference between DFM-WN and the approach of Granger
(1980) that significantly affects the persistence pattern of DFM-WN: the aggregation
describing the dynamics of Yi,t for all i = 1, . . . , n in Equation (3.5) contains besides AR(1)
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factors, as suggested by Granger (1980), also a WN component, ui,t, whose variance speeds
up the decay of the ACF, as shown below.

For this, let Xi,t to be the process suggested by Granger (1980) that aggregates solely
AR(1) components. Given our notation, Xi,t is given by:

Xi,t =
k∑
j=1

bi,jfj,t, i = 1, . . . , n (3.7)

fj,t = φjfj,t−1 + vj,t, j = 1, . . . , k. (3.8)

Proposition 3.2.1 below portrays the differences between Yi,t and Xi,t processes in terms
of dynamics, especially in what regards their ACF:

Proposition 3.2.1. Let |φj| < 1 for all j = 1, . . . , k.

1. The process Yi,t defined in equations (3.5)-(3.6) is an ARMA(k,k) process of the
form:

(1− θ1L− . . .− θkLk) Yi,t =
k∑
j=1

bi,j(1− θ1,jL− . . .− θk−1,jL
k−1) vj,t +

(1− θ1L− . . .− θkLk) ui,t, (3.9)

for all i = 1, . . . , n, where θ1, . . . , θk and θ1,j, . . . , θk−1,j are functions of φ1, . . . , φk

(for more detail on their specification see Appendix A).

The p-th autocorrelation of Yi,t is given by:

ρYi,WN
p =

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,jφ

p
j∑k

j=1 b
2
i,j + σ2

i

∀i = 1, . . . n (3.10)

where p = ±1,±2,±3, . . ..

2. The process Xi,t defined in equations (3.7)-(3.8) is an ARMA(k,k-1) process of the
form:

(1− θ1L− . . .− θkLk) Xi,t =
k∑
j=1

bi,j(1− θ1,jL− . . .− θk−1,jL
k−1) vj,t, (3.11)

for all i = 1, . . . , n, where θ1, . . . , θk and θ1,j, . . . , θk−1,j are functions of φ1, . . . , φk

(for more detail on their specification see Appendix A).
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The p-th autocorrelation of Xi,t is given by:

ρXip =

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,jφ

p
j∑k

j=1 b
2
i,j

, (3.12)

where p = ±1,±2,±3, . . ..

For the proof see Appendix A. The ARMA(k, k) process describing Yi,t is not a standard
one (with a single WN), but includes k + 1 WNs: v1,t, . . . , vk,t and ui,t. Moreover, the roots
of the MA(k) part, which is given by (1− θ1L− . . .− θkLk) ui,t, cancel with the ones of the
AR(k) part, namely (1− θ1L− . . .− θkLk) Yi,t. Similarly, the ARMA(k, k − 1) describing
Xi,t is also not a standard one as it has kWNs, v1,t, . . . , vk,t (see also Granger (1989) and
Hamilton (1994)). However, differently from Yi,t, there is no immediate cancellation in the
roots of AR and MA components (unless the AR parameters take specific values), which
indicates that, for certain values of the parameters, Yi,t has less autocorrelation than Xi,t.

A detailed inspection of the autocorrelations of the two processes confirms this fact:
ρYi,WN
p < ρXip when φj > 0 for all j (which is empirically the case) and given that σ2

i > 0.
Thus, the ACF generated by DFM-WN is smaller than the one generated by the approach
of Granger (1980). Figure 3.1 provides evidence in this direction by plotting the ACF of
simulated Xi,t and Yi,t for k = 2 and the same choice of parameters. As one may see, the
ACF of Xi,t is always larger than the one of Yi,t, however the difference between them
becomes less pronounced by increasing the lags.

In order to overcome this problem, we extend DFM-WN and allow that the idiosyncratic
noises also follow AR(1) processes:

ut = Λut−1 + εt, (3.13)

where Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) is a diagonal matrix of dimension n× n and(
εt

vt

)
∼ N(0,Ξ), (3.14)

where

Ξ =

(
Γ 0n×k

0k×n ∆

)
(3.15)

and Γ is a diagonal matrix of dimension n×n such that Γ = diag(γ2
1 , . . . , γ

2
n) with γ2

i being
the variance of εi,t, i = 1, . . . , n. The stationarity of ut is assured when |λ1|, . . . , |λn| < 1.
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We impose the same scale indeterminacy and identification constraints as in DFM-WN. We
denote the model defined in equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.13)-(3.15) to be DFM-AR. Its total
number of parameters is equal to n(k + 2) + k(3−k)

2
.

In the DFM-AR specification, Yi,t aggregates solely over AR(1) components as suggested
by Granger (1980). Thus, according to Proposition 3.2.1, DFM-AR with a total of k − 1

latent factors is an ARMA(k, k − 1) process with the ACF:

ρYi,ARp =

∑k−1
j=1 b

2
i,jφ

p
j + σ2

i λ
p∑k−1

j=1 b
2
i,j + σ2

i

, (3.16)

which is larger than the ACF of a DFM-WN with k latent factors for φj > 0, j = 1, . . . , k.

Figure 3.2 provides evidence in this direction. It plots the ACF of daily log-RVar for IBM
as specified in Section 3.4 as well as the ACF of simulated DFM-WN with k = 1, 2, 3, 4

and the ACF of DFM-AR with k = 3 factors. The ACF lines are drawn in such a way that
the simulated processes have the same first autocorrelation as the log-RVar of IBM. One
may observe that, increasing the number of factors k in DFM-WN improves its ability to
capture the long persistence of the real data, however not as good as DFM-AR does. Our
empirical results presented in Section 3.4 support these findings, as DFM-AR is preferred to
DFM-WN in terms of goodness of fit, but also in terms of forecasting performance.

Below, we provide results similar to Granger (1980) and Haldrup and Valdes (2017),
and show theoretically that the processes generated by the DFM-WN and DFM-AR models
described above, exhibit ACFswith slow hyperbolic decays similar to long-memory processes,
under certain distributional assumptions on the AR parameters. More specifically, we assume
that the AR parameters follow a Beta distribution as in Granger (1980) and Haldrup and
Valdes (2017), which is a common assumption when showing the long-memory effect of the
cross-sectional aggregation of AR processes.2

Proposition 3.2.2. Let |φj| < 1 for all j = 1, . . . , k and |λi| < 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n.

1. In the DFM-WN model with k factors, assume that φ2
j with j = 1, ..., k, are i.i.d.

and follow a Beta distribution, B(φ; a, b) with a, b > 1 and density:

fB(φ; a, b) =
1

B(a, b)
φa−1(1− φ)b−1, for φ ∈ (0, 1), (3.17)

2Zaffaroni (2004) extends the results of Granger (1980) to a broader class of distributions for the AR
coefficients that includes the Beta and the Uniform distribution, as special cases.
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where B(·, ·) is the Beta function. Furthermore, assume that φj is independent of
ui,t ∀j, i, t. Then, ρYi,WN

p in Equation (3.10) exhibits a hyperbolic decay pattern as it
follows:

ρYi,WN
p ≈ A1p

−b as p→∞, (3.18)

where

A1 =

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

σ2
i +

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

· Γ(b) · 2b

B(a, b)
. (3.19)

2. In the DFM-AR model with k − 1 factors, assume that φ2
j with j = 1, ..., k − 1 and

λ2
i for a given i are i.i.d. and follow a Beta distribution as specified at 1. Furthermore,

assume that φj and λi are independent of ui,t ∀j, i, t. Then, ρYi,ARp in Equation (3.16)
exhibits a hyperbolic decay pattern as it follows:

ρYi,ARp ≈ A2p
−b as p→∞, (3.20)

where3
A2 =

Γ(b) · 2b

B(a, b)
. (3.21)

Proposition 3.2.2 shows that, under the Beta-distribution assumption for the AR param-
eters, the ACFs typical to DFM-WN and DFM-AR decay at a hyperbolic rate similar to
long-memory models. Moreover, by comparing expressions (3.18) and (3.20) as well as
A1 and A2, one gets that, although the decay pattern is the same for both processes, the
autocorrelations of DFM-WN are always smaller than the ones of DFM-AR, as already
derived from Proposition 3.2.1.

So far, we have focused our attention on howDFMmanages to capture the long persistence
of the underlying series. However, one should keep in mind that, the forecast quality of
this approach depends on the quality of the extracted and predicted factors stemming from
standard (for DFM-WN) or augmented (for DFM-AR) Kalman filter (KF). The accuracy
of the extracted and predicted factors depends on the accuracy of their variance estimates
and of the variance estimates of the idiosyncratic noises. Corsi, Kretschmer, Mittnik, and
Pigorsch (2008) provide empirical evidence that daily log-RVar’s exhibit clustering effects
and conditional heteroskedasticity. These effects, which are confirmed in our empirical
illustration in Section 3.4, should be accounted for when implementing the KF in order to
increase the accuracy of the extracted and predicted factors, but also of the daily variance

3For identification reasons, we assume for both DFM-WN and DFM-AR that V [vj,t|φj ] = 1− φ2j ,∀j, t.
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forecasts. For this reason, we extend the DFM-WN framework to allow for the idiosyncratic
noises and the factors to exhibit conditional heteroskedasticity throughGARCH specifications.
Therefore, we assume now that:(

ut

vt

)
|Ft−1 ∼ N(0,Ωt) with Ωt =

(
Σt 0n×k

0k×n ∆t

)
, (3.22)

where Ft−1 is the information up to time t − 1, Σt and ∆t are diagonal matrices, for
which the diagonal elements σ2

i,t for i = 1, . . . , n and δ2
j,t for j = 1, . . . , k follow univariate

GARCH(1,1) representations, as it follows:

σ2
i,t = wi + aiu

2
i,t−1 + ciσ

2
i,t−1, (3.23)

δ2
j,t = ωj + αjv

2
j,t−1 + βjδ

2
j,t−1, (3.24)

where wi, ωj, ai, αj > 0, ci, βj ≥ 0. Thus, Ft−1 includes all the observations on Yt, ut and
vt up to t− 1. The stationarity of the process defined in equations (3.23)-(3.24) is assured by
ai + ci < 1 and αj + βj < 1 ∀i, j. We denote the model defined in equations (3.1)-(3.2) and
(3.22)-(3.24) by DFM-GARCH. Its total number of parameters is equal to n(k+ 3) + k(7−k)

2
.

Similarly to DFM-WN and DFM-AR, we impose that the unconditional variances of the
factors are equal to 1, i.e., ωj = (1−φ2

j)(1−αj−βj) for all j = 1, . . . , k (other identification
restrictions could be imposed; for instance, see Sentana, Calzolari, and Fiorentini (2008),
among others) and the zero upper-triangular parametrization of B. The factors are filtered
based on an approximated KF as described by Audrino, Corsi, and Filipova (2013) and
Harvey, Ruiz, and Sentana (1992).

DFM-WN is estimated by QML with a standard KF technique. The QML estimation of
DFM-AR requires an augmentation of KF as described in Jungbacker, Koopman, and van der
Wel (2011) and Banbura and Modugno (2014). The QML estimation of DFM-GARCH
requires, besides an adequate augmentation, also an approximation of KF due to the fact
that Ft−1 is not available in complete form as the lagged factors and idiosyncratic noises
are unobserved (see Diebold and Nerlove (1989), Harvey, Ruiz, and Sentana (1992)). This
induces inconsistencies in the estimation, which are solved by Sentana, Calzolari, and
Fiorentini (2008) and Dungey, Martin, and Pagan (2000) by implementing the EMM method
of Gallant and Tauchen (2001) and the indirect inference method of Gouriéroux, Monfort,
and Renault (1993), respectively. Sentana, Calzolari, and Fiorentini (2008) ignore the AR
effects in the factors and face computational burden due to the relative complex structure of
the scores of the auxiliary model. The indirect estimation of Dungey, Martin, and Pagan
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(2000) suffers from computational limitations as in Sentana, Calzolari, and Fiorentini (2008)
and from high parametrization. Therefore, in what follows, we provide a simple solution to
these estimation problems by implementing a step-wise auxiliary procedure within EMM
that can be easily applied to any dimension and structure of the model.

3.3. Estimation

In this section, we briefly present the method we implement to estimate the DFM-(G)ARCH
model described in Section 3.2, namely the EMM method of Gallant and Tauchen (1996).
When the number of parameters of the structural and auxiliary models is equal (which is in
fact our case as detailed below), the EMM method derives the estimates of the structural
parameters by setting to zero the score of the auxiliary model computed (1) fromH simulated
series of the structural model and (2) at the value of the parameter estimates of the auxiliary
model applied on original data.4 The choice of the auxiliary model is such that it resembles
the structural one.

Thus, to estimate DFM-(G)ARCH model, we consider the following auxiliary model:

Yt = B∗f ∗t + u∗t , (3.25)

f ∗t = Φ∗f ∗t−1 + v∗t , (3.26)

where B∗ is of dimension n× k, f ∗t is a vector of latent factors of dimension k × 1, where
each component is independent of each other, f ∗t and u∗t are orthogonal, u∗t |F∗t−1 ∼ N(0,Σ∗t )

and v∗t |F∗t−1 ∼ N(0,∆∗t ), where F∗t−1 includes all the information on u∗t , f ∗t and Yt up to
time t− 1, Σ∗t = diag(σ∗21,t, . . . , σ

∗2
n,t) and ∆∗t = diag(δ∗21,t, . . . , δ

∗2
k,t) and σ∗2i,t and δ∗2j,t have the

following representations for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , k, respectively:

σ∗2i,t = w∗i + a∗iu
∗2
i,t−1 + c∗iσ

∗2
i,t−1, (3.27)

δ∗2j,t = ω∗j + α∗jv
∗2
j,t−1 + β∗j δ

∗2
j,t−1, (3.28)

where w∗i , ω∗j , a∗i , α∗j > 0, c∗i , β∗j ≥ 0.

The univariate AR(1) processes describing the dynamics of the components of f ∗t are

4The choice ofH plays an important role in the efficiency of the estimators: largeH reduces the asymptotic
variance of the parameter estimates (Gallant and Tauchen (1996)), but increases the computational burden.
Therefore, the common approach in the literature is to choose H between 1 and 10 (see Monfardini (1998),
Calzolari, Halbleib, and Parrini (2014), among others). Calzolari and Halbleib (2018) show in their empirical
application that, the results do not significantly improve if H increases from 10 to 100. Therefore, both in our
simulation and real data exercise, we choose H = 10.
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stationary when |φ∗j | < 1 for j = 1, . . . , k. The processes defined in equations (3.27) and
(3.28) are stationary when a∗i + c∗i < 1 and α∗j + β∗j < 1, respectively. As a result, based on
equations (3.25)-(3.28), Yt conditional on F∗t−1 is also normally distributed with mean zero
and a time-varying variance-covariance matrix.

To eliminate the scale indeterminacy of the common factors, we impose that the
unconditional variance of each component of f ∗t is equal to one. Moreover, similar to
the models presented in Section 3.2, when k ≥ 2, we impose a zero upper-triangular
parametrization of B∗. The auxiliary model has the same number of parameters as the
DFM-(G)ARCH introduced in Section 3.2.

Because the factors f ∗t and the noises u∗t are latent,F∗t−1 is not available and the estimation
of the auxiliary model presented above by QML infeasible. To solve this problem, we
implement a simple sequential estimation procedure for the auxiliary models that consists of
the following three steps5:

Step 1: Use QML on the static factor model given in Equation (3.25) to estimate B∗ and Σ∗.

Step 2: Extract k "approximated" common factors f̂ ∗t = (f̂ ∗1t, . . . , f̂
∗
kt)
′ and the corresponding

residuals û∗t = (û∗1t, . . . , û
∗
nt)
′ based on Lawley and Maxwell (1962).

Step 3: Use QML on each component of f̂ ∗t and û∗t in order to estimate the AR and the
GARCH parameters given in equations (3.27)-(3.28).

This three-step estimation procedure provides huge simplifications in terms of computation
as it can be applied to any dimension of Yt and to any structure of the factors and idiosyncratic
noises. This shows the advantages of EMM that consistently estimates parameters of very
complex models by implementing simple auxiliary specifications.

In general, in the EMM approach, the expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix is
given by Gallant and Tauchen (1996):

W (H,ϑ) =
(

1 +
1

H

)[∂2LaH,∞
∂ϑ∂ϑ∗′

(ϑ0, ϑ
∗
0) I(ϑ∗0)−1

∂2LaH,∞
∂ϑ∗∂ϑ′

(ϑ∗0, ϑ0)
]−1

, (3.29)

where ϑ is the vector of the parameters of the DMF-(G)ARCH model, ϑ∗ is the vector of
the parameters of the auxiliary model, LaH,∞(ϑ∗, ϑ) = lim

T→∞
LaH,T (ϑ∗, ϑ), with LaH,T (ϑ∗, ϑ)

be the likelihood of the auxiliary model and I(ϑ∗0) is the Fisher Information matrix of the

5Some early experiments on this approach are undertaken by Aielli, Calzolari, and Fiorentini (2013) and
Calzolari and Halbleib (2018).
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auxiliary model. Given that, in our case, the estimation of the auxiliary model is done
in three steps (as described above), the computation in closed form of I(ϑ∗0) is infeasible.
Therefore, in this case, we replace it with a consistent simulation-based estimator: the sample
variance-covariance matrix of 1000 independently simulated score vectors. These score
vectors are computed after the last iteration, upon convergence. The empirical counterparts of
the values of ∂

2LaH,∞
∂ϑ∗∂ϑ′

(ϑ∗0, ϑ0) in Equation (3.29) are also computed in the last iteration, upon
convergence. As mentioned by Calzolari and Halbleib (2018), the quality of this approach
is preliminary verified by several Monte Carlo experiments in which upon convergence
of each replication, we retrieve not only the parameter estimates, but also the estimate
of their (asymptotic) variance-covariance matrix computed as described above. We get
that, after around 1000 replications, the Monte Carlo variance-covariance matrices of the
final estimates of the parameters of interest and the averages of the estimated (asymptotic)
variance-covariance matrices always appear to be very close to each other.

Below we provide a brief simulation evidence on the performance of EMM to accurately
estimate the structural parameters of DFM-ARCH(1) and DFM-GARCH(1,1) models. To
keep the computation simple, we set the maximum number of factors to 2 and choose
T = 4000, n = 10 and the parameter values to be close to the estimates obtained from
the real data (see Section 3.4). In all simulation experiments, we set the total number of
replications to R = 1000.

To ease the estimation, we impose that only the first factor has a (G)ARCH representation,
while the others and the idiosyncratic noises are (conditionally) homoskedastic. This restric-
tion assures the conditional heteroskedasticity of Yt in the following manner: V (Yt|Ft−1) =

BV (ft|Ft−1)B′ + V (ut|Ft−1) = BΦ∆tΦ
′B′ + Σ, where ∆t = diag(δ2

1,t, δ
2
2, . . . , δ

2
k) and

δ2
1,t is defined in Equation (3.24). Table 3.1 presents the simulation results: the estimates
appear in general unbiased (differences to the true parameter values are observable after
two digits), but their accuracy and precision slightly deteriorate by adding new factors and
GARCH effects.

3.4. Empirical Application

In this section, we provide empirical evidence on the performance of DFM compared to
other long-memory models when forecasting daily RVars. The existing pure long-memory
models, such as ARFIMA, HAR, HARQ and MIDAS are univariate ones, and although they
can be extended to higher dimensions, this usually comes at huge parameter costs. Therefore,
any comparison to our parsimonious DFM approaches may be difficult and unfair. However,
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in the absence of any better solution, we limit ourselves to compare only against HAR and
ARFIMA, which are currently the most popular in the literature.

While HAR is implemented as in Corsi (2009), for ARFIMAwe choose: ARFIMA(1,d,0)
and ARFIMA(0,d,0). All three models, when applied to vectors of dimension n, suffer
from the curse of dimensionality and are difficult to implement: their number of parameters
is of order O(n2).6 Therefore, we implement here two restricted versions of them: a
scalar one (sHAR and sARFIMA), where the autoregressive matrices are replaced by scalar
parameters and all n fractional integrated parameters are equal, and a diagonal one (dHAR
and dARFIMA), where the autoregressive matrices are replaced by diagonal matrices. The
scalar representation, although very restrictive, proves to be a valuable choice in terms of
forecasting as shown by Chiriac and Voev (2011). The diagonal representation is common
in the literature on modeling multivariate variances (see, for example, the literature on
multivariate GARCH models) and it is comparable to our DFM approaches in terms of
parametrization (the number of parameters is of order O(n)). Besides these representations,
given that the estimation of the vector HAR model is fairly easy by applying ordinary least
squares to each of the series (Lütkepohl (2005)), we also implement here the full vector
HAR (vHAR).

The data we consider are daily RVars of n = 29 stocks composing the Dow Jones
Industrial Average index7 for the period 01.11.2001-31.01.2019 (T = 4299 observations).
The daily RVar series are computed from 5-minute returns stemming from Trade and
Quotations (TAQ) database8 by using the subsampling estimator proposed by Zhang,
Mykland, and Aït-Sahalia (2005).

Table 3.2 in Appendix B reports descriptive statistics of the series and of their logarithm
transformation. While the RVar series exhibit right skewness and overkurtosis, the logarithm
transformation smoothens these features: the empirical standard deviation decreases, the

6One could include further long memory models, such as MIDAS, MEM or HARQ, but they all face the
same challenges as HAR and ARFIMA, when applied to vector of series and, therefore, they are ignored in this
empirical application.

7The stocks are: Alcoa Inc. (AA), American Express Company (AXP), Boeing Corporation (BA), Bank of
America Corporation (BAC), Citigroup Inc. (C), Caterpillar Inc. (CAT), Chevron Corporation (CVX), Walt
Disney Company (DIS), General Electric Company (GE), The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (GS), Home Depot
Inc. (HD), Honeywell International Inc. (HON), Hewlett-Packard Company (HPQ), International Business
Machines (IBM), International Paper Company (IP), Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), J.P. Morgan Chase & Company
(JPM), Coca-Cola Company Kraft Foods Inc. (KO), McDonald’s Corporation (MCD), 3M Company (MMM),
Altria Group Inc. (MO), Merck & Company Inc. (MRK), Nike, Inc. (NKE), Pfizer Inc. (PFE), Procter
& Gamble Company (PG), United Technologies Corporation (UTX), Verizon Communications Inc. (VZ),
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. (WMT) and Exxon Mobil Corporation (XOM). The reason of picking these 29 stocks
is that they currently compose or have composed in the past the Dow Jones Industrial Average index and
simultaneously are/have been traded on New York Stock Exchange, from which the data is available.

8We acknowledge Sebastian Bayer and Christian Mücher for preparing the high-frequency data.
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skewness gets closer to zero and the kurtosis gets closer to the one of the standard normal
distribution (Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Ebens (2001); Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold,
and Labys (2001)). As already pointed out in Section 3.2, this is why we choose in the
DFM representation, Yt to be given by the vector of log-RVars instead of the vector of RVars.
Moreover, by modeling the log-RVar series, we refrain from imposing parametric restrictions
that assure the positivity of the forecasts.

Figure 3.3 in Appendix C plots the line graphs of the daily log-RVar series for the first
10 stocks and for the period under consideration. From the graphs, one may observe that
the series exhibit common behavior, especially during turbulent financial times, such as
the previous financial crisis from 2007/2008. Moreover, all series exhibit clustering effects,
which indicate that they are conditionally heteroskedastic. Applying an ARCH-LM test, we
reject the H0 of homoskedasticity for all 29 series at meaningful significance levels, which
is in line with the findings of Corsi, Kretschmer, Mittnik, and Pigorsch (2008). However,
after filtering GARCH(1,1) effects from each of the series, the H0 of the ARCH-LM tests
are not rejected at 5% significance level.9 Figure 3.4 plots the ACFs of the first 10 daily
log-RVar series up to lag 200. The graphs provide evidence for the long persistence, as all
ACFs decay slowly in a hyperbolic manner.

We implement the three DFM approaches in the following manner: (1) DFM-WN
without any parameter constraints except for the ones for identification, (2) DFM-AR by
imposing that all 29 idiosyncratic noises are driven by the same AR parameter, i.e. impose
that λ1 = . . . = λ29 ≡ λ and (3) DFM-(G)ARCH by imposing a (G)ARCH structure only to
the first factor. We set the maximum number of factors to k = 7 for DFM-WN and DFM-AR
and to k = 3 for DFM-ARCH and DFM-GARCH.

Before focusing on the out-of-sample performance, we briefly outline some in-sample
results. Tables 3.3 in Appendix B reports estimation results for the first three factors
corresponding to AR and (G)ARCH coefficients, while results for the rest of the estimates
can be obtained from the authors upon request. From the table, one may observe that, all
estimates are significantly different from zero and indicate a relatively high persistence
in the factors (the estimates of the AR coefficients vary between 0.8 and 0.985) and in
their conditional variance (the sum of the GARCH estimates is about 0.92). While the
persistence of the factors changes when increasing the number of factors, the persistence
of the idiosyncratic noises stays constant and it is relatively lower compared to the ones of
the factors. Among DFM-(G)ARCH models, the estimates of the (G)ARCH parameters
remain unaffected by the addition of homoskedastic factors. Regarding the relevance of

9The results on ARCH-LM tests can be obtained from the authors upon request.
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the factors to describe the dynamics of the underlying series, based on the estimates of the
loading parameters, we find out that, starting with 4 factors, the significance of the loading
parameters decreases gradually by increasing their number to 7: e.g., for DFM-WN, the
percentage of not significant loadings increases from 10% for 4 factors to 22% for 7 factors.
The insignificant loadings are in general the ones corresponding to the last added factors.

Table 3.4 reports the number of parameters, the values of Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC) and the multivariate Ljung-Box (MLB) statistics for the residuals for DFM and
comparative models. The entries of the table indicate that, within our DFM specification,
increasing the number of factors and allowing for AR in the idiosyncratic noises or GARCH
effects in the factors improves the goodness of fit both in terms of information criteria and
autocorrelation left in the residuals. However, although the GARCH(1,1) structure in the
factors improves the goodness-of-fit compared to the case of homoskedastic factors, the
highest improvement is reached by allowing for AR idiosyncratic noises. This is in line with
the fact that the dynamics of daily RVar series are mainly driven by the long-persistence and
less by the conditional heteroskedasticity. Although the values of MLB statistics are per
se very large for each of the models, compared to the value of the original log-RVar series
(32570.45), they reveal a drastic drop when increasing the number of factors. Thus, the
DFM-AR with 7 factors provides the smallest MLB statistics value for the residuals.

When compared to the ARFIMA and HAR alternatives, the values of MLB statistics
of DFM are smaller, except when compared to the value of vHAR. Because vHAR is the
most parametrized model in our set (with 2523 number of parameters), it is expected to
capture at best the dynamics of the underlying series and, thus, to produce the smallest
MLB statistics value. However, when comparing the BIC values, one may see that vHAR
is penalized for its huge parametrization, providing a BIC value, which is larger than the
ones of most of the DFM-AR models. In fact, DFM-AR with already 3 factors has a better
goodness-of-fit than the vHAR, while DM-AR with 7 factors reach the smallest BIC value
among all models. Within the comparative models, the diagonal and the scalar ARFIMA
and HAR perform similarly in terms of in-sample fit. Regarding the number of parameters,
we see that the effect of increasing the number of factors within DFM framework is much
more moderate than the one of relaxing the parameter restrictions on the ARFIMA and HAR
models. DFM-WN and DFM-AR with 1 and 2 factors have a total number of parameters,
which is comparable to the diagonal HAR and diagonal ARFIMA models.

Regarding the effect of increasing the dimension of the vector on the properties of the
estimates, we focus now on the results from applying DFM on vectors of smaller dimensions.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 present estimates and standard errors of DFM-WN and DFM-AR when
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applied on panels including the first 7 and 15 log-RVar series, respectively, along with the
estimates and standard errors of the corresponding series from applying the same models
to the entire panel of 29 series. The results show that using smaller vectors, to extract and
estimate the factors leads (in most cases) to less precise parameter estimates than using larger
ones.

Summing up the in-sample results, we find that: (1) DFM provides better goodness-of-fit
results than the comparative models (including the mostly parameterized HAR model), (2)
increasing the number of factors and expanding the structure of DFM model (by GARCH
and further AR effects) improves the in-sample fit, (3) accounting for long persistence
(within DFM-AR) is better than accounting for conditional heterskedasticity (within DFM-
(G)ARCH)) and (4) increasing the dimension of the vector improves the precision of the
estimates.

As shown by Chiriac and Voev (2011), among others, the models capturing long-
persistence or long-memory are particularly useful to forecast variances over longer periods
compared to the short-memory approaches (such as GARCH models on daily returns or
ARMA models on daily RVar series) with practical relevance for risk management according
to Basel Committee (1996) and the follow-up accords. For this reason, in what follows, we
present out-of-sample results from forecasting 1-, 5- and 10-step ahead during four different
periods including: 1000, 750, 500 and 250 observations, respectively. For this, we divide
the whole sample of 4299 observations in an in-sample window including the first 3299
observations and an out-of-sample window containing the rest of 1000 observations. The
forecasts are done by the expanding window procedure and, for our comparisons, we choose
four out-of-sample evaluation windows that include the 1000 out-of-sample forecasts, the
last 750, the last 500 and the last 200 out-of-sample forecasts, respectively. The multi-step (5
and 10) ahead forecasts are computed by accumulating s-step ahead ones (with s = 1, . . . , 5

for 5-step ahead and s = 1, . . . , 10 for 10-step ahead) on non-overlapping windows.

We focus on presenting forecasting results for RVar as, in general, the object of interest for
the financial decision making is the variance and not its logarithm transformation. Moreover,
given that the true variance is latent, in our out-of-sample analysis presented below, we
rely on the findings of Patton (2011), which are derived for evaluating variance forecasts.
Accordingly, we use the observed RVar as a proxy for the unobserved true variance.10

10The forecasts of RVar, which are computed by taking the exponential transformation of the forecasts of
log-Rvar, are biased due to the transformation: based on the model assumptions in Section 3.2, the forecast
errors for log-RVar are normally distributed with mean zero and some variance, which we denote by V . Due to
the exponential transformation, the forecast errors of RVar have the mean eV2 , which represents in fact a bias
that we correct for as described in Bianchi and Calzolari (1980) and Oomen (2001). Given that there is no
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Let’s denote by Ŷ the (univariate) forecast and by Y the true value. For the evaluation of
the forecasts performance, we implement two loss functions, both being part of the general
class of "robust" loss functions introduced by Patton (2011):

i. the standard squared forecasting error (SFE):

SFE(Y, Ŷ ) = (Y − Ŷ )2; (3.30)

ii. the "asymmetric" loss function given by Patton (2011):11

L(Y, Ŷ ) =
1

6
(Ŷ 3 − Y 3)− 1

2
Y 2(Ŷ − Y ), (3.31)

which we denote by asySFE. In tables 3.7 -3.12, we present results from taking the
mean of these loss functions over the out-of-sample window (denoted MSFE and asyMSFE,
respectively). The entries of the tables include information on themedian value of (asy)MSFE
across the stocks (1st column, denoted "Median") as well as the percentage of stocks for
which the specific DFM model is better in terms of average loss than the HAR and ARFIMA
alternatives (2nd column, denoted "Better %") and the percentage of stocks for which the
specific model is the best in terms of average loss among all models (3nd column, denoted
"Best %"). Tables 3.7 and 3.8 present results for 1-step ahead forecasts, tables 3.9 and 3.10
for 5-step ahead and 3.11 and 3.12 for 10-step ahead forecasts, respectively.12

From tables 3.7 -3.8, one may observe that, 1-step ahead, DFMs outperform the
alternatives mainly for the out-of-sample windows composed of the last 250, 500 and
750 days. In particular, the DFM-AR specification provides the smallest median average
loss among all models, and regardless of the number of factors, smaller values than the
HAR and ARFIMA alternatives. In general, increasing the number of factors improves the
performance of DFM, however only to up to 3 or 4 factors, while for larger number of factors,

significant difference in terms of ranking between the RVar forecasts with and without bias correction, we
present here the results only for the RVar forecasts without bias correction.

11This loss function is obtained by setting b = 1 in Proposition 4 of Patton (2011) and gives a higher
penalization to over-predictions. This is particularly relevant in the financial applications, such as trading
volatility-options, as an over-prediction leads to unfounded over-pricing of the options. However, for robustness
check, we also implement further asymmetric loss functions from the "robust" set of Patton (2011) by setting b
to negative values, which penalize more heavily under-predictions. The results for these loss functions can be
obtained from the authors upon request.

12The numbers given in the tables are computed over the last 28 stocks and ignore the first one, for which the
DFM-WN and DFM-(G)ARCH models encompass only one factor (due to the identification restriction on the
loading matrix), and therefore, exhibit an exponential decaying ACF, and not a hyperbolic one, which makes
them not comparable to the alternative long-memory models, HAR and ARFIMA. Moreover, for comparison
reasons, we use the same procedure for DFM-AR.
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the performance worsens. For the DFM-AR in particular, between 2 and 4 factors seem to
be enough to provide the most accurate forecasts among all models. Contrary to adding AR
idiosyncratic noises, adding factors with (G)ARCH effects to the DFM-WN specification
does not necessarily improve the performance in terms of forecasting.

These findings are confirmed by the entries of columns 2 and 3, that indicate that the
percentage of stocks for which a specific DFM model is better than the alternative or it is
the best among all, increases drastically from the DFM-WN and DFM-(G)ARCH (7% in
column 2 and 0% in column 3) to the DFM-AR specification (93% in column 2 and 21%
in column 3). While for the window with 1000 out-of-sample observations and asyMSFE
loss, only for up to 14% of the stocks, DFMs outperform the alternatives and, only for up to
11%, they perform best, for the other out-of-sample windows these percentages drastically
change, pointing towards DFM-AR with 1 factor to be a very good choice (as it reaches
82% in better performance and 21% in best performance, respectively). In general, for the
asyMSFE loss, the %-entries of the 2nd column are larger than the corresponding ones for
MSFE, which indicates that the alternatives tend to over-predict much more often than our
models do. Among the alternatives, in terms of median average loss function, the dHAR
seems to be in general the best choice, while the worst is the vHAR. The ARFIMA models
never outperform.

Tables 3.9-3.10, which present results for 5-step ahead forecasts, indicate that DFM
specifications significantly outperform the alternatives for all out-of-sample windows. In a
matter of fact, for the windows with 250, 500 and 750 observations, all DFM specifications
outperform the HAR and ARFIMA models, while for the window with 1000 observations
are mostly the DFM-ARs that provide smaller loss functions than the alternatives (especially
based on MSFE). A relatively lower number of factors provides for 5-step ahead better
forecasting results than the alternatives. In a matter of fact, 1 factor within the DFM-AR
structure seems to predominate. This model aggregates two AR components and, thus,
provides results in line with some empirical literature that finds that, to mimic long-memory,
aggregating 2 AR processes (in our case, one factor and one idiosyncratic noise) seems to
be enough to accurately capture the dynamics of the underlying series.13 Again, adding
(G)ARCH effects does not seem to improve the forecasting as much as the AR effects in the
noises do, except for the window of 1000 observations, for which DFM-(G)ARCH with 3
factors outperforms all the alternatives in terms of MSFE and 5 out of 6 alternatives in terms
of asyMSFE.

13In a matter of fact, by looking closely at the estimates of the AR coefficients of DFM-AR with 1 factor
given in Table 3.3, one may see that they are very close to the ones used by Harvey (2013) when showing that
the aggregation of two AR processes has an ACF close to the one of a long-memory process.
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Regarding the percentage of stocks for which DFMs perform best or better than the
alternatives, we find that, for 5-step ahead, in general, it increases compared to the 1-step
ahead case, especially for the DFM-WN and DFM-(G)ARCH models and for the window of
1000 observations, regardless of the DFM choice. This indicates that, our DFM specifications
are particularly useful for the multistep ahead forecasting, which is usually a tough task faced
by many existing models. Regarding the differences in the percentages between the MSFE
and asyMSFE, they are smaller compared to 1-step ahead case, which indicate consistency
in the outperformance of DFM against the alternatives w.r.t. the choice of the loss function.
Differently from the 1-step case, over the window of 1000 observations, our DFM-AR can
be for up to 89% of the stocks better than the alternatives and for up to 29% of the stocks it
performs best among all models. Among the alternatives, both sHAR and dHAR models
provide the smallest losses. Given the poor performance of vHAR for 1-step ahead and its
implementation cumber in terms of number of parameters, we refrain here from applying it
to compute multi-step ahead forecasts.

Last but not least, we describe now the results for 10-step ahead forecasts as presented in
tables 3.11-3.12. These results need to be interpreted with some caution, given that they are
computed from fewer out-of-sample observations than the results presented above. This is
particularly an issue for the windows with lower number of observations, such as 250, 500
and even, 750. Therefore, it is more appropriate to focus the discussion on the "Window"
1000, which encompasses 100 (10-step ahead) observations. In this case, DFM-AR models
provide the smallest loss values and the highest percentage in outperformance (for up to 64%
of the stocks better performance than the alternatives and for up to 25% best performance
among all models). While, within DFM-AR, 1 factor provides the smallest median asyMSFE
value, it has also the highest percentage of stocks (54%) for which it performs better than the
alternatives in terms of MSFE. Among the alternatives, the HAR models seem to be the
better choices than ARFIMA.

The results from applying the Model Confidence Set (MCS) of Hansen, Lunde, and
Nason (2011) computed at 95% confidence level to each of the stocks14 are in line with
the findings described above:15 while for 1-step ahead forecasts, the performance of the
DFM representations is moderate (they build alone the MCS in up to 14% of stocks), for
multi-step ahead forecasting, the performance improves drastically (the percentage of stocks,

14To get the MCS results, we implement the MFE Toolbox developed by Kevin Sheppard and which is public
available on the website https://www.kevinsheppard.com/MFE_Toolbox. The detailed MCS results can
be obtained from the authors upon request.

15The MCSs are computed only for the windows with 1000 and 750 observations, given that for the other
windows it would be very difficult to choose an appropriate block size for the bootstrapping procedure, given
the few observations available, especially for the multi-step ahead evaluation.

https://www.kevinsheppard.com/MFE_Toolbox
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for which DFMs build alone MCS increases to up to 82%). Among DFMs building the MCS,
DFM-AR with 1 or 2 factors is in the MCS more often (up to 53% for 5-step and 83% for
10-step ahead) than its counterpart with larger number of factor, e.g., 3 or 4 (around 25%).

The fact that DFM-AR models perform, in general, better than DFM-WN and DFM-
(G)ARCH, especially for multi-step forecasting, is not surprising given the theoretical results
of Proposition 3.2.1. They show that DFM-AR is more appropriate (than DFM-WN) to
capture the long and pronounced autocorrelations of real RVar series and, thus, more able
to accurately forecast over long-term horizons. Moreover the fact that DFMs outperform,
in general, HAR and ARFIMA models is also not surprising given that these models use
a restrictive and fixed structure in terms of time dependency (up to lag 22 in HAR and
up to infinity in ARFIMA) for forecasting RVar, while in DFMs, the time-dependency
is data-driven determined through the "optimal" number of factors that provides the best
forecasting results.

Before concluding, we present some out-of-sample forecasts from smaller panels of
RVars. For this reason, we run a simple forecast exercise for 9 series by applying the 2-factor
DFM-AR.16 We compare the forecasts to the ones stemming from the panel of 29 series.
The results show that forecasts stemming from the smaller panel have higher median values
of MSFE (5.522) than their counterparts stemming from the large panel of 29 series (median
MSFE: 5.150). Thus, increasing the dimensionally also increases the efficiency of the
forecasts. This result completes the set of results on the efficiency of the parameter estimates
presented for the in-sample fit.

To sum up the out-of sample forecasts, we find that: (1) DFM approaches provide very
good results in terms of forecasting compared to the alternative approaches, especially
when forecasting multi-step ahead; (2) aggregating 2 AR processes seems to be enough
to accurately forecast the variance, especially for multi-step ahead forecasts (3) accurate
forecasts profit more from simple DFM representations (DFM-AR with 1 factor) than from
complex ones (such as DFM-GARCH), due to less estimation noise and (4) the forecasts
become more efficient if computed from larger vectors of RVar series.

3.5. Conclusions

This paper introduces a new way of forecasting large vectors of daily realized variance series
by using a latent dynamic factor structure. The approach captures the long-persistence of the

16For illustration purposes, we pick the stocks with the worst MSFE’s.
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series within a very parsimonious framework by aggregating latent components/factors with
short memory. The model can be easily extended to allow for conditional heteroskedasticity
in the factor and/or idiosyncratic noises as well as for autoregressive structure in the
idiosyncratic noises. Thus, the approach takes advantage of the common dynamics in the
series and alleviates the curse of dimensionality and other shortcomings of standard models,
such as HAR and ARFIMA, when applied to large vectors of series.

Given the latent structure and the complexity of the model under conditional heteroskedas-
ticity, we use for estimation purposes the efficient method of moments technique with a
multi-step auxiliary estimation procedure. This technique is easy to implement regardless of
the number of factors or the complexity of the model and provides accurate estimates. Within
a comprehensive empirical application on daily series of realized variances of 29 stocks, we
show that the new approach provides better in-sample and out-of-sample results than standard
models. In particular, we show that increasing the number of factors and the complexity of
the specification increase the in-sample goodness of fit, while a relatively simple specification
that aggregates two AR components is more appropriate when forecasting daily variances
1-step and multi-step ahead.

One further extension of the model introduced here might be to account for leverage
effects (Black (1976)). One type of simple extension in this direction could be to add vectors
of one lagged daily negative returns as implemented by Martens, van Dijk, and de Pooter
(2009) and Bollerslev, Kretschmer, Pigorsch, and Tauchen (2009) or to add realized variance
measures computed from solely high-frequency negative returns from the previous day, as
in Patton and Sheppard (2015). Another solution might be to assume that the impact of
negative shocks on future volatility is not short-living, but persistent (as the volatility itself)
and to augment the model with e.g., vectors of past negative returns sampled at various
frequencies (daily, weekly, monthly) as in the LHAR model of Corsi and Renò (2012) or in
the leverage-augmented ARFIMA model specified by Allen, McAleer, and Scharth (2014).
Although these approaches might be simple to implement, a more detailed discussion on
how the past negative shocks affect the future volatility within our model specification, is
left for further research.
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Appendix 3.A Mathematical Derivations

Proof of Proposition 3.2.1

Proof.[Proof of part 1.] Consider DFM-WN given in equations (3.5)-(3.6):

Yi,t =

K∑
j=1

bi,jfj,t + ui,t, (3.32)

fj,t = φjfj,t−1 + vj,t, (3.33)

and V [ui,t] = σ2
i , V [fj,t] = 1 and |φj | < 1 for j = 1, . . . , k. Then, we can writte fjt =

vj,t
1−φjL .

Replacing this in Equation (3.32), one gets:

Yi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,jvj,t
1− φjL

+ ui,t =

∑k
j=1 bi,j

∏k
s 6=j(1− φsL) vj,t∏k

j=1(1− φjL)
+ ui,t. (3.34)

Rewriting Equation (3.34) yields

k∏
j=1

(1− φjL) Yi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,j

k∏
s 6=j

(1− φsL) vj,t +

k∏
j=1

(1− φjL) ui,t, (3.35)

which is the same as writing

(1− φ1L) · · · (1− φkL) Yi,t =
k∑
j=1

bi,j (1− φ1L) · · · (1− φj−1L)(1− φj+1L) · · · (1− φkL) vj,t +

(1− φ1L) · · · (1− φkL) ui,t. (3.36)

One can use the fact that:

k∏
j=1

(1− φjL) = 1−
k∑
l=1

θlL
l, (3.37)

where θl’s with l = 1, . . . , k are functions of φ1, . . . , φk. They can be obtained by multiplying (3.37)
by L−k and defining z = L−1 yielding

(z − φ1)(z − φ2) · · · (z − φk) = zk − θ1z
k−1 − ...− θk. (3.38)

Setting sequentially in Equation (3.38) z = φi for i = 1, ..., k (making the left hand side of the
equation equal to zero), we obtain the system

φk1 − θ1φ
k−1
1 − ...− θk = 0 (3.39)
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...

φkk − θ1φ
k−1
k − ...− θk = 0, (3.40)

from which we derive the θl’s.

In the same manner one can write:

k∏
s 6=j

(1− φsL) = 1−
k−1∑
l=1

θljL
l, (3.41)

where θlj are functions of φ1, φ2, . . . , φj−1, φj+1, . . . , φk and that can be derived from a system of
k − 1 equations similar to the one given in (3.39)-(3.40). Thus, (3.34) can be written as:

1−
k∑
l=1

θlL
l

Yi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,j

1−
k−1∑
l=1

θljL
l

 vj,t +

1−
k∑
l=1

θlL
l

ui,t, (3.42)

or as:

(1− θ1L− ...− θkLk) Yi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,j(1− θ1jL− ...− θk−1,jL
k−1)vj,t+(1− θ1L− ...− θkLk) ui,t,

(3.43)

indicating that Yi,t is an ARMA(k, k) process composed of one AR(k), k of MA(k − 1) and one
MA(k) components.

In order to derive the autocorrelation function of Yi,t, it is more appropriate to write it as an
MA(∞) given that 1

1−φL = 1 + φL+ φ2L2 + φ3L3 + . . .. Thus,

Yi,t =
k∑
j=1

bi,j
vj,t

1− φjL
+ ui,t (3.44)

=
k∑
j=1

bi,jvj,t(1 + φjL+ φ2
jL

2 + . . . ) + ui,t (3.45)

=
k∑
j=1

(bi,jvj,t + bi,jφjvj,t−1 + bjφ
2
jvj,t−2 + . . . ) + ui,t (3.46)

=
∞∑
m=0

k∑
j=1

bi,jφ
m
j L

mvj,t + ui,t. (3.47)
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Thus, the unconditional variance of Yi,t is given by:

γYi0 ≡ E[Y 2
i,t] =

k∑
j=1

b2i,j(1 + φ2
j + φ4

j + . . . )V [vj,t] + V [ui,t]

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,j
1

(1− φ2
j )

(1− φ2
j ) + σ2

i =
k∑
j=1

b2i,j + σ2
i , (3.48)

as E[Yi,t] = 0, V [vjt ] = (1− φ2
j ) and V [ui,t] = σ2

i .

The autocovariance computed at lag p is given by:

γYip ≡ E[Yi,tYi,t−p] = E[(
k∑
j=1

(bi,jvj,t + bi,jφjvj,t−1 + · · ·+ bi,jφ
p
jvj,t−p + bi,jφ

p+1
j vj,t−p−1 + . . . ) + ui,t)

× (
k∑
j=1

(bi,jvj,t−p + bi,jφjvj,t−p−1 + . . . ) + ui,t−p)]

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,j(φ
p
j + φp+2

j + φp+4
j + . . . )V [vj,t]

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,jφ
p
j (1 + φ2

j + φ4
j + . . . )V [vj,t]

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,j
φpj

(1− φ2
j )

(1− φ2
j ) =

k∑
j=1

b2i,jφ
p
j . (3.49)

Thus, the autocorrelation function at lag p is given by:

ρ
Yi,WN
p ≡

γYip

γYi0

=

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,jφ

p
j∑k

j=1 b
2
i,j + σ2

i

. (3.50)

Proof.[Proof of part 2.] Xi,t is given by the aggregation of only AR(1) components:

Xi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,jfj,t, (3.51)

fj,t = φjfj,t−1 + vj,t. (3.52)

Then,

Xi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,jvj,t
1− φjL

(3.53)
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=

∑k
j=1 bi,j

∏k
s 6=j(1− φsL) vj,t∏k

j=1(1− φjL)
. (3.54)

Thus,

k∏
j=1

(1− φjL) Xi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,j

k∏
s 6=j

(1− φsL) vj,t, (3.55)

which is equivalent to:

(1−
k∑
l=1

θlL
l) Xi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,j(1−
k−1∑
l=1

θljL
l) vj,t, (3.56)

where θl and θlj are defined in the previous proof. Consequently,Xi,t is an ARMA(k, k− 1) process
composed by one AR(k) and k of MA(k − 1) components.

In order to derive the ACF of Xi,t, we re-write it as an MA(∞) process as it follows:

Xi,t =

k∑
j=1

bi,j
vj,t

1− φjL
=

k∑
j=1

bi,jvj,t(1 + φjL+ φ2
jL

2 + φ3
jL

3 + . . . ) =

∞∑
m=0

k∑
j=1

bi,jφ
m
j L

mvj,t.

(3.57)

Thus, the variance of Xi,t is given by:

γXi0 ≡ E[X2
i,t] =

k∑
j=1

b2i,jV [vj,t](1 + φ2
j + φ4

j + . . . ) =
k∑
j=1

b2i,j
1

1− φ2
j

(1− φ2
j ) =

k∑
j=1

b2i,j ,

(3.58)

as E[Xi,t] = 0 and V [vj,t] = 1− φ2
j .

The p-th autocovariance is given by:

γXip ≡ E[Xi,tXi,t−p] = E[(
k∑
j=1

(bi,jvj,t + . . .+ bi,jφ
p
jvj,t−p + bi,jφ

p+1
j vj,t−p−1 + . . .)]

× [(
k∑
j=1

(bi,jvj,t−p + bi,jφjvj,t−p−1 + . . . )]

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,jφ
p
j (1 + φ2

j + φ4
j . . . )V [vj,t]

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,jφ
p
j

1

1− φ2
j

(1− φ2
j ) =

k∑
j=1

b2i,jφ
p
j . (3.59)
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The p-th autocorrelation is given by:

ρXip ≡
γXip

γXi0

=

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,jφ

p
j∑k

j=1 b
2
i,j

. (3.60)

Proof of Proposition 3.2.2

Proof.[Proof of part 1.] Equation (3.47) gives the MA(∞) representation of Yi,t:

Yi,t =
k∑
j=1

∞∑
m=0

bi,jφ
m
j vj,t−m + ui,t. (3.61)

Then, the unconditional variance of Yi,t is given by:

γYi,WN
0 = E

[
Y 2
i,t

]
= E


 k∑
j=1

∞∑
m=0

bi,jφ
m
j vj,t−m + ui,t

2
 (3.62)

= σ2
i +

k∑
j=1

∞∑
m=0

E
[
b2i,jφ

2m
j v2

j,t−m

]
(3.63)

= σ2
i +

k∑
j=1

b2i,j

∞∑
m=0

E
[
φ2m
j v2

j,t−m

]
(3.64)

= σ2
i +

k∑
j=1

b2i,j

∞∑
m=0

E
[
Eφ2m

j v2
j,t−mφj

]
(3.65)

= σ2
i +

k∑
j=1

b2i,j

∞∑
m=0

E
[
φ2m
j Ev2

j,t−mφj

]
(3.66)

= σ2
i +

k∑
j=1

b2i,jE

 ∞∑
m=0

φ2m
j (1− φ2

j )

 (3.67)

= σ2
i +

k∑
j=1

b2i,jE

[
1

(1− φ2
j )

(1− φ2
j )

]
(3.68)

= σ2
i +

k∑
j=1

b2i,j . (3.69)

The autocovariance of Yi,t computed at lag p is given by:

γYi,WN
p = E

[
Yi,tYi,t−p

]
(3.70)
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= E


 k∑
j=1

∞∑
m=0

bi,jφ
m
j vj,t−m + ui,t

 k∑
j=1

∞∑
m=0

bi,jφ
m
j vj,t−m−p + ui,t−p


 (3.71)

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,jE
[
φpjv

2
j,t−p + φp+2

j v2
j,t−p−1 + φp+4

j v2
j,t−p−2 + ...

]
(3.72)

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,j

[
E
[
φpjv

2
j,t−p

]
+ E

[
φp+2
j v2

j,t−p−1

]
+ E

[
φp+4
j v2

j,t−p−2

]
+ ...

]
(3.73)

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,j

[
E
[
Eφpjv

2
j,t−pφj

]
+ E

[
Eφp+2

j v2
j,t−p−1φj

]
+ E

[
Eφp+4

j v2
j,t−p−2φj

]
+ ...

]
(3.74)

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,j

[
E
[
φpj (1− φ

2
j )
]

+ E
[
φp+2
j (1− φ2

j )
]

+ E
[
φp+4
j (1− φ2

j )
]

+ ...

]
(3.75)

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,j

[
E

[
φpj (1− φ

2
j )
(

1 + φ2
j + φ4

j + ...
)]]

(3.76)

=
k∑
j=1

b2i,jE
[
φpj

]
. (3.77)

Thus, the autocorrelation function of Yi,t at lag p is given by:

ρYi,WN
p =

γYi,WN
p

γYi,WN
0

=

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,jE

[
φpj

]
σ2
i +

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

. (3.78)

Given that φ2
i ∼ B(φ; a, b), then:

E
[
φpi
]

=
Γ
(p

2 + a
)

Γ(b)

Γ
(p

2 + a+ b
)
B(a, b)

. (3.79)

By replacing (3.79) in (3.78), we get:

ρYi,WN
p =

Γ
(p

2 + a
)

Γ(b)
∑k

j=1 b
2
i,j

Γ
(p

2 + a+ b
)
B(a, b)

(
σ2
i +

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

) . (3.80)

By Sterling’s approximation, we get that, as p→∞:

ρYi,WN
p ≈

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

σ2
i +

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

· Γ(b)

B(a, b)
·
(
p

2

)−b
= A1p

−b, (3.81)

where A1 =
∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

σ2
i+

∑k
j=1 b

2
i,j

· Γ(b)·2b
B(a,b) .
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Proof.[Proof of part 2.] In the same manner as in the proof for the part 1, we show that, as
p→∞:

ρYi,ARp =

∑k−1
j=1 b

2
i,jE

[
φpj

]
+ σ2

iE
[
λpi
]

∑k−1
j=1 b

2
i,j + σ2

i

=
Γ
(p

2 + a
)

Γ(b)

Γ
(p

2 + a+ b
)
B(a, b)

≈ Γ(b) · 2b

B(a, b)
· p−b = A2p

−b,

(3.82)
where A2 = Γ(b)·2b

B(a,b) .
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Appendix 3.B Tables

Table 3.1: Monte Carlo results from estimating DFM-ARCH(1) and DFM-GARCH(1,1) by EMM: n = 10
series, k = 1, 2, 3 factors, T = 4000 observations, R = 1000 replications.

DFM-ARCH DFM-GARCH
1 factor 2 factors 3 factors 1 factor 2 factors 3 factors

True Mean Std.dev Mean Std.dev Mean Std.dev Mean Std.dev Mean Std.dev Mean Std.dev

Φ
φ1 0.95 0.9493 0.0052 0.9492 0.0052 0.9492 0.0052 0.9491 0.0057 0.9490 0.0056 0.9490 0.0056
φ2 0.96 0.9587 0.0045 0.9586 0.0046 0.9587 0.0045 0.9586 0.0046
φ3 0.97 0.9684 0.0044 0.9684 0.0044

α α 0.2/0.1 0.1977 0.0462 0.1975 0.0468 0.1974 0.0480 0.1021 0.0228 0.1021 0.0227 0.1035 0.0332
β β 0.85 0.8407 0.0444 0.8407 0.0426 0.8381 0.0534

Σ

σ2
1 0.30 0.3001 0.0072 0.2995 0.0073 0.2998 0.0074 0.3001 0.0072 0.2995 0.0073 0.2998 0.0074
σ2
2 0.30 0.2996 0.0072 0.2999 0.0081 0.2998 0.0080 0.2996 0.0072 0.2999 0.0081 0.2998 0.0080
σ2
3 0.30 0.3000 0.0074 0.3000 0.0085 0.3001 0.0088 0.3000 0.0074 0.3000 0.0085 0.3001 0.0088
σ2
4 0.30 0.3000 0.0072 0.3002 0.0079 0.2997 0.0100 0.3000 0.0072 0.3002 0.0079 0.2997 0.0100
σ2
5 0.30 0.3002 0.0071 0.2999 0.0086 0.3000 0.0089 0.3002 0.0071 0.2999 0.0086 0.3000 0.0089
σ2
6 0.30 0.2999 0.0071 0.2998 0.0080 0.2991 0.0101 0.2999 0.0071 0.2998 0.0080 0.2991 0.0101
σ2
7 0.30 0.3000 0.0071 0.2995 0.0086 0.2994 0.0148 0.3000 0.0071 0.2995 0.0086 0.2994 0.0148
σ2
8 0.30 0.2996 0.0073 0.2994 0.0079 0.2999 0.0100 0.2996 0.0073 0.2994 0.0079 0.2999 0.0100
σ2
9 0.30 0.2996 0.0070 0.2998 0.0089 0.2999 0.0091 0.2996 0.0070 0.2998 0.0089 0.2999 0.0091

σ2
10 0.30 0.3001 0.0074 0.3000 0.0080 0.2999 0.0101 0.3001 0.0074 0.3000 0.0080 0.2999 0.0101

B

b1,1 1.00 0.9953 0.0507 0.9954 0.0506 0.9949 0.0504 0.9945 0.0678 0.9946 0.0673 0.9942 0.0676
b1,2 1.00 0.9954 0.0506 0.9932 0.0836 0.9931 0.0852 0.9946 0.0673 0.9919 0.0953 0.9917 0.0969
b1,3 1.00 0.9948 0.0504 0.9967 0.0864 0.9956 0.1173 0.9941 0.0676 0.9965 0.0974 0.9955 0.1252
b1,4 1.00 0.9951 0.0508 0.9939 0.0836 0.9915 0.1158 0.9943 0.0678 0.9925 0.0953 0.9902 0.1241
b1,5 1.00 0.9955 0.0506 0.9971 0.0866 0.9951 0.1171 0.9947 0.0678 0.9969 0.0977 0.9950 0.1252
b1,6 1.00 0.9956 0.0510 0.9935 0.0835 0.9954 0.1164 0.9948 0.0680 0.9921 0.0950 0.9939 0.1254
b1,7 1.00 0.9951 0.0503 0.9971 0.0860 0.9990 0.1183 0.9943 0.0676 0.9969 0.0969 0.9988 0.1270
b1,8 1.00 0.9955 0.0502 0.9935 0.0847 0.9955 0.1164 0.9948 0.0672 0.9922 0.0963 0.9940 0.1256
b1,9 1.00 0.9952 0.0514 0.9972 0.0861 0.9957 0.1165 0.9944 0.0685 0.9970 0.0972 0.9957 0.1244
b1,10 1.00 0.9956 0.0503 0.9941 0.0842 0.9918 0.1162 0.9949 0.0674 0.9928 0.0956 0.9906 0.1246
b2,2 1.00 0.9914 0.0519 0.9922 0.0524 0.9914 0.0519 0.9922 0.0525
b2,3 -1.00 -0.9916 0.0523 -0.9922 0.0964 -0.9916 0.0523 -0.9921 0.0965
b2,4 1.00 0.9919 0.0522 0.9912 0.0937 0.9919 0.0522 0.9912 0.0938
b2,5 -1.00 -0.9914 0.0521 -0.9924 0.0970 -0.9914 0.0521 -0.9923 0.0971
b2,6 1.00 0.9919 0.0520 0.9931 0.0961 0.9919 0.0520 0.9931 0.0961
b2,7 -1.00 -0.9920 0.0519 -0.9907 0.0932 -0.9920 0.0519 -0.9906 0.0932
b2,8 1.00 0.9911 0.0521 0.9935 0.0968 0.9911 0.0522 0.9934 0.0968
b2,9 -1.00 -0.9917 0.0515 -0.9920 0.0964 -0.9916 0.0515 -0.9920 0.0964
b2,10 1.00 0.9918 0.0529 0.9910 0.0939 0.9918 0.0530 0.9910 0.0940
b3,3 1.00 0.9897 0.0652 0.9897 0.0652
b3,4 1.00 0.9903 0.0631 0.9903 0.0631
b3,5 1.00 0.9895 0.0651 0.9895 0.0650
b3,6 -1.00 -0.9899 0.0635 -0.9900 0.0635
b3,7 -1.00 -0.9901 0.0668 -0.9901 0.0668
b3,8 -1.00 -0.9902 0.0638 -0.9902 0.0638
b3,9 1.00 0.9896 0.0651 0.9896 0.0651
b3,10 1.00 0.9901 0.0634 0.9901 0.0634
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Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics of daily RVar’s and log-RVar’s: from 01.11.2001 until 31.01.2019, T = 4299
observations. The daily RVar’s are upscaled by 104.

Stock RVar log-RVar
Mean Std. dev Skewness Kurtosis Mean Std. dev Skewness Kurtosis

AA 4.682 8.538 12.577 284.193 1.091 0.831 0.818 4.288
AXP 3.100 8.020 12.401 292.510 0.270 1.125 0.916 3.750
BA 2.238 3.440 6.951 76.508 0.348 0.869 0.615 3.556
BAC 4.670 16.614 12.090 233.764 0.469 1.170 1.072 4.733
C 5.647 25.555 17.486 446.950 0.598 1.166 1.153 4.978
CAT 2.702 4.592 9.296 156.802 0.534 0.850 0.718 4.044
CVX 1.863 4.374 21.090 723.280 0.137 0.845 0.802 4.495
DIS 2.154 4.224 15.223 469.078 0.207 0.941 0.738 3.643
GE 2.639 6.660 10.184 158.717 0.202 1.061 0.845 3.920
GS 3.276 11.593 21.022 607.585 0.506 0.911 1.247 5.724
HD 2.336 4.956 17.636 569.627 0.292 0.929 0.752 3.769
HON 2.258 5.188 26.322 1150.154 0.232 0.986 0.473 3.355
HPQ 2.993 5.291 11.668 221.657 0.646 0.842 0.713 4.023
IBM 1.427 2.758 10.593 190.536 -0.138 0.852 0.913 4.450
IP 3.322 6.502 7.556 91.960 0.618 0.925 0.941 4.245
JNJ 1.047 2.270 15.166 407.004 -0.472 0.864 0.949 4.510
JPM 3.744 10.438 11.304 190.928 0.459 1.104 0.965 4.009
KO 1.070 2.066 15.931 470.935 -0.382 0.825 0.797 4.397
MCD 1.496 3.168 23.882 991.394 -0.121 0.920 0.618 3.482
MMM 1.418 4.436 38.464 1964.938 -0.155 0.861 0.696 4.427
MO 1.462 3.117 14.359 359.067 -0.118 0.848 0.917 4.720
MRK 1.927 4.354 15.912 412.517 0.137 0.871 0.837 4.452
NKE 1.969 3.054 9.274 173.433 0.252 0.815 0.874 3.925
PFE 1.716 2.764 10.443 212.145 0.115 0.823 0.719 3.937
PG 1.020 2.749 26.504 940.493 -0.420 0.783 0.890 5.184
UTX 1.661 3.225 13.241 299.227 0.030 0.860 0.701 4.135
V Z 1.785 3.705 14.509 400.177 0.037 0.897 0.907 4.163
WMT 1.348 2.785 20.969 756.801 -0.153 0.824 0.838 4.302
XOM 1.675 4.223 24.438 951.992 0.007 0.866 0.753 4.461
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Table 3.3: Estimation results and standard errors (in parentheses): n = 29 series of demeaned daily log-RVar’s
from 01.11.2001 until 31.01.2019, T = 4299 observations.

Parameters φ α β ρ
DFM factors φ1 φ2 φ3

WN

1 0.9313
(0.0064)

2 0.9324 0.9779
(0.0056) (0.0035)

3 0.9222 0.9606 0.9852
(0.0060) (0.0052) (0.0029)

AR

1 0.9215 0.6038
(0.0063) (0.0024)

2 0.9234 0.9388 0.5182
(0.0060) (0.0060) (0.0026)

3 0.9149 0.8965 0.9567 0.4769
(0.0063) (0.0090) (0.0053) (0.0027)

ARCH

1 0.9271 0.1815
(0.0095) (0.0378)

2 0.9285 0.9683 0.1658
(0.0094) (0.0072) (0.0366)

3 0.9134 0.8070 0.9669 0.1261
(0.0107) (0.0195) (0.0079) (0.0374)

GARCH

1 0.9247 0.1076 0.8073
(0.0102) (0.0245) (0.0478)

2 0.9261 0.9683 0.0785 0.8587
(0.0099 ) (0.0072 ) (0.0207) (0.0429)

3 0.9099 0.8070 0.9669 0.0773 0.8451
(0.0113) (0.0196) (0.0079) (0.0261) (0.0553)
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Table 3.4: Multivariate Ljung-Box Statistics, BIC values and total number of parameters: n = 29 series of
demeaned daily log-RVar’s from 01.11.2001 until 31.01.2019, T = 4299 observations.

Model Multivariate LB statistics BIC Total # of parametersDFM # factors

WN

1 29290.79 -51.94 59
2 25992.71 -55.52 88
3 23455.30 -58.20 116
4 21277.83 -59.92 143
5 19097.83 -61.40 169
6 17481.88 -62.49 194
7 16027.88 -63.73 218

AR

1 8380.47 -60.58 60
2 5449.49 -64.28 89
3 4536.74 -66.96 117
4 3893.02 -67.97 144
5 2980.51 -66.75 170
6 2848.05 -68.62 195
7 2662.05 -69.45 219

ARCH
1 29216.83 -52.02 60
2 25990.87 -55.72 89
3 23903.39 -61.46 117

GARCH
1 29246.36 -51.97 61
2 26028.71 -55.71 90
3 23934.17 -61.47 118

sARFIMA(1,d,0) 3904.04 -57.15 2
dARFIMA(1,d,0) 3884.71 -57.06 58
sARFIMA(0,d,0) 3903.93 -57.15 1
dARFIMA(0,d,0) 4101.74 -56.99 29

sHAR 3806.12 -57.21 3
dHAR 3845.95 -57.04 87
vHAR 1253.12 -66.50 2523
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Table 3.5: Estimates and standard errors for the parameters corresponding to the first 7 series when applying
DFM-WN on panels including the first n = 7, n = 15 and all n = 29 series of demeaned daily log-RVar’s
from 01.11.2001 until 31.01.2019, T = 4299 observations and k = 2.

n = 7 n = 15 n = 29
Parameters Estimate Std. err. Estimate Std. err. Estimate Std. err.

Φ
φ1 0.9476 0.0051 0.9394 0.0053 0.9324 0.0056
φ2 0.9788 0.0036 0.9844 0.0029 0.9779 0.0035

Σ

σ2
1 0.2567 0.0060 0.2855 0.0063 0.2889 0.0063
σ2

2 0.1998 0.0051 0.1758 0.0042 0.1739 0.0041
σ2

3 0.2136 0.0061 0.1753 0.0041 0.1776 0.0040
σ2

4 0.1118 0.0049 0.0978 0.0033 0.1081 0.0033
σ2

5 0.1145 0.0038 0.1261 0.0035 0.1152 0.0031
σ2

6 0.1462 0.0038 0.1795 0.0041 0.1836 0.0041
σ2

7 0.1906 0.0065 0.2641 0.0059 0.2430 0.0054

B

b1,1 0.6562 0.0318 0.6345 0.0285 0.6320 0.0271
b2,1 1.0301 0.0491 1.0424 0.0454 1.0415 0.0432
b3,1 0.7003 0.0342 0.7054 0.0319 0.7507 0.0318
b4,1 1.0201 0.0515 1.0328 0.0457 0.9591 0.0414
b5,1 1.0691 0.0522 1.0813 0.0471 1.0410 0.0437
b6,1 0.7433 0.0356 0.7270 0.0322 0.7430 0.0312
b7,1 0.6723 0.0332 0.6450 0.0293 0.6845 0.0293
b2,2 -0.1519 0.0206 0.0597 0.0164 0.0061 0.0351
b3,2 0.1705 0.0186 0.3167 0.0291 -0.2856 0.0307
b4,2 -0.5482 0.0432 -0.3965 0.0367 0.4451 0.0444
b5,2 -0.4074 0.0343 -0.1955 0.0229 0.2612 0.0379
b6,2 0.0975 0.0138 0.1521 0.0173 -0.1213 0.0244
b7,2 0.2113 0.0197 0.2085 0.0212 -0.2207 0.0264
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Table 3.6: Estimates and standard errors for the parameters corresponding to the first 7 series when applying
DFM-AR on panels including the first n = 7, n = 15 and all n = 29 series of demeaned daily log-RVar’s
from 01.11.2001 until 31.01.2019, T = 4299 observations and k = 2.

n = 7 n = 15 n = 29
Parameters Estimate Std. err. Estimate Std. err. Estimate Std. err.

Φ
φ1 0.9293 0.0058 0.9268 0.0058 0.9234 0.0060
φ2 0.9879 0.0034 0.9575 0.0060 0.9388 0.0060

Λ λ 0.5233 0.0056 0.5492 0.0037 0.5182 0.0026

Σ

σ2
1 0.2374 0.0057 0.2544 0.0058 0.2489 0.0055
σ2

2 0.1872 0.0050 0.1861 0.0046 0.1777 0.0042
σ2

3 0.2378 0.0060 0.2175 0.0052 0.2064 0.0047
σ2

4 0.1363 0.0047 0.1241 0.0045 0.1130 0.0036
σ2

5 0.1301 0.0042 0.1352 0.0040 0.1157 0.0033
σ2

6 0.1814 0.0048 0.1901 0.0045 0.1840 0.0041
σ2

7 0.1634 0.0047 0.1855 0.0043 0.1681 0.0038

B

b1,1 0.6598 0.0289 0.6413 0.0280 0.6295 0.0272
b2,1 0.9960 0.0416 1.0043 0.0407 0.9983 0.0402
b3,1 0.7138 0.0311 0.7357 0.0317 0.7424 0.0318
b4,1 1.0209 0.0445 1.0255 0.0428 0.9921 0.0414
b5,1 1.0575 0.0449 1.0580 0.0431 1.0372 0.0421
b6,1 0.7539 0.0319 0.7500 0.0314 0.7442 0.0310
b7,1 0.7014 0.0303 0.6847 0.0292 0.6980 0.0297
b2,2 -0.1685 0.0330 -0.0052 0.0303 0.0544 0.0288
b3,2 0.1363 0.0262 0.2876 0.0272 -0.2552 0.0249
b4,2 -0.5302 0.0583 -0.4617 0.0375 0.4818 0.0348
b5,2 -0.4054 0.0488 -0.2930 0.0339 0.3442 0.0325
b6,2 0.0792 0.0225 0.1395 0.0232 -0.1153 0.0212
b7,2 0.2209 0.0292 0.2011 0.0232 -0.2264 0.0225
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Table 3.7: 1-step ahead forecasting results for MSFE: the median value across stocks (1st column for each
window choice, denoted "Median"), the percentage of stocks for which the specific DFM model is better in
terms of MSFE than the HAR and ARFIMA alternatives (2nd column for each window choice, denoted "Better
%") and the percentage of stocks for which the specific model is the best in terms of MSFE among all models
(3nd column for each window choice, denoted "Best %"). ’Window’ gives the number of out of sample (daily)
observations. The entries in bold indicate the smallest median MSFE value.
XXXXXXXXXXXXModel

Window 250 500 750 1000

DFM # factors Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best
% % % % % % % %

WN

1 1.8529 46 0 1.0625 29 0 0.9156 11 0 2.8348 0 0
2 1.9773 50 0 1.0645 36 0 0.9239 14 0 2.7726 0 0
3 1.7947 50 4 1.0649 39 4 0.9113 25 4 2.7222 0 0
4 1.8134 39 4 1.0278 36 4 0.9050 25 0 2.7352 0 0
5 1.8447 43 0 1.0571 43 0 0.9389 29 4 2.5516 0 0
6 1.8000 43 4 1.0408 36 0 0.9256 29 0 2.3570 0 0
7 1.7487 54 0 1.0354 50 0 0.9268 29 0 2.3254 0 0

AR

1 1.6574 79 7 0.9804 82 4 0.8429 61 0 2.3952 4 0
2 1.6560 71 0 0.9678 79 0 0.8350 68 4 2.3006 4 0
3 1.6425 71 14 0.9654 75 11 0.8357 64 14 2.2895 4 0
4 1.6344 71 18 0.9629 75 21 0.8382 64 11 2.4364 0 0
5 1.6665 79 11 0.9772 82 14 0.8420 71 14 2.3006 4 0
6 1.6769 75 11 0.9689 82 14 0.8381 68 11 2.3054 4 0
7 1.6558 79 14 0.9654 79 14 0.8404 64 14 2.2943 4 4

ARCH
1 1.8479 46 0 1.0632 29 0 0.9168 14 0 2.8441 0 0
2 1.9515 50 0 1.0638 36 0 0.9170 18 0 2.8209 0 0
3 1.8367 50 7 1.0652 39 4 0.9122 29 0 2.7922 0 0

GARCH
1 1.8518 43 0 1.0689 29 0 0.9206 11 0 2.8436 0 0
2 1.9509 46 0 1.0677 36 0 0.9168 7 0 2.8258 0 0
3 1.8335 50 0 1.0676 39 0 0.9138 25 0 2.7960 0 0

sARFIMA(1,d,0) 1.8164 0 1.0594 0 0.8887 0 1.8682 36
dARFIMA(1,d,0) 1.8218 0 1.0594 0 0.8887 0 1.8682 21
sARFIMA(0,d,0) 1.8302 0 1.0666 0 0.8943 0 1.8730 0
dARFIMA(0,d,0) 1.8347 0 1.0736 0 0.9003 0 1.8682 4

sHAR 1.8079 4 1.0571 4 0.8887 11 1.8696 36
dHAR 1.8077 7 1.0651 7 0.8942 14 1.8573 29
vHAR 1.9677 0 1.1476 0 1.0041 0 2.0066 0
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Table 3.8: 1-step ahead forecasting results for asyMSFE: the median value across stocks (1st column for each
window choice, denoted "Median"), the percentage of stocks for which the specific DFM model is better in
terms of asyMSFE than the HAR and ARFIMA alternatives (2nd column for each window choice, denoted
"Better %") and the percentage of stocks for which the specific model is the best in terms of asyMSFE among
all models (3nd column for each window choice, denoted "Best %"). ’Window’ gives the number of out of
sample (daily) observations. The entries in bold indicate the smallest median asyMSFE value.
XXXXXXXXXXXXModel

Window 250 500 750 1000

DFM # factors Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best
% % % % % % % %

WN

1 5.4150 57 0 2.8718 50 0 2.4346 32 0 20.8907 14 11
2 5.1950 50 7 2.8342 46 4 2.4299 36 0 16.5845 14 0
3 5.0857 54 0 2.8233 50 0 2.4352 43 0 15.8766 14 0
4 5.3299 61 0 2.7954 54 0 2.4457 50 0 15.9409 14 0
5 5.5619 57 4 2.8289 57 7 2.3942 46 4 15.1220 14 4
6 5.5436 57 4 2.8156 54 4 2.3888 46 7 13.8799 14 0
7 5.2717 75 7 2.7659 71 7 2.3955 57 0 13.7622 7 0

AR

1 4.7255 86 7 2.6692 89 14 2.2859 82 21 13.6459 7 7
2 4.5532 86 11 2.6289 89 7 2.2838 79 7 12.7663 7 4
3 4.5174 86 11 2.6384 89 11 2.2980 79 11 12.7829 4 0
4 4.6676 82 11 2.6833 86 14 2.3037 71 14 13.7300 4 0
5 4.7287 86 18 2.6760 89 18 2.2960 79 14 13.4191 4 0
6 4.7559 86 4 2.7004 89 4 2.2926 79 4 13.1448 4 0
7 4.6833 93 7 2.6541 93 0 2.3002 75 0 12.9911 4 0

ARCH
1 5.3931 57 0 2.8757 50 0 2.4408 32 0 21.1295 14 0
2 5.1639 50 0 2.8379 46 0 2.4392 36 0 17.6149 14 0
3 5.1596 54 4 2.8259 50 4 2.4366 43 4 16.9138 14 0

GARCH
1 5.4020 57 0 2.8883 50 0 2.4547 29 0 21.1097 14 0
2 5.1677 50 0 2.8453 46 0 2.4488 32 0 17.5715 14 0
3 5.1539 54 0 2.8337 50 0 2.4425 43 0 16.8592 14 0

sARFIMA(1,d,0) 5.6005 0 2.9294 0 2.4551 0 11.1615 21
dARFIMA(1,d,0) 5.6157 0 2.9581 0 2.4678 0 11.1880 7
sARFIMA(0,d,0) 5.6549 0 2.9531 0 2.4739 0 11.1883 0
dARFIMA(0,d,0) 5.6157 0 2.9581 0 2.4888 0 11.1880 0

sHAR 5.5872 0 2.9275 0 2.4348 4 11.1474 14
dHAR 5.4858 4 2.8885 4 2.4517 7 11.0871 32
vHAR 5.5196 4 3.0843 4 2.4739 4 11.3904 7
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Table 3.9: 5-step ahead forecasting results for MSFE: the median value across stocks (1st column for each
window choice, denoted "Median"), the percentage of stocks for which the specific DFM model is better in
terms of MSFE than the HAR and ARFIMA alternatives (2nd column for each window choice, denoted "Better
%") and the percentage of stocks for which the specific model is the best in terms of MSFE among all models
(3nd column for each window choice, denoted "Best %"). ’Window’ gives the number of out of sample (daily)
observations. The entries in bold indicate the smallest median MSFE value.
XXXXXXXXXXXXModel

Window 250 500 750 1000

DFM # factors Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best
% % % % % % % %

WN

1 21.0056 61 0 12.6027 61 4 9.7825 46 4 22.3860 46 0
2 21.7517 61 4 13.1836 57 4 11.1433 50 0 20.4960 54 0
3 20.9089 61 0 12.4099 57 0 9.2915 50 0 19.2672 54 0
4 20.9550 61 11 12.2300 61 7 9.5357 50 4 20.4672 54 4
5 22.5118 61 4 12.8968 64 4 9.8432 54 7 19.8139 64 11
6 21.8591 64 0 12.3552 64 0 10.0351 54 0 20.2204 64 4
7 21.7547 64 4 12.0060 68 4 9.5564 61 0 19.7313 68 0

AR

1 17.0967 71 7 10.2353 75 11 8.3862 57 25 18.8637 57 29
2 19.6071 71 11 11.7209 71 11 8.8806 57 4 18.9719 54 0
3 18.7819 68 4 11.0134 64 7 8.6090 61 0 19.2969 61 0
4 18.6856 68 0 10.3606 68 4 8.5156 54 0 19.5488 54 0
5 20.4101 71 7 12.5418 71 7 9.5675 64 4 19.4721 75 7
6 19.8843 71 7 11.7255 68 7 9.1476 61 18 19.4861 82 14
7 20.2665 75 7 11.3364 79 11 9.3788 64 18 19.3051 75 14

ARCH
1 20.1830 61 7 12.2689 61 0 9.6353 46 0 21.8266 46 0
2 21.6873 61 0 13.1683 57 0 10.6679 46 0 20.3600 50 0
3 21.7461 61 4 12.7727 57 0 9.2534 50 0 19.8752 54 0

GARCH
1 19.6176 64 14 11.9652 64 11 9.7262 46 0 21.3941 50 4
2 21.4935 64 4 13.1503 64 4 10.4426 46 0 20.3880 50 4
3 21.3150 61 0 12.5963 57 0 9.2741 50 4 19.9061 54 0

sARFIMA(1,d,0) 24.5765 0 14.6571 0 11.7424 0 19.9876 0
dARFIMA(1,d,0) 25.3042 0 14.6574 0 11.8509 0 20.2665 0
sARFIMA(0,d,0) 24.9589 0 14.8003 0 11.8833 0 20.1121 0
dARFIMA(0,d,0) 25.4516 0 14.8191 0 12.0089 0 20.2665 0

sHAR 23.6853 4 14.4566 0 11.3857 4 20.0021 4
dHAR 24.1378 4 14.5559 7 11.4680 11 19.9867 7
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Table 3.10: 5-step ahead forecasting results for asyMSFE: the median value across stocks (1st column for each
window choice, denoted "Median"), the percentage of stocks for which the specific DFM model is better in
terms of asyMSFE than the HAR and ARFIMA alternatives (2nd column for each window choice, denoted
"Better %") and the percentage of stocks for which the specific model is the best in terms of asyMSFE among
all models (3nd column for each window choice, denoted "Best %"). ’Window’ gives the number of out of
sample (daily) observations. The entries in bold indicate the smallest median asyMSFE value.
XXXXXXXXXXXXModel

Window 250 500 750 1000

DFM # factors Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best
% % % % % % % %

WN

1 155.1356 64 4 80.5907 68 4 66.9551 50 4 267.2577 54 4
2 157.1112 61 4 87.1960 61 4 79.4576 54 0 264.6074 57 0
3 153.2781 61 0 77.6532 64 0 58.2830 54 0 240.9392 61 0
4 152.6006 64 14 80.7186 68 14 63.7695 64 11 243.6958 68 4
5 157.6536 68 7 80.8983 75 7 63.5799 61 7 229.9395 75 11
6 154.2593 64 0 79.7194 68 0 65.2381 61 0 227.6591 79 7
7 147.4282 75 11 75.1945 79 7 58.8753 68 4 239.5416 79 4

AR

1 125.1232 71 7 63.6422 75 7 55.8724 68 14 253.8725 64 14
2 139.8226 75 11 79.7350 79 11 63.9781 64 7 255.1545 71 14
3 139.0729 71 0 70.4723 75 0 55.5605 68 0 240.3938 75 4
4 130.7620 71 0 66.3180 75 0 53.6037 61 0 241.3973 71 0
5 154.2035 75 4 79.2172 79 7 64.0777 71 4 231.6437 89 0
6 139.9556 71 4 72.0662 71 4 59.7372 61 11 228.5576 82 11
7 138.6245 79 4 71.7874 79 7 61.5401 71 11 232.7690 82 11

ARCH
1 149.9688 64 4 76.0885 68 4 66.0125 50 4 267.7664 54 4
2 157.0968 64 0 85.3144 68 0 79.4468 54 0 265.3582 57 0
3 161.0224 61 0 82.2162 64 0 60.9115 57 0 251.1233 61 0

GARCH
1 140.7524 61 14 71.6721 64 14 67.0233 50 11 268.3776 54 0
2 157.0081 68 4 84.3080 71 4 76.0180 50 0 265.6990 57 0
3 157.2075 61 0 79.6210 64 0 59.1272 57 4 251.6456 61 4

sARFIMA(1,d,0) 187.9088 0 108.5759 0 90.5388 0 260.5202 0
dARFIMA(1,d,0) 191.8878 0 108.5784 0 91.5333 0 262.1123 0
sARFIMA(0,d,0) 190.0404 0 109.9865 0 91.9478 0 263.7166 0
dARFIMA(0,d,0) 195.1699 0 110.1834 0 91.5335 0 262.1330 0

sHAR 179.9940 4 105.8594 0 87.6140 0 252.3534 4
dHAR 183.9941 7 106.4755 7 87.0803 11 245.2192 7
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Table 3.11: 10-step ahead forecasting results for MSFE: the median value across stocks (1st column for each
window choice, denoted "Median"), the percentage of stocks for which the specific DFM model is better in
terms of MSFE than the HAR and ARFIMA alternatives (2nd column for each window choice, denoted "Better
%") and the percentage of stocks for which the specific model is the best in terms of MSFE among all models
(3nd column for each window choice, denoted "Best %"). ’Window’ gives the number of out of sample (daily)
observations. The entries in bold indicate the smallest median MSFE value.
XXXXXXXXXXXXModel

Window 250 500 750 1000

DFM # factors Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best
% % % % % % % %

WN

1 123.1687 46 0 67.3916 46 4 52.3273 25 0 73.3584 36 0
2 120.5248 50 0 64.8927 43 0 52.3005 29 0 73.3713 43 4
3 116.6814 57 0 64.9756 46 0 50.5543 36 7 74.2484 50 7
4 117.6823 43 0 62.6011 43 4 49.1434 29 0 72.8449 46 0
5 124.2324 39 0 70.7762 39 4 53.7977 21 4 69.4833 39 7
6 124.5041 39 0 70.4160 32 0 55.0535 25 0 68.9586 39 4
7 131.3357 11 0 71.5089 11 0 57.0032 18 0 71.1938 29 0

AR

1 118.0125 61 18 62.9325 64 18 51.9525 39 7 68.8809 54 14
2 116.4257 61 7 62.8144 54 7 52.4130 36 7 71.1541 46 18
3 115.0028 61 11 63.2298 54 4 49.7310 36 4 72.7419 50 4
4 113.3541 50 7 65.5966 39 7 51.4414 32 4 73.6637 43 4
5 119.5353 39 4 68.7865 32 4 53.4582 21 4 69.6538 39 0
6 123.6495 43 0 69.5047 36 7 55.1260 36 11 67.1864 46 11
7 125.0148 25 0 69.8708 21 0 58.2022 25 0 69.3702 43 4

ARCH
1 122.4749 54 4 66.8258 46 7 52.3587 25 0 73.1287 36 0
2 118.8748 54 0 64.8050 50 0 52.1292 29 4 73.6001 39 0
3 115.9419 57 0 65.2100 46 0 50.9169 36 0 74.5368 46 0

GARCH
1 122.3047 54 14 66.4894 46 4 52.5226 25 0 73.1344 36 0
2 118.2647 54 0 64.7096 50 0 52.1510 29 0 73.5749 39 0
3 115.4906 57 0 65.1852 46 0 50.9940 36 0 74.4759 46 0

sARFIMA(1,d,0) 112.3606 4 61.9944 4 50.9551 4 74.4760 0
dARFIMA(1,d,0) 112.5964 0 62.1057 0 51.0527 4 74.4760 0
sARFIMA(0,d,0) 112.8565 0 62.1701 0 51.0900 0 74.6763 0
dARFIMA(0,d,0) 112.5946 0 62.1513 0 51.1736 0 74.9375 0

sHAR 107.6639 14 59.5251 11 50.3285 18 73.0203 4
dHAR 108.1496 18 59.5466 18 49.9153 25 72.6228 21
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Table 3.12: 10-step ahead forecasting results for asyMSFE: the median value across stocks (1st column for
each window choice, denoted "Median"), the percentage of stocks for which the specific DFM model is better
in terms of asyMSFE than the HAR and ARFIMA alternatives (2nd column for each window choice, denoted
"Better %") and the percentage of stocks for which the specific model is the best in terms of asyMSFE among
all models (3nd column for each window choice, denoted "Best %"). ’Window’ gives the number of out of
sample (daily) observations. The entries in bold indicate the smallest median asyMSFE value.
XXXXXXXXXXXXModel

Window 250 500 750 1000

DFM # factors Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best Median Better Best
% % % % % % % %

WN

1 1630.7742 54 4 873.0566 54 4 748.5996 32 4 1190.3864 54 0
2 1625.4411 54 4 856.1291 54 0 754.3226 32 0 1193.0277 46 0
3 1643.0287 57 4 864.3454 54 0 691.0553 36 4 1203.4809 54 7
4 1682.9873 46 0 876.7813 46 0 693.6894 32 0 1282.4404 57 4
5 1785.9897 43 4 953.9776 46 4 749.6095 32 4 1304.2343 46 7
6 1768.1277 36 0 957.3422 32 0 760.2723 29 0 1315.7969 50 4
7 1913.3152 14 0 994.0246 18 0 787.2995 21 0 1248.9507 46 0

AR

1 1596.5532 61 7 820.2039 64 7 753.1593 43 7 1137.2143 64 14
2 1584.6578 61 4 828.1095 64 4 756.5708 43 0 1175.7811 54 25
3 1604.8120 61 14 838.8724 61 14 702.2606 39 11 1175.0647 64 0
4 1681.6271 50 7 879.4358 46 7 730.8383 36 4 1246.0414 54 4
5 1773.2654 39 4 927.3811 39 4 749.0729 29 4 1264.4001 43 4
6 1716.1353 43 0 934.1325 43 4 774.9106 39 7 1269.2146 57 4
7 1741.6330 29 0 966.2163 29 4 799.3056 29 4 1209.3359 54 4

ARCH
1 1631.9309 54 4 862.7334 57 7 747.8473 39 7 1187.6517 54 0
2 1616.9126 54 0 856.6061 54 0 751.4747 32 0 1204.3678 50 0
3 1633.7021 54 0 869.5157 54 0 708.9490 32 0 1199.2774 57 4

GARCH
1 1633.9970 57 11 858.5119 61 11 748.9302 39 0 1188.1641 54 0
2 1613.4011 54 0 856.7849 54 0 751.4645 32 0 1207.3552 50 0
3 1634.3569 54 0 870.0538 50 0 711.1033 32 0 1199.1277 57 4

sARFIMA(1,d,0) 1622.7260 0 903.6065 0 677.8626 0 1264.8563 0
dARFIMA(1,d,0) 1625.5068 0 903.6042 0 679.4569 4 1264.8525 0
sARFIMA(0,d,0) 1628.8615 0 904.8454 0 679.6133 0 1273.0026 0
dARFIMA(0,d,0) 1625.4873 0 903.6103 0 681.3546 0 1277.3609 0

sHAR 1599.6053 18 864.6317 14 658.2689 18 1176.7401 7
dHAR 1601.6750 18 866.9933 18 655.3965 25 1176.6340 11
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Appendix 3.C Figures

Figure 3.1: ACF’s of simulated Yt (dotted-dashed green) and Xt (dotted blue) with φ1 = 0.8, φ2 = 0.95,
b1 = b2 = 1 and σ2 = 1. The length of the simulated series is 100000. The red dotted lines give the 95%
confidence interval.

Figure 3.2: ACF’s of daily log-RVar series of IBM and of simulated DFM-WN processes with k = 1, 2, 3, 4
and DFM-AR with k = 3. The length of the simulated series is 100000. The red dotted lines give the
95% confidence interval of the ACF of the real data. The non-solid lines are drawn in such a way that the
corresponding simulated processes have the same first autocorrelation as the log-RVar of IBM.
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Figure 3.3: Line graph of the first 10 daily log-RVar’s over the period 01.11.2001 – 31.01.2019 (T = 4299
trading days). The log-RVar’s are scaled up by 104. On X-axis we plot the years.
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Figure 3.4: ACF of the first 10 daily log-RVar’s up to 200 lags over the period 01.11.2001 – 31.01.2019
(T = 4299 trading days). The log-RVar’s are scaled up by 104. On X-axis we plot the lags. The dotted-line is
the 95% confidence interval.
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Matrices ist in Zusammenarbeit mit Maurizio Daniele und Prof.Dr. Winfried Pohlmeier entstanden.

Das dritte Kapitel, A Latent Factor Model for Forecasting Realized Variances ist in Zusammenar-
beit mit Dr. Roxana Halbleib und Prof.Dr. Giorgio Calzolari entstanden.
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